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1
: FEMA has received and1 reviewed the radiological emergency

D the attachment to LEA Exhb E-1. FEMA isresponse plans _ listed in,

aware that-Energy Consultants,. consultant to the Applicant, has

prepared updated. plans which have been transmitted to FEMA for

.the "purpos e J o f fin formal review as requested by_the Nuclear

; _
,

' Regulatory Commission. (Kinard TR- ~20,153-20,154).
$

I -FEM'A h'as been requested,to prepare a Supplemental Interim
Finding'for Limerick by March 1, 1985. (Kinard TR 20,155,

| also.12/26/84: memo attached to LEA Exhb E-71).
,
<

FEMA will prepare the Supplemental Interim Finding by '

f- May 1, 1985. (Kinard TR 20,157, LEA Exhb E-71) Mr.'Asher

testified that the response from Mr. Krimm to Mr.' Jordan (get Ex # '

,

|
from above) expressed the limitations of the ability of FEMA

Region III to provide such a review by March 1 because.of lack of ;

4

personnel, and therefore the new date had-been established.
~

Mr. Kinard is the FEMA project officer for Limerick.
!

(Asher TR 20,269).4

I
i

'
.

As of Feb. 24, 1985, the-FEMA witnesses stated that there
1

| had not been any review by FEMA ~of any of the RERP's' included
;

in the list attached to LEA'Exhb E-71.
.

!,
,

Mr. Kinard was present in the hearing room approximately
'

50%.of the days that hearings have been going on and has read

j the pre-filed testimony of the parties. (Kinard TR_20,251)

j Mr. Asher's attendance at the hearings.was very limited,'some-

where in the nature of 10% o'f the days. .(Asher-TR 20,251)
i
e

~

FEMA'siextensive written' testimony is_-based upon draft _ plans
j that were; submitted toiFEMA on December 6; 1983. (Kinard TR 20,328)
'

FEMA's' review has been accurate up to'the' point to which the.
t ,

i testimony;that they have provided. (.AsherfTR 20,330).
i^

'
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FINDINGS OF FACT

CONCLUSIONS OF IAW

Pursuant to a Memorandum of Understanding between

the NRC and FEMA relating to radiological emergency planning

and preparedness, FEMA was asked to provide the NPC with

findings and determinations whether the off-site plans for
'

Limerick are adequate and capable of implementation. Spe-

cifically, FEMA was mandated to make findings and determina-

tions as to whether state and local plans are adequate and

capable of implementation. In accordance with this Memor-

! andum the NRC was mandated to review FEMA findings and make

a determination on the adequacy and carability of implementa-

tion of state and local plans. Further, the NRC was mandated
;

-to' recognize FEMA as the interface with state and local'

governments for the interpretation of radiological emergency

preparedness criteria.

It is well-settled law that a FEMA finding or interim

finding gives rise to a rebuttable presumption. Such a pre-

sumption has the effect of-deciding a question only in the

absence of persnaive evidence to the contrary. These findings

by FEMA in and of.themselves contain particulars about-

planning deficiencies for emergency planning 1 zone around

Limerick. These particulars cited by FEMA support FEMA's

conclusion that until corrective actions have been taken

the off-site capabilities for implementation of the emergency
-

plan for Limerick is not adequate,

t
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Further, Applicant has failed to present persuasive

evidence to the contrary to negate this presumption.

Although the Appeal Board.in the San Onofre case

stated that the conclusion reached by the Commission may be

a-predictive one rather than a reflection of the actual state
~

of emergency preparedness at the time of the Board's decision,

it must be' remembered that substantively the evidence in and

of -itself must be sufficient before the Board can conclude

that the state of emergency-preparedness provides reasonable

assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be

taken.

It is the Intervenors' position that the evidence

that has been presented by the Applicant is insufficient

as a matter of law and fact.

.
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LEA-23

! The draft county plans are deficient because they do
not contain reliable evacuation time estimates.

'

LEA-24/F0E-1;

There is no assurance that plans for evacuation of
the ten mile radius will not be impeded by traffic
congestion in the vicinity of Marsh Creek State
Park, Exton area (involving Route 100) and Valley
Forge Park, King of Prussia area.

These areas should either be included in the Emer-
gency Planning Zone or adequate plans for traffic
control and direction should be made to avoid

4 adverse effects on EPZ evacuation.

I

In the Memorandum and Order Ruling on Reworded and Respecified1

Off-site Emergency Planning Contentions dated Sept. 24, 1984, the*

ASLB ruled: We accept all of the items in the list accompanying

i
the contention. The Applicant objects to, among other things,

LEA's questioning certain of the Evacuation Time Estimates-Study's

| assumptions related to the areas the contention lists. While LEA
..

is not exactly crystal clear in alleging deficiencies in the Study,

we do not rule out this item, for if we are to consider what impact

traffic in the areas the contention lists would have on evacuation,

! we.necessarily will consider traffic' patterns, capacities, and rates,

both in the plume EPZ and in the named areas. Thus, we cannot but

inquire into whether the Study has properly analyzed these named

areas.

Philadelphia Electric hired 21H Associates, Inc. ("HMM

Associates") of Concord, Massachusetts to prepare an evacuation
,

:
time computer simulation of the Limerick EPZ. BMM Associates-

i

I
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i

[

' thereafter prepared " Evacuation Time Estimates for the Limerick

Generating Station Plume Exposure Emergency Planning Zone - Final

Draft" (May 1984) (ETE study). (Klian, ff. Tr.13794 at p.1,

Tr. 13795 Appl. Exh. E-67).
!

! The Board accepts Mr. Klimm as the primary author of the HMM

Evacuation Time Estimate Study for Limerick. (Apl. Exh. E-67) He
i

has been involved in most of the 20 or more site evacuation time estimate

studies prepared by HMM Associates (Klimm, Tr. 13816). He has

managed a good portion of them, but because HMM in the past 2-3

l years has b'een conducting 2 to 3'of the studies at the same time,

Mr. Klima could not act in a manager standpoint in all of those.

Mr. Klima travels'a lot,ifrom site to site.

3 Mr. Klimm was one of the principal developers of the NETVAC
~

computer simulation traffic model used in the ETE study and is co-

author of its training manual. This model is a proprietary model

developed by HMM Associates "due to our involvement with areas sur-

! rounding fixed nuclear facilities." Besides its use in HMM studies,
i

; HMM licenses its use to others, and trains them. HMM does other

traffic engineering studies associated with identifying the impacts

of large developments, but the majority of the work in those studies

lend better to manual techniques. "We do have several small computer
,

i

programs we use on IBM compatible or Radio Shack computers to'do the
~

number crunching, but they_are.not simulation models". (Kliam Tr..
'

!

i 13823,---13024)
! . ,e

| 4 NETVAC is a traffic simulation model whicli 1991 uses to

analyze a wide range-of population densities and traffic flows ex-
| -

|
pected during a.large-scale evacuation at various-fixed nuclear sites.

. .

1

!
<
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4

5 HMM's involvement was " entirely with PEMA and the counties"

(Klimm 13911). The individuals involved were, Mr. Hippert (PEMA),

! Mr. Campbell (Chester), Mr. Bi~gelow,' (Montgomery), and Mr. Reber

(Berks). (Klimm Tr. 13909). (Quote from X-ROX pg. 13883) As a

result of those meetings, the ETE study does not include specific
h

input from local borough, township, school district, or park

officials and planners, with respect to the Valley Forge National Park /

; King of Prussia area as well as the Marsh Creek State Park / Routes
i

100 and 113 area. No e.vidence or testimony exists in this record-
;
' of any input passed from the municipal level, park service, or school

district via Mr. Hippert, Mr. Campbell, Mr. Reber or Mr. Bigelow to

| HMM. HMM prepared a draft of the ETE study and offered its contacts
i
'

the opportunity for any comment or discussion and then developed

j what we (IDE) called the final draf t. (Klian, Tr. 13910) . However,

Mr. Klimm recalls no differences between the draft submitted for

j discussion and the so-called final draft (Klimm, 13911).

1[ Consequently, for all NETVAC similations ,on evacuation
;

routing and traffic flow, since those areas were not discussed with

local officials, were not site-specific (Klimm, Tr. 13884).
-

~

, HMM Associates did not participate in the designation of

evacuation routes for the-EPZ. Those routes had been established by; ,

' the Pennsylvania. Dept. of Transportation (Penn DOT) and were reviewed by
4

some Commonwealth and county planners. Upon commencing its study, HMM

Associates reviewed the designat'd routas and found them reasonable
-

e

| in the light of them having been established by PennDOT, and re-

viewed by some county and state officials.
i A
| 8 Given general characteristics for a two-lane road ~or m'ulti-

,

{ % ^$

|
*

I
'
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lane divided expressway, certain assumptions may be r.ade about road-

way capacity. However, those assumptions do not yield roadway

capacities which are as specific as those reflecting actual field

records of lane widths, approach widths, traffic control and

other data (K11mm, Tr. 13830).

9 Just the input roadway network data which appear in the

various appendices to the ETE study were field recorded, measured,

or a category assigned by the team (AT, LT, P).

!

.

O

I

.

e

I
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10 It is an appropriate methodology in preparing an

evacuation time estimate study -- such as Applicant's

Exhibit E-67 -- to assume that at the time when people

actually begin to evacuate that there is no pre-existing j

traffic on the network at that time.(Urbanik, TR 19,224)

A distinction must be made between the time when an evacua-

tion is ordered and the time when people begin leaving.

(TR 19,224 at 12)

11 It is an underlying assumption of the HMM ETE Study
'

(Applicant's Exhibit E-67) that access to Route 363-County

Line Expressway, Routes 202, 76 and 276 would be restricted,

and that that evacuation corridor would be available only

for vehicles evacuating fram the Emergency Planning Zone.

(Klimm, TR 13,939, lines 5-11) The underlying assumption is

that traffic control would be in place at the time or during

the course of the evacuation. It is Mr. Klimm's testimony

that no vehicles really begin to evacuate until a half hour [
after notification, and that in his opinion, a half an hour

! is "certainly enough time to mobilize and station traffic

control as required." (TR 13,941, lines 10-16)

12 The four Tables in App. 10 of the HMM ETE (E-67) use,

as previously discussed (Proposed finding ) column

I headings over columns of numbers which are either the

numerical inputs into the computer simulation, or the results

of calculations performed by the simulation using algorithms
.

developed by HMM (see ). _Mr. Klimm testified at
TR 13,857, lines 15-19 that "The final column, ' Flow',is an

!
. __. - . . .-- _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ __- . . - _-.
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A

:

!

!

input that we have not used to date. It is variable that'

was put-into the model to be able to assess a condition

where there may be a.significant amount of flow on the net-

-work prior to the evacuation of vehicles." However, that

entry is zero for all the links in the evacuation network

! (TR 13,857, line 22) (TR 13,870 lines 9-15) indicating an

assumption that no pre-existing traffic on any of the links

at the time evacuating vehicles begin to enter the evacuation

network.

.

13 Mr. Klimm says this can be assumed because vehicles are

; taken into account by simulating them from their point of origin,
.

and that many of the vehicles on the road in pre-existing

traffic flows would also be vehicles residing in the area, and,

that HMM specifically intended not to double count those

vehicles. TR 13,866 line 19: TR 13,867 line 14) and that is

the reason why HMM did not assume the base flow on the roadway

sections (TR 13,867 line,4).

14 When asked if HMM had site-specific knowledge of the

traffic pre-existing on the Valley Forge-King of Prussia

evacuation corridors as to the percentage from within the EPZ,

and therefore subject to double counting, or from other areas

and just passing through, Mr. Klimm answered:'

i The answer in a general sense, I guess, is
,

we do have a feeling for that. There have been
! studies done in the area. That exact number if
| you look at it on a daily basis, we could possibly
i quantify that but that would vary depending on
: the time of day. I guess in a general sense based

on a study that we have reviewed and general know-
ledge, many of the vehicles ,that travel through

|

- - - ,, - , _ ._ . - - ~ , . . - - - - - , - - . . - - - _ . .
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that corridor in fact originate from tle Ei'Z or ~ ' '
~ ~

are destined to<the EPZ cince that is the direction
that corridor extends. (TR 13,867.line 22 --TR 13,868
lino 5)

The study _Mr. Klimm is referring to here is one that was done
'

for Upper Merion Township (TR 13,868 line 8).

15 However, at TR 13,911 line 21 Mr. Klims testified

; that the Upper Merion study he referred to "was an exhibit
;

that either has been or will be offered as part of this:

' testimony," and that "I reviewed it in that light."
And at TR 13,915 line 13 Mr. Klimm admits that he

reviewed the. upper Merion study after completing _he ETE
e

j (Appl. Exhb. E-67) and just a few weeks before this hearing. '

<

16 HMM Associates did not participate in the designation
1 of evacuation routes for the EPZ. Those routes had
! been established by-the Pennsylvania Department of

j Transportation ("PennDOT") and were reviewed by some
Commonwealth and county planners. Upon commencing its

study, HMM associates reviewed the designated routes

and found them reasonable in the light of them having
,

i been established by PennDOT, and reviewed by some
,

; county and state officials.'(Klimm, TR 13,893,

lines 16-21.)
s

17 Given general characteristics for.a two-lane road or -

multi-lane divided expressway, certain-assumptions.

may be made about roadway capacity. However,-those

assumptions do not yield roadway capacities which
,

i

are as specific as those reflecting actual field records-

4

I of lane widths, approach widths, traffic control and
*other-data. (Klimm, TR 13,830).

;

Ig Just"the input roadway network data which. appear in

\ the various appendices to the ETE study were field

; recorded, measured, or a category assigned by/ the

] team (AT, LT, P). All capacities were calculated.

! AT is area type relates to 4 possible. area types and
I

| is assigned by the field team. LT is one of'several

| possible lane types or roadway types: rural or urban,

| multi-lane, divided, or undivided, and is' assigned by

|
the field team, P or parking on the M T u s ec t len



approach is F in all cases (no parking) in Appandix 10

for all links. Each roadway link and intersection

was measured as follows, no values were assumed and no

values were adopted from earlier studies. The only

measured data is: LW (lane width of typical midblock

section between 2 nodes), AW (approach width of down-

stream intersection), SW (distance to obstruction),

or lateral clearance or mid-block LEN (lengtl. of

roadway section in feet). (Klimm TR 13,872 and

TR 13,846-13,853).

19 In. determining roadway capacity, the ETE study did

not take into account the slope or hilliness of each.

intersection and only adjusted the geometric character-

istics to account for the e f fect of right- and left-

turning vehicles. (Klimm TR 13,900). The formula on

page 5-9 of the ETE (Appl. Exhb. E-67) is a.descrip-
'

tion' of how the ultimate intersection capacity is cal-

culated. The degree of acuity of an angle of an inter-

section turn is not specifically taken into account,

and only implicitly taken into account in the fact the

right and left turning vehicles slow progression for

moving ^ vehicles. "We did not come up with separate

factors to incorporate that". (Klimm, TR 13,902 at 4)..

There is no numerical factor with respect to that

measurement of angle included in any of the. calculations.
.

(Klimm TR 13,901 lines 16- ). The " peak hour and load

factors" are not used in this ETE analysis. (See
pg. 5-9 E-57 second para.).

.

20 Intersection approach capacity calculations were per-

formed only on the basis of these variables: approach

width, type of traffic control (stop sign or signal),
.

amount of green time,at the intersection and the effect

of right- and left-turning vehicles (Klimm, TR 13,900-01).

The acuity of any particular intersection angle was not

,
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i
' taken into account by calculating, (not recording)

the effect that right- and left-turning vehicles had on

traffic flow, i.e.,the higher the percent of turning

vehicles, the lower the capacity for through movement

(Klimm, TR 13,901-13,902). Typically, the field data

teams "like to when we record mid-block data" record
measurements at the most restricting or confining point
along that road, which 'very commonly' would be a
particular curve. (Klimm, TR 13,902-03). "We calcu-

late the mid-block capacities at a point, a representa-

tive point, along that link." (Klimm, TR 13,902-03).
t There is no numerical factor which relater to the degree

particular road or the number of curvesof curves on a

on a particular stretch of road (Klimm TR 13,903,'

i lines 5-8).
.

.i
:

i 21 Having collected these data, HMM. Associates then used
algorithms developed by HMM based upon data and rela-! : ,

tionships in the Transportation R'esearch Board's
4

Highway capacity Manual (1965) and Transportation
Research Board Circular 212 (1980), ad the formula or.

i mechanism to translate the roadway measurements into
!
' other numbers in.the ETE Appendix 10 tables such as

JAM, FCap and other capacities. These HMM algorithms

by the NETVAC model to define (1) the relationship'

versus trafficbetween the speed of. evacuating vehicles
|

density, and-(2) actual roadway capacities, including'

intersection capacities. (Klimm TR 13,874-76). This
,

I sort of methodology for application of site-specific

data represents standard traffic engineering practice

(Klimm, TR 13,881). However,

22 the specific algorithms and assumptions used by NETVAC
| were developed by HMM for use in evacuation. (hime

~ estimates for nuclear-facilities, based upon data-

and relatinships in 2 standard traffic engineering

sources. (Klimm, TR 13,874-76). ~ ~ ~~ w -

-------e-~--.. _ , , - .- ., -

. . .
- . . -
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Representative Fair and Adverse Weather Conditions
1

The primary purpose of evacuation time estimates is to'

23
serve as a tool in the protective action decision-|

-

i making process by providing a framework within which
decison-makers can incorporate input on evacuationI

characteristics and traffic flows at the time of an
actual emergency. As such, pursuant to NUREG 0654,,

time estimates are intended to be representative and

reasonable so that any protective action decision

based on those estimates would reflect realistic condi-
tions. Obviously, an overly conservative estimate

could result in an inappropriate decision (Klimm

TR 13,871, TR 13,908, TR 17,046). However, an esti-

4 mate which is -widely of f the mark would be a problem.

(Urbanik, TR ).
,

+

34 , Neither NRC regulations nor NUREG 0654 guidance'

establish a standard for " timely evacuation". The

purpose of an evacuation time estimate study is to

indicate the range of times required to evacuate the

EPZ under a limited number of commonly occurring

events so that decision-makers in an actual emergency
,

good basis on which to make informed"will have a

decisions based upon actual conditions." This in-

cludes local officials and emergency planners.

(Klimm, TR 13,871). It is not the intent o f evacua-
1

j time esdmate studies of the exact conditions during

an evacuation but to indicate.the sensitivity of the

analysis to a limited number of commonly occurring
i

events (Urbanik, ff. TR. 19,203 at pp. 3-4,

|
TR 19,240-41;~ Asher and Kinard (Admitted Contentions),

TR 2',150 at p. 33).0ff.

1.

I-
._ ___.___.. _ _ _
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j*
1

,

Therefore, it is not-the intent of NUREG 0654 to require
.25

; the analysis'of a " worst case" scenario. Rather, the

the adverse'veather scenario is essentially-

for conditions that are passable for which evacuation is
,

feasible, so planners can determine whether or not the i

l

particular network and portions of the network are or
,

: aren't sensitive to slick but passable road conditions.
1

(Urbanik, TR 19,227).

;

26 A reduction in roadway capacity of 30 percent for

adverse weather was assumed in the ETE study (Klimm,

TR 13,860, TR 13,907). This reduction factor was not

based upon input and discussions with local municipal
officials and planners so that their area of responsi-

bility's site-specific characteristics.were not con-

sidered. Similar capacity reduction factors were used

at other nuclear power. plants across the country and it

was considered appropriate to use those at - Limerick.

(Klimm, TR 13,908-09, TR 14,062, TR 17,047). The record

contains no testimony from PEMA or the counties on this

matter, though the Applicant had every opportunity to

j ask, including their own supoenaed witness, Bigelow.
;

i .

; 27 A 30 percent reduction in roadway capacity and travel

| speeds for adverse weather conditions-represents a con-

dition where it might be snowing and visibility would

: be impaired, roadway speed would be reduced and driving
,

conditions in general would be degraded. This situation'

would translate into an inch or two of snow and includes
-,

'

possibly icy roadway conditions (Klimm, TR 13,907-08,
!

i' TR 17,046-47). There is no assumption in the ETE study
_

that the roadways in question would be plowed during a

storm (Klimm, TR 13,907 TR 17,044-45).__ A reduction

__ factor of greater than 30 percent-
' that would represent.a storm where-

.

$

, - . .- .. . ._ -. .. - - .
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snow plowing would be necessary and the unpredictable

time associated with snow plowing would have to be

incorporated (Klimm, TR 17,078).

28 The time needed to clear roads of snow might vary

significantly depending upon the weather, precipitation,

temperature, and available resources. Officials of

the agency responsible for snow plowing, the Pennsyl-

vania Department of Transportation ("PennDOT"), would

be stationed at both the Commonwealth and county EOC's.

Information as to road conditions would be factored

into the decision-making process to decide the appro-

priate protective action recommendation (Klimm,

TR 17,044-45). Some local officials and planners

testified that PennDOT is slow to respond to snow

emergencies .(see Vu,s P tTT us
,

Preparation and Mobilization Times

'29 : The ETE study also attempts to account for the possi-

bility that people at work outside the EPZ would return

to the-EPZ and then leave from their homes. This was

done by incorporating a distribution of preparation and

mobilization times into that study. Accordingly, the

ETE study does not instantaneously load vehicles onto

the evacuation routes at the time of notification to

evacuate. Rather, there is a distribution of times which

assumes varying preparation and mobilization periods for

different members or segments of the population, in-

cluding those.who may return to the EPZ prior to evacu-

ating (Klimm, TR 13,869-70, TR 14,037-38). Section 5 of

the ETE study describes the evacuation preparation and

mobilization time assumptions for each population

;
category (Klimm, TR 13,967-68). There is no listing

; in Section 5 of a population category for those return-

ing to the EPZ. Various appendices identify major popula-
I



tion categories, including permanent residents, trans-

ients and special facilities, based upon the population,
vehicle demand and location (Klimm, TR 13,835, 13,000).

X Outside the EPZ in the Valley Forge Area for instance,

it is assumed that 30 minutes following notification,

evacuating EPZ traffic will not be affected by pre-

existing traffic or flow since it was a planning assump-

tion that non-EPZ vehicles access to all evacuation
links would be restricted such that those vehicles would
not be on those roadways at the time evacuation loading
begins 30 minutes after notification. (Klimm,
TR 13,869-870). The same principles apply to all

links including those south of the EPZ.
,

,

.30 It was assumed that no vehicles would begin to evacuate

during the 15-minute notification period plus the

minimum preparation / mobilization time of 15 minutes for
all population sectors (Klimm, TR 14,062). On the same

basis it was assumed that preparation and mobilization

times in the event of an accident would range from 30

minutes to 150 minutes after notification (Klimm,

TR 13,869-70, TR 14,038-39).

31 The ETE study assumes that buses would depart over a

60 minute period from 30 to 90 minutes following

notification; that up to one-hour time frame-for school

buses is not site-specific for the Limerick EPZ as it

was not discussed with school district or bus providers

(see finding ); That hour includes the total

time required to drive the buses to the schools and load

students onto them. "The time frames associated with

mobilizing the buses and drivers themselves may or may

not be included in'that hour time frame" according to

the assumptions in the ETE. (Klimm, TR 17,260-62,
Cunington, TR 17,258-59, Klimm and Cunnington

TR 17,374-74). The Applicant has not elicited testimony
|

!

- - . .
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'
or. evidence-from the 3 county emergency management

j coordinators'.or PEMA as to whether more than the one
1'
'

hour assumption was-de'emed " worst case" by them.
; I

I

] 32 Traffic flow simulation in the ETE study treats buses
1

the same as other vehicles, except that buses are

deemed to be the equivalent of two automobiles (Klimm

TR 17,264). No convoys are simulated as such. School

; _ evacuation would not affect evacuation time estimates
unless vehicle demand associated with schools is

-significant compared with overall traffic-flow on

! evacuation link. Moreover, the perparation and mobili-

zation time associated with schools significantly less

! than those for permanent residents (Klimm, TR 17,375). |
If it were realistic that buses would be~among the last

vehicles to enter the evacuation network,. buses could be

critical in determining evacuation time estimates for

i the entire EPZ implicit in testimony. (Klimm,

TR 17,265-66). Special facilities (hospitals, nursing
;

homes, jails) would be' loaded onto the network 75-135,

'
minutes following notification (Appl. Exhb. E-67 ETE

pg. 5-5).
3-
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33 NUREG 0654, in' Planning Standard J., Elements J(10)(i) and

J(10)(1), calls for " projected traffic capacities of evacuation

routes under emergency' conditions" and " time estimates for evacua-

tion of various sectors and distances based on a dynamic analysis...

for the plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone." This

information should be contained in the " evacuation Time Estimates

for the Limerick Generating Station Plume Exposure Emergency

Planning Zone," Final Draft, prepared by-HMM Associates, Inc. for

the Philadelphia Electric Company, and dated May 1984. Based upon

its review FEMA is unable to determine whether the areas of concern

which are adjacent to the plume exposure EPZ were included in the

HMM evacuation analysis.

34 To the extent the HMM study did not fully analyze the impact

of traffic congestion in the areas of concern outside the Limerick

EPZ, there is not an assurance that evacuation of the.EPZ will

not be impeded by such traffic. Where areas outside the EPZ might

have a direct impact on the amount of time it would take individuals

to evacuate the 10-mile EPZ, that information should be included

in the evacuation time estimate study, as it is essential in-

formation that would affect the length ~of the evacuation time.

It should be emphasized that there is no " acceptable" limit-for

evacuating a plume exposure EPZ. The information is important,

however, for the decision-makers at the state, county and local

level as part of the data needed for them to be able to opt ~for

either sheltering or evacuation. In order to make an informed

decision, the various governmental officials must feel confident
! that the information available to them is-as comprehensive as .

possible. .This should include' an evacuation study with all
,

i pertinent-data. If such an evacuation study concludes evacua-

tion of.the plume exposure EPZ would be adversely affected by

traffic con ~gestion in those areas of concern outside the EPZ,,

then it would be incumbent upon the appropriate. authorities to
i

make the necessary plans to provide for the equipment and manpower,

|
to assist in traffic control during an evacuation. -- ( Asher & Kinard

ff. TR 20,150 at p. 33).
,

,
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35 Essentially, the model attempts to simulate the movement of vehicles

along a roadway network, utilizing some accepted traffic engineering,

principles and practices, but NETVAC is not used in HMM's other
l

traffic engineering work. Model inputs are variables that take into

account the population vehicle loading and certain roadway characteris-

tics-(K11mm, Tr. 13821-24). For the purposes of the Limerick ETE, -
;

EHH does not use several of the variables.'.

36 In a validation test of the-NETVAC model'against real life .

data in Seabrook New Hampshire showed that for 2000-2500 vehicles
,

leaving a. sporting event on 25-30 total evacuation road links, the

; NETVAC simulation differed "a matter of minutes; the actual vs. the
i

j observed." The movement of vehicles took "an hour to an hour and a

half period, maybe two hours." (Klimm Tr. 13905-07).

37 The HMM ETE for Limerick has 198 links (appendix tables),
i

plus a Limerick Evacuation would involve about 255,284 people (winter

weekday, Apl. E-67, pg. 3-22, Analysis area 14) or at 3 persons per

car approximately 85,000 vehicles. The NETVAC model calculated this
,

Limerick Evacuation to take _ (pg. 6-7) 4 hours, 50 minutes for a

winter weekday, fair weather condition.

38 The NRC Staff's witness, Thomas Urbanik, an expert in the
'

evaluation of evacuation time estimates prepared for fixed nuclear.

facilities in the United States, stated that based on his examination

of the document, the ETE study is prepared consistently with the

assumptions'and methodologies of'NUREG-0654, Appendix 4 (Urbanik,

Tr. 19223), plus could have an error of 10-20%. He also testified that

|
the evacuation time estimates contained in the ETE study were " reason-

ably and soundly based" only with the qualification being the issue

I of traffic control Dr. Urbanik raised. (Urbanik Tr. 19277)

. -. - . _ _ _ _ . -. . -- , , , . . -
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39 The Pa. turnpike (Rte. 276) is being used as an evacuation route
in the Kingo'f Prussia area. And unlike the local area, there is the

-possibility of through. traffic being on these facilities, or other people

using them. The fact cannot be ignored that there may be some people from
beyond the EPZ using the Pennsylvania Turnpike at the time it is being
desired to use it for evacuation also (Urbanik TR 19,234-19,235)

<

40 "At the same time the plan calls for folks from another area, also
~

through a rather (sic) set of' loops and ramps'and everything to get on the
Pennsylvania Turnpike in the area we have just been referring to, hear
Intersate 276 and 76. So, those folks, could in fact, conflict in the

sense of both trying-to use the same facility at the same time'." (Urbanik
TR 19,237)

;

.
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41 The Board cannot limit its concerns to the one example cited by

Mr. Urbanik, the Pennsylvania Turnpike. The same principles would apply

to other limited access highways carring long distance traffic and parts

of several of them make up the set of loops and-ramps in King of Prussia

or what has been described as a hook made up of Routes 202, 76, 276, +

363 - Countyline Expressway.
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42 The four areas mentioned in LEA 24/F0E 1 1.e. Marsh Creek State Park,

the Exton area, Valley Forge National Park and the King of Prussia area are

not the only four areas one needs to be concerned about with respect to

traffic control points outside the EPZ. One has to look outside the EPZ as

a whole system of highways. (Urbanik TR 19,231 line 19) For example, a

TCP at the Downingtown Turnpike can affect turnpike traffic in King of Prussia.

(See (N 9b $b '#

.43 State, County, Municipal and Township plans should include these
additional traffic control points beyond the EPZ (TR 19,232). This hasn't
been done to date, based upon those points listed in the Applicants ETE
(App. Exhb. E-67) (Urbanik TR 19,228) Dr. Urbanik was not prepared tp state

whether TCP's beyond the EPZ should be just in the county or state plan, or
in a plan for a township outside the EPZ (TR19,232 line 18-19,233 lines 1-5)

44 The evacuation time estimate study is adequate only with the proviso

that there be adequate traffic control beyond the EPZ. But Dr. Urbanik has
not reviewed the plans to recommend specific locations of all such traffic

control measures. (Urbanik TR 19,234)

45 Dr. Vutz, in contacts with EC, asked questions about traffic estimates

on the map identified as LEA Exhb. E-16, and how the evacuation time and

traffic studies were done. He was not informed at that time that HMM as an
'

organization was doing a study (TR 14,460) Dr. Vutz did not know the HMM
ETE (App Exhb. E-67) study existed as an EMH study until he saw the copy
provided to him by LEA. Previously, he had read in the Philadelphia Inquirer
about time estimates which were described as having been made by PECO's
consultants. (TR 14,460)

.
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46 A secondary purpose of evacuation time estimate studies is

to assist emergency planners in deploying resources during an

evacuation. A prime example would be the use of traffic control

at congested locations. Also, in some cases, special traffic

control procedures might be used in a limited number of locations
G

to reduce the evacuation time due to a bottleneck in the roadway

network.

47- The projected evacuation time for the Limerick EPZ is

generally about 5 hours or more. Significant traffic queueing

(traffic _ jams) is going to occur during the evacuation. Traffic

jams indicate a'short-term capacity' deficiency. With time,

capacity catches up to demand and all vehicles are accommodated.

Accordingly, the routine occurrence of traffic jams is not an

indication of the inability to evacuate an area in a timely

fashion. (Urbanik ff. TR 19,023).

!
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48 " Capacity is a determination of the maximum flow along certain
roadways and it is independent of the actual demand. Capacity is

the same for a particular roadway at one time versus another.
It is the maximum number of vehicles able to traierse the 9arti-
cular roadway section and through an intersection location."

49 Based upon that, "it is possible" that one could see a
correlation between the volume of traffic that a roadway link can

handle in the morning peak rush hour and the amount of traffic
that it can handle during an evacuation for a given section of

roadway. "It would be specific to the area. If a particular

peak hour period were operating at capacity androadway during a

the same was the case for an evacuation condition for a parti-

cular time period, then yes, they would be comparable."
(Klimm, TR 17,063-17,064). cf. applicants proposed finding #10,

pg. 17.
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50- The. Evacuation Time Estimate Study-is consistent with the guidance
;of'NUREG 0654 as it relates to Valley Forge-Park. -(Urbanik TR 19,262

~

lines 14 & 15) As one draws the Emergency Planning Zone boundary around

a nuclear plant site, that boundary may-include or exclude. areas that are
in.close proximity to the 10-mile Emergency Planning Zone (Urbanik TR 19,261
lines 20-22)- .There is nothing to preclude including, Valley Forge National ,

Park in the' Emergency Planning Zone if the state and local officials were
i so inclined to do that. (Urbanik TR 19,264 line 24 and 19,265 line 1)

:

1 51 Dr. Urbanik was involved in the preparation of the NUREG 0654 App. 4'
; Guidance and has reviewed the-initial evacuation time estimate study
1
! submittals of approximately 52 operating or. near term nuclear facilities
i

and is currently reviewing revisions to evacuation time estimate studies4

.

and new submittals against NUREG 0654 Rev. I. (Urbanik ff TR at'page 2)

| In response to a question, "Isn't that putting all the eggs in one basket?"
~

{ Dr..Urbanik responded, "I don't think so. The document is'a joint document

betwe'en FEMA and the NRC. There'is certainly review at more than one-,

agency." (Urbanik TR 19,267 lines 1-4)
;

i

1

! 52 In response to a question.from Judge' Cole Dr. Urbanik testified:

"There is a need for traffic control outside of the Emergency Planning Zone

i to assure that the people that would be evacuating in fact have a place to go.

"Although there is nothing in the guidance that specifically talks

P about the areas beyond the Emergency Planning Zone, so the study follows all
the guidelines of the guidance. But, it is our position that you cannot

j treat this as a point in isolation. The EPZ exists in a bigger. environment.

I- And at most sites that bigger environment is yet generally rural. But in

some sites that environmental may be urban..
' "And in~this~ case, in those portions ~beyond the EPZ.that are urban,
i
; one needs to take any measures that would be necessary to assure that people.

_

'that reach the EPZ can, in fact, go beyond the EPZ." .(Urbanik TR 19,277 lines

-11-24)-
'

; 53 And Judge Cole:'"And what effect'would that h' ave'on the-time estimates'-

| mig 5t it have?" Dr. Urbanik: "I would say that the time estimate study
4

h

1

i

!
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has the implicit assumption that once you get beyond the EPZ, that you

continue to move.<

"And, in order-for that assumption to be valid, one needs to take
traffic control beyond the EPZ to assure that that implicit assumption is,

in fact, met." (Urbanik TR 19,278)

5,4 There are essentially no traffic control points beyond the Emergency

Planning Zone. (Urbanik TR 19,278 lines 24-25) The areas of concern

are to the more urbanized areas to the south and to the east generally.

(Urbanik TR 19,281) The location of traffic control points needs to be1

analyzed in a broad context, and Dr. Urbanik does not attempt to state

exactly the points with which he is concerned because "somebody might

miss a point that I didn't say." (Urbanik TR 19,281, lines 6-10)

55 Having been involved in the preparation of the guidance in
NUREG 0654 Rev. I makes it easier for Dr. Urbanik to determine the compliance
because otherwise one could argue over words, whereas Dr. Urbanik is,-
because of his involvement in the preparation, better qualified to interpret
the guidance. (Urbanik TR 19,266 lines 20-25)

|
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56 For the' Limerick EPZ, the projected evacuation time is generally
about 5 hours'or more. An error of 10-20% is the projected evacuation

time would not disqualify the ETE from being useful to officials and-

planners who are making protective action decisions. (Urbanik TR 19,212)
,

* ~ If there were some reason to believe that the error was more than 20%,

Dr. Urbanik testified "obviously one would be uncomfortable with ;he
results if they had a reason to believe that they were widely off the
mark. So, you know,-in a hypothetical basis we could perhaps say that
at a certain point we would be unhappy with the estimate" (Urbanik TR

19,249 lines 10-19). 20% of about 5 hours would be about I hour. (calcu-
i

! lation from the above).

57 One way-to evaluate an ETE is to go through the ETE study and compare
the study with all of the criteria of the guidance in NUREG 0654, Rev.1

| (Urbanik TR 19,213 line 13)

There is no criteria in NUREG 0654, Rev. I that one must make any58
assumption that at the beginning of an evacuation the rouds should be

! considered empty of traffic. (TR 19,213 line 22 - 19,214 line 1) There is

i no prohibition of considering peak flows in day to day traffic, although
the failure to do so is not necessarily inappropriate (Urbanik TR 19,214

lines 6-9)

59 Although one cannot simply superimpose peak flows on top of an
evacuation and say "look how bad it.is during a peak hour and now we're
going to put all these people back on the roads again." (Urbanik TR 19,215

line 18), it is worth considering that peak traffic hours be included in an

ETE because "we should never exclude anything from our. thinking when we
' analyze a particular problem." (Urbanik TR 19,216 line 2)
,

i

;
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| 60 Appendix A-10 was presented in the Evacuation Time Estimate report (Appl.
Exhb. E-67) since that appendix presents a summary of the roadway capacities

;_ which is a requirement'of NUREG 0654, that the capacities be indicated (Klimm
TR'13,897 line'17). However, there is no way to relate a roadway capacity

; listing in App. A-10 to any particular road without using the maps in App. A-11
'

which show the nodes and links on an evacuation network map. But the numbers
.

! in the circles are!not -legible on that map since "These particular maps were
developed not for the purpose of identifying graphically, areas in which links

4

i queued throughout the simulation period, and are referenced in the text as such"
!

(Klimm TR 13,861 lines 14-19).1

j As such, the HMM ETE (Appl.'Exhb.E-67) does not appear to satisfy the guidance
on page 4-5 and 4-6 of Appendix'4 of NUREG 0654 under-(A) Evacuation Roadway
Network and (B) ROADWAY SEGMENT CHARACTERISTICS . Also compare NUREG 0654

1 example Fig. 3 on 4-13 and example table 1 on 4-15.
,

i

i >

,

f

4

i
,

62 Page 5-6 General structure (App 1'. Exhb. E-67 ETE) describes
the four basic units-.(procedures). 'The main program determines

; '

the length of thefaimulation by terminating the program once the
network is empty.

i
i

f 63 The ETE does not meet the requirement in paragraph 2 on page 4-9 of

NUREG 0654 which states " traffic queue (backup) locations and estimated delay,

I times should be indicated on the area map." No estimated delay times are-

I insicated on the queveing maps. m

,

! .64 .Two specific requirements of NUREG 0654, Rev 1, App.4 under (V)'other

requirements page 4-10 are not met in App. Exhb. E-67. Paragraph 2 under.(V) -
a

specific recommendations for actions co significantly improve evacuation time

; and preliminary estimates of cost of implementing these-recommendations para-
graph 3 "A review of the draft submittal by the principal organizations

; (state and local) involved in emergency response for the site shall'be solicited
and comments resulting from such review included with the submittal."

.
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For winter weekday, fair weather conditions, the estimated
65

evacuation tine for the full EPZ is 4 hours, 50 minutes, according

to pg. 6-7 and pg. 6-8 of the Evacuation Time Estinate Study pre-

Pared by the Applicants Consultant HMM and marked Applicants

Exhb. E-67. "This time is the same for the corresponding Mont-

gomery County Analysis Area. This evacuation time is influenced

primarily by the capacity limitations of access ranps to Route 363

and to the Pennsylvania Turnpike in the extreme southeast corner

of the EPZ (i.e., just east of Valley Forge National Park). Anotl$er

location where queueing is indicated is along a section of noute 422

eastbound in Collegeville Borough." (Appl. Exhb. E-67 pg. 6-8) It
,

is clear from the above that the King of Prussia-Valley Forge arca

is critical not only to the evacuation of the Montgomery County EPZ,
,

but sets in effect the outside limit for the whole EPZ's evacuation

time.

|

|
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Usine the list of d3finitions d3 scribed by :r . Elinn, the EOi

consultant uho prepcred the evasvati^n tire esti : ate study, a7 1.

Exhb. E-67, in transcript pages 13,8h6-13,657 as tell as the exomple
i-

L described by Mr. Klinn in pages TR13,858-13,865 and tSe follow-up on

- transcript pages 1h,098-1h,100, it is possible to use the tables in'

Appendix 10 of the ETE (Appl. Exhb. E-67) and the naps in Appendix 11

to 9 tabli'sh the capacities calculated by B24 Associates for the site

i specific data they collected. One can also establish what site
- .

specific data was. observed from those colunns which arc inputs of that

data into the computer nodel.

67 The listing in Ap ?endix 10 are for an "Advers .70" or adverse
weather condition so the travel speeds and capacities are reduced by

303. (Elinn TR 13,860) For the intersection ap 3rocch capacities, the

nunber is vehicles per hour, but for the freew-y capacities (FCAPT
4

they are vehicles per hour per lane. (Klinn TR 13,865) A CAP or

intersection ap 3 roach capacity of 1073 for enanple is the up~or bound '

of the physical capacity of that ranp or intersection. (i;1 inn TR 14,099)'

These capacities are the initini conputed capacities and they are re-

calculated every simulation interv,1. (Elinn TR 13,857) .
i

.
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68 A comparison of the flows and density of traffic at peak commu-
ter hours and the traffic associated with a Limerick emergency would de-

pend upon the destination and origins of the vehicles in. question, and also
upon the time of day because of existing traffic conditions (Wagenmann TR
17,466 lines 5-11).

1

! I

69 At the_present time North Gulph Rd. "actually merges.with what is
called the Countyline of Pottstown Expressway and crosses the river to

| Trooper Rd.". At the top of Applicant's Exhibit E-92 you can see 363 and
.

the words Trooper Rd. (Wagenmann TR 17,472 lines 11-5).

The Schyulkill Expressway is Rte. 76(Wagenmann TR 17,473)

i
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71 The Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency in consultation with
i

the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation developed evacuation time

f. estimates for the Limerick Emergency Planning Zone in 1983. The results

j of the Penndot-PEMA analysis were documented in an " Evacuation Plan Map"
for the Limerick Generating Station dated June 1983. (LEA Exhb. E-16,

'
also part of Comm. Exhb. E-1) (Klimm ff. TR 13,794 at page 1)

,
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72 PECO's consultant, Mr. Klimm of HMM Associates, testified that he
has had discussions with Penndot about the procedure used (TR 13,827) and

j
now has a basic understanding of hcw those estimates were performed
(TR 13,827 at 23) "There was primarily a manual calculation of capacities
in relationship of the expected vehicle demand with the roadway capacity."
(Klimm TR 13,828 at 6) Mr. Klimm further testifies when asked if the
Penndot analysis that "I don't believe it was inadequate for what they were
doing. It was not an attempt to meet the requirements of Nureg 0654, Rev 1,
App. 4. It was an attempt to develop evacuation time estimates given certain
inputs. And as such, I think it was an appropriate means for assessing that'

type of thing." (TR 13,828 lines 15-20)

73 The HMM ETE (Appl. Exhb. E-67) and the Penndot-PEMA manual analysis'

(as reflected on LEA Exhb. E-16 and included in Comm. Exhb. E-1) do not
differ in some basic assumptions as to the amount of traffic a lane can
handle (Klimm TR 13,829 line 1)

'

74 There are standards which are used typically to estimate a queve length
based on the assumption of an average spacing. That is typically on the order

of 20 feet. The NETUAC Computer simulation uses this 20 foot figure (K11mm
' TR 13,830)

;

75 Mr. Klimm was of the opinion that "The analysis conducted by Penndot
! looked at roadway capacities and developed a time estimate based on the ability

of the roadways to accept certain vehicle demands. As such, they were not
' concerned with vehicle queves but only in delays." (TR 13,830 line 6)

76 The PEMA-PENNDOT map (LEA Exhb. E-16, June 1983) was used as an initial
,

starting point for the HMM study only in terms of the evacuation routes, not

in terms of the flows and times presented in the HMM study (Klimm TR 13,832

line 7)

,

)
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' 77 HMH recalculated the number of vehicles in a number of populations
based on up-to-date data (TR 13,832.line 22) HMM has. The HMM ETE study

Appl. Exhb. E-67) has no' maps containing the same type of vehicle numbers
and time estimate for_each route as was shown on the PEMA-PENNDOT map.

But,;Mr. Klima testified to a procedure which enables one to calculate the'

vehicle numbers for each evacuation route from data listed in the HMH ETE.
,_

|-
(App.;Exhb. E-67) "The.information is available for-each one of the pop-

.

! ulation categories on.actownship basis and one can go through the various
i

appendices and see for permanent residents and the various transients and
special facilities which townships these are in and what..the population is,
what the vehicle demand is. One can tuen turn to the section which defines
' the evacuation routings for those townshipsLand total those numbers to find;

the actual usage of the evacuation routes used by those townships." (TR 13,837
'

lines 6-15)
e

1

78 The HMM evacuation time estimate (Appl. Exhb. E-67) assumes that-

| vehicles leaving Phoenixville could travel on route 23 nortn to Route 113
1 >

; south in addition to using the estimated routes along either route 23 on

route 29 south. (Klimm TR 13,889 line 18) The Phoenixville traffic using

this alternate route would be added to traffic from other townships that
have designated as their prime evacuation route 113 south (TR 13,891 lines
14-14). Route 113 south evacuation route leads to Gordon Drive, before the

! intersection of 113 + 100, and follows Gordon Srive onto_ Route 100 (TR 13,892).
,!
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| 79: Queueing is a term which refers to: stopped vehicles or congestion,
in lay terms (Klimm TR 13,925). Appendix A-11 of the ETE study ( Appl.
Exhb.'E-67) is a' graphical representation-of roadway sections where there

| are vehicles' stopped at.that particular time.

1-

1

|- 80 As indicated in the legend, the heavy line represents those links where;
.

i. -the. vehicles are' stopped at that time. What this represents is a " snapshot"
of what is happening at that particular time. It is not indicative of.what-

i is happening before or after. One looks at these different " snapshots" at

f' different time periods to get an indication of where queueing is occurring
consistently throughout the evacuation period. And this represents a

" snapshot" of what is happening at T= minutes after notification.

(Klimm TR 13,926-13,927) There was also queveing on many ef.the links

j throughout the evacuation network at different time periods throughout the-

course of the evacuation (Klima TR 13,928) :This particular appendix (11)
is representative in nature (TR 13,928 line 21). These " snapshots" are-

;

j taken at one hour and one half to two hour periods'throughout the course of
the five hour simulation. Queveing may occur between any of the two " snap- '

shots", and is taken. (KILun TR 13,929 line 22) T=270 minutes indicates

4 hours following notification (TR 13,930 line 19) The summer weekend fairs

>

! weather time for the-full EPZ is 4 hours and 45 minutes. So, T=270 minutes

is approximately the time at the end of the simulation.(TR13,931)

i

j
'

81 Mr. Klima testified that A-11-4 (T=270 min.)Lindicates that there is
j no queveing on links outside'the EPZ at 4 hours after notification. (TR 14,101

) line 25)
,

i

|
;

i

!

i
,

,
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82 Annex'I of the MontCo plan-Appl. F. s h b . E-3 has on the tables

beginning I-2-5 a time specific to the individual bus provider

having his units available to mobilize, including drivers

(Bradshaw, TR 17,250, Klimm.TR 17,260). Mr. Bradshaw was

incorrect when he testified on TR 17,348 that verification of
.

the transport dependent lists occurred during the July 25:and *

November 20 exercises when municipalities contacted individuals-

listed as transport dependent to update their status. Obviously

one cannot determine how many~ people are not on a list who should

be, by calling those who returned a survey and are on a list.

83 The last vehicle to. enter the slowest evacuation corridor
in Montgomery County on a winter we kday would exit the EPZ at

4 hours, 50 minutes or T=290, that is 290 minutes following

notification that-vehicle'would also be the last to leave the EPZ

since the Montgomery County Analysis Area is the critical area

with 363 county line and the turnpike ramps being the key

capacity limitation (Appl. Exhb. E-67 ETE pg. 6-7, 6-8) Now since

all permanent residents associated vehicles enter the network from

30-150 minutes including buses for the transport dependent which

tend to enter the network towards the end of that time frame

(Klimmn, TR 17,262), the last car (or perhaps bus) to enter the

network, does so at 150 minutes after notification and takes until

T=290 minutes winter weekday to exit the EPZ as the last vehicle

to leave. That takes 140 minutes or 2 hours 20 minutes to travel

perhaps from somewhere in Upper Providence to the Schuylkill River

border of the EPZ. As indicated in finding despite the,

depiction in Appl. 1-4 or Appl. 1-7 of the Evacuation Time

Estimate Queuing and Traffic congestion must still exist on that

county line expressway, Rt. 202, Rt. 76,' Rt. 276 corridor because

of ramp restrictions (ETE pg. 6-8) even though all traffic left

on that corridor is only from the EPZ and the last vehicle to

enter any evacuation route did so at T-150 minutes 2 hours 20

minutes before' Perhaps this can be better understood by calcu-

lating that-the roughly 10,00b vehicles using that corridor could
form a cpeue o? 20 ft x 10,000er 200,000 ft. long ( 5280) or:

i

i

i -



1

40 miles of solid queucing (using the 20 fr. assumption the ETE

uses). Of course, the simulation cs (no ETE performs it does not

simulate it that simply, but the basic capacity restrictions of

the ramps is an upper bound. (see finding).

:

84 The completion of the Schuylkill Expressway Extension does

not reduce overall EPZ evacuation times due to' capacity deficiencies

along Route 363-Countyline Expressway South, wh ich would se rve as

a major exiting corridor, with or without the new expressway

extention. The simulation was run using the winter weekday fair

weather conditions. (Appl. Exhb. E-67 ETE pg. 7-10).

85 Despite the testimony of Mr. Klimm at TR the fact,

is that since it is capacity restrictions on such routes as

363-County line Expressway ramps (ETE Appl. Exhb. E-67, pg. 7-10)

or as indicated on pg. 6-6 of the ETE on the Countyline Express

ramps. between Audubon Road and the Turnpike or the Turnpike ramps

(ETE 6-8), the map on ETE pg. A11-4 or A11-7 which show no

queuing outside the EPZ must be wrong since at T=270 minutes (4%
hours) or even at 4 hours 50 minutes it is that very queuing which

reflects-the capacity limitations outside the EPZ on the Countyline

Expressway - Turnpike ramps which is determining the evacuation

time. In fact considering the ramp capacities as indicated in the

ETE App 10 tables (see finding ), and assuming even t,h e
traffic control arrangements in Mr. Klimm's prefiled testimony

all along 363-Countyline, Rt. 202, Rt. 76 (Schuylkill Expressway)

and Rt. 276 (turnpike), congestion and queuing at those ramps

and cloverleafs must continue,long after the last vehicle has left

the EPZ are on the Valley Forge Evacuation Corridor.

.

.m. .



P6 Chief Ranger Fewlass of Valley Forge National Park testified from
figures on preprepared notes that he had brought with him that nearly
13 million visitors enter Valley Forge National Park for any reason each
year. (Fewlass TR 14,645-46),

87 At the time of an evening program for the 200th Montgomery County,

Anniversary Celebration in 1984 there were approximately 2,000 cars parked-

near the Valley Forge Park amphitheater. After the program it took approxi-
mately 45 minutes for these vehicles to be directed out of the park entrances
to leave the park. This was a unique or very rare occasion where the Park
has a heavy concentration in one spot, and all the cars were leaving from
one central location in the park and going out in different directors.

(Fewlass TR 14,608)
3

| 88 Chief Ranger Fewlass feels that it would be worthwhile for there

to be a study of the effect on park traffic of a spontaneous evacuation from
King of Prussia at the time of alert. (Fewlass TR 14,608)

89 A portion of Valley Forge National Park is within a 10 mile circle

of the Limerick Nuclear Plant. (Fewlass, TR 14,651-52 & TR 14,656)

There is a parking lot for v2hicles and a trailhead within that area of the

Valley Forge National Park which is within the 10 mile zone. (Fewlass

TR 14,649)

The Park personnel controlling traffic at the intersection of a90
Routes 23 and 252 will allow evacuees to proceed straight on Route 23

into the Valley Forge Park if that could be done without creating additional

traffic problems or some kind of hazard. (Fewlass TR 14,569)

| -

i
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i 91 The cloverleafs atf363 and-23 as-shown on Applicant's

Exhb~ E-92 are indicated to be within the Valley Forge National.

' Park boundary. On the earlier incorrect version of the map

(Appl. Exhb. E-68), those cloverleaf intersections were not

indicated to be within the. Valley Forge Park boundary.

(Klimm, TR 17,085-17,086).- -That intersection _is not specifi-

i cally included in the_ evacuation network. However, that point

will be manned by' Park Rangers or state or county police
i

officials. (Klimm, TR 17,086).

i
i

} 92 - The outbound flow on Route 23 that is associated with
'

permanent residents would. travel'back into the EPZ. In addition

! to that, normal everyday peak hour traffic along Route 23 includes
i

{
other through traffic and vehicles with entirely different

origins and destinations. (Klimm 117,096).

1

When first confronted with the Appl. Exhb. E-92 (1st version)
i 93

{ map error s h'ow in g the entire Schuylkill Township portion of
| Valley Forge National Park in the Emergency Planning Zone,

Mr. Klimm said that "I am not sure of the exact boundary."
i

(Klimm TR 17,098).-
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94 The average daily vehicle counts for cars entering Valley Forge

National Park from the west on Route 23 for the year 1983 are listed

(as testified to by Chief Ranger Fewlass at TR 14,614):
The weekday high is for August and is 9,984

4

The weekday' low is for February and is 6,820.
The weekend high is for May and is 7,966.

,

The weekend low is for February and is 4,755.

95 Forty percent of the Valley Forge National Park traffic enters the

park from the west on Route 23. (Fewlass TR 14,644)

96 The Park Service considers traffic on Gulph Rd. to be 1% recreational

and 99% non-recreational on weekdays; 10% recreational and 90% non-recreational
on weekends. (Fewlass TR 14,688-89)

.

.

97 Gulph Road is a split-off from Route 23. Gulph Road heads towards

King of Prussia. (Fewlass TR 14,579)
i

i
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98 Valley Forge National Park has developed procedures or guidance
as to what would be done if the Park should receive notification through thed

| Chester. County. Radio system that an evacuation was to be ordered for the
Limerick' Emergency Planning' Zone. This was developed at informal planning

i sessions held on their own. D.e approach would be primarily to inform people

j in the Park that'there was an alert and to give them (Park visitors) the

opportunity then to take whatever action they felt prudent. -Park personnel

would use the public address systems on their patrol vehicles ~to try to

9 make contact with as many people in the Park as possible. For example,

school bus drivers we would advise to call their schools for instructions
.

as to what they should do. .(Fewlass TR 14,681)
;

;
.

I

i. '99 It would take 45 minutes to an hour to go around the Park with the

vehicles the Park has to notify visitors at the major concentrations of

/ Park use. Many of the people who would probably later set up traffic control
,

would be involved in notifying visitors. Therefore, it would probably take

close to an hour to establish traffic control points once the. Valley Forge
; Park was notified that a 10 mile Emergency Planning Zone evacuation was a

possibility. (Fewlass TR 14,682-83)

|

|
|

;
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100 The place for a workable Valley Forge Park support plan to

be written is not in this record. There is no assurance that

whatever informal policies Valley Forge National Park should

chose to implement at the time of a Limerick evacuation would,
,

in fact, be consistent with what the Emergency Planning Zone is

doing. Because of its location, transient population, traffic

control responsibilities and intention to notify park visitors

at an alert, Valley Forge National Park could have, in fact, an

overall effect on evacuation plan traffic workability and the

reliability'of evacuation time estimates that would be greater

than that of a relatively unpopulated township within the EPZ

itself.

As it is, 1/3 of the park is within two townships, Lower101
Providence and Schuylkill, which are in the Emergency Planning

Zone (since 2/3 of the park is in Upper Merion and not in the

EPZ). Coordinators and officials of both EPZ townships were

among the most emphatic in expressing traffic and communication

related concerns. Upper Merion Township, which includes the

other 2/3 of the park, geographically, if not administratively,

is a key township for traffic control. The transient population

in Upper Merion Township can approach 200,000 people.

.
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N rth Gulph Road is also knoun as Poute 363. It is a two
102

lane. arterial (Uagenmann TR 17,4 33 ) and is the main access road

to the Valley Forge National Park. (TR 17,431 ). The normal

engineering standards of AASHTO would Le 14,000 - 17,000 vehicles

a day two way normal level of service. ( TR 17,434 )

Note: At this point Mr. Wagenmann corrected Mr. Anthonys' use

of the word" capacity" ( TR 17,434 at line 22 ) .Also at
,

TR 17,433 line 10, Mr. Wagenmann used the proper terminology-

' trips per day ' which is a 2 way 24 hour tern. One of the town-

ships recent traffic counts puts North Gulph Road at about 29,000
vehicles a day in actual traffic volume. (TR 17,4 34 at lines 15-18)
There is a serious day to day traffic problen on Morth Gulph Road,

( Route 363 ) ( TR 17,433. That count of 29,000 vehicles is in

the area of 1st Avenue and Route 363 or North Culph .Rd. ( TR 17,472)

Upper Zierion Township has a computerized traffic control103

system in place. The Township-Wide Traffic Study identified as

LEA E-56) , recommended that this computerized system be made

traffic actuated to respond to traffic conditions such as density

or traffic loading in order to improve traffic flow. If the

computer system were pre-programmed to handle unexpected traffic

congestion it would the capacity of evening out flows. At the

present the township doesn't have the the intention to program

the computer in such a way. (Wagenmatin TR 17,461 )
i

.__ _ ,
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104 lir. Fetters participated in the July 25, 1984, test drill

as Upper Uwchlan Emergency Management Coordinator. (TR 14,751)

105 Upper Uwchlan contracts the Uwchlan Township Police Service,

and the Lionville Fire Company covers part of Upper Uwchlan Town-

ship. !ir. Fetters testified that in his judgment Upper Uwchlan

would have to take care of its own traffic control points and not

rely on others. "I can't foresee the police or fire personnel

being available to do it. Just not enough of then to go around."

i "I feel that they will be otherwise occupied." (TR 14,762)

Presently Upper Uwchlan does not have enough people to man all

these traffic points itself, either. (TR 14,752)

A snow storm of 5 or 6 inches would cut the speed of traffic
106

on the Upper Uwchlan Township evacuation routes by more than

30 percent. (Fetters TR 14,766)

!

,
.
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107 The map dated June 1983-identified as LEA Exhb 16 which

was developed by Penn DOT for PEMA (also Comm. Exhb E-1) indi-

cates numbers of vehicles and a time estimate for each of the

evacuation routes marked in red. Mr. Klimm testified there were

differences between those listings of traffic volume and those

used in the ETE performed later by HMM. (Klimm, TR 13,840,

line 19). However, the PennDOT study is adequate for "what they

were trying to do." (Klimm, TR 13,828). The July 1984 draft map

(Comm. Exhb E-9) prepared for PEMA by PennDOT does not show

numbers of cars for any indicated evacuation route. However,

the previous figures are still valid.

.

,

#
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108 The Chester County RERP Draft 10 (Chester Co/Comm. Exhibit E-1)

indicates on pg. L-1-2 an evacuating population from Charlestown Township,
Schuylkill Township and Phoenixville Borough of 22,928 people. Dividing
that population number of 22,928 by an assumption of 3 persons per vehicle

,

gives 22,928 divided by 3 = 7642 vehicles. The reception center assigned

on L-1-2 for these evacuees is the Stetson Middle School. ' Commonwealth
Exhibit E-9 Evacuation Plan map July 1984 Draft shows the red evacuation
corridor leading to the Stetson Middle School along route 202 south. Com-
parison with the June 1983 Evacuation Plan map (marked as LEA Exhb. E-1

and included in Comm. Exhb. E-1) shows what is fact the same evacuation
corridor leading to the West Goshen Shopping Center. Adding the numbers
of the 2 branches of this same corridor (the 252 branch has 4,222 vechicles

I and the Rt. 29 Branch has 3,421 vehicles) as marked on the June 1983 map
totals 7643tvehicles, the same as calculated above from the Draft 10 Chester

*

County Plan (Chester Co/Comm. Exhb. E-1).

i

I

.
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1109 In a' Limerick evacuation, 6500 or 6600 vehicles would use
the Route 100 corridor, and the reception center at the West;

Whiteland Township Building is assumed by PEMA to be used by

-50%. (K11mm, TR 13,813) The West Whiteland Township. Building

i as a reception center offers no advantage from a traffic. opera-

j tional standpoint'over the previously' designated Exton Square

Mall. (K11mm, TR 13,811 at line 25) A potential disadvantage

of.the West Whiteland Township-Building would be the vehicle*

. storage capacity of the parking lot. (Klimm, TR 13,812, line 7)

t

110 Using the 20 foot per vehicle factor testified'to by Mr..

Klimm for within a qu'eue (Klimm, TR 13,829 at line 15), a 6500

car evacuation volume could form a_ maximum. length queue on one

j lane of 6500 X 20 feet or 130,000 feet or approximately 25 miles.

{ This is, of course, a stationary line of cars and.would not ex-

[ ist in a real time situation, unless all that traffic was stopped

by some blockage. On the other hand, non-EPZ traffic added to

i that volume could in theory increase the lengthlof a theoretical
'

queue. This is meant only to indicate that the scale of a po-

| tential problem could reach back well into the EPZ.
;

111 As indicated by either Comm.'Exhb E-9' July-1984 Draft map

or by the map marked as LEA Exhb E-16 (also included in Comm.;

i Exhb E-1), June 1983 Evacuation Plan' Map, all of the Evacuation

| Planning Zone traffic which uses the Route 100 corridor below

the intersection of Routes 100 and 113 originates from Route 113

and enters Route 100 via Gordon Drive. A comparison of the June

| 1983 Evacuation Plan Map with Mr. K11mm's 6500 or-6600 figure.
~

| (Klimm, TR 13,813) shows an increase of 2000 vehicles-for that

f corridor over the previous PEMA-PENNDOT map figure of 4666. If j

| the PEMA-PENNDOT time of.five (.5) hours for evacuated traffic to'

| pass a given point were increased by a similar 40%, that time
! could become something on the order ~of.seven (7). hours, without,

f i' assuming the interference of any-non-EPZ traffic at all. ,

i /
;

|
r
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113 There would be traffic congestion at the West Whiteland
Township Building when vehicles arrived during intermittent

,E;iimm.TR 13,810, at line 9). From a traffic opera-(periods.

tional standpoint, the West Whiteland Township Building location"

for a reception center has no advantage over the Exton Square'

Mall. (Klimm, TR 13,811). A potential disadvantage would be

the vehicle storage capacity of the West Whiteland Township's
relatively small parking' lec. (Klimm TR 13,812).

114 There is a tendency of families to unite prior to evacuation-

and_ travel as a family unit. (Klimm TR 17,071 at 1). The vehicle

demind for permanent residents for the HMM ETE was developed based

upon the assumption of 3 persons per vehicle which is roughly

one vehicle per family. (Klimm TR 17,071). LEA Exhb. E-40 which

is a section from Draft 6 of tne proposed Chester County REBE

shows on page I-2-1 a Persons Household column and a footnote 2

which indicates that these numbers are from the U. S. Census

1980 Characteristics of Households and Families. Each. number in
the column represents a site specific number of average persons

per household for each municipality listed. It is not clear

whether this information applies to all households or just those

without transportation. The range of figures is from.2.53 in

Spring City to 3.22 for Upper Uwchlan. If this kind of munici-

pal information is available from the 1980 Census as it was to

EC when it prepared Draft 6 (Dec. 1983), then it would be a

relatively straight forward matter to compute which numbers

from township and borough family sizes which are specific to

each township, given the tendency of families to unite and travel
.

together. This more realistic assumption can make a real time

difference in evacuation times, and make any ETE more useful to

municipal and county planners. For example, Spring City would

have 12% more vehicles than at a generic 3 per vehicle, and

Upper Uwchlan some 7% less. From the chart, it se' ems that urban .

areas average less per household.

.
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115 'r Fetters is the Ener: oncy innage.nent Coordinator, 2:wns':17l~

Const:ble, and has the c'.ow re. oval co7 tract of U? er IJwe'''On Township.

He 91so has a school bus trnnsport: tion business plus provides buses

on a day-to-day basis to Downingtown School District. (Fetters TR1h,7)O
,

and TR14,713)

An evacuation route into Up7er Uwchlan Township is via Red Bone Lane
116

onto Rt.100 south. The June 1983 Evacuation Flan Hop (identified as

LEA Exhb. E-1 A) assigns a traffic vulune of 664 vehicles to that evac-

untion route narked in red leadine fron St. Matthews Rd. onto ded Bone

Lane and onto 2t. 100 (Fetters TR 1h,703,- 1h,705)

3ed Bone Lane is a dirt cnd gravel road of one car width, and is
7

~

on a hill. (Fetters TR 1h,706 line 20 - 1h,707) Mr. Fetters estinates

1its length as 14 niles. (TR 14,709)

118 Certain traffic volunes fron the Uwchlan Township Traffic Engin-

eering Master Plan Study; Pa. Route 100 and 113 corridors (identified

as LEA Exhb. E-23 as a selection, later identified as

as a conplete report) were read into the record by dr. Fetters at
~

.

TR 1 b ,710- 1h ,711. He stated ''The Pa. Turnpike Interchan e serves

E-9000 v,hicles per day, traffic denand along Rt. 113 is between
V

15,000 cnd 17,000 v,hicles per day and average daily traffic on Rt. 100

is 20,000 vehicles per day." (Page 7 (Fetters 2R 14,710-

1h ,711 )

119 In the summer tino on a hot day, anywhere fron 15,000-1f,000 people

use Marsh Crdek Park. (Fetters, TR 1h,716)

. 120 The IIME ~ ETE ( Applicant's Exhb. E ??) on , age A6-7 lists 17,000 as

peak July 1963 weekend po?ulatio, and a vehicle denand of h250. It

also shows 500 pe- ple for a ninter- wenkdat and 200 vehicles.

|
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121 King of Prussia is what most people commonly recognize as
being really Upper Merion Township. It is the heart of the community and

Valley Forge National Park is in fact within Upper Merion Township.
About two thirds of the land area of the Park is within Upper Merien Town-

ship. (Wagenmann TR 17,419) The western end of Upper Merion Township
to Route 363 "is an industrial commercial zone that is intensively developed.

A high percentage of the area is paved." (Wagenmann TR 17,420)

122 Mr. Wagenmann, currently Township Manager of Upper Merion Township,

was assistant Township Manager of Lower Paxton Township, Dauphin County,

which is 2-2h miles from the edge of Harrisburg, Pa. Lower Paxton Township

is in the vicinity of the Three Mile Island Nuclear Plant. Mr. Wagenmann's

duties included working with the Township's emergency plan, which did not
involve preparation for a nuclear emergency. There was a nuclear emergency
during the time Mr. Wagenmann was Assistant Township Manager. Mr. Wagenmann

had occasion to witness spontaneous evacuation at that time. (Wagenmann.

TR 17,418-19) The F0E representative's question as to whether Mr. Wagenmann

was of the opinion that such a spontaneous evacuation could happen in

Upper Merion was objected to by the Applicant as "beyond the scope of
the contention," and the objection was sustained by Judge Hoyt.

(Wagenmann TR 17,419 line 13) (Also at TR 17,480)
,
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The current population of Upper Merion Township is
23

approximately 27,000 people. (Wagennann Tn 17,436). Upper

Merion uses an estimate of 40,000 people who work in Upper Merion.

(17,4 36 line 13) . Each of 2 shopping malls in the King of Prussia

area can get in excess of 100,000 shoppers during peak shopping

periods, according to the malls own estimate. During r normal

heavy shopping day you could have approximately a quarter of a

million shoppers (Wagenmann TR 17,437)

124 Shoppers, workers,and visitors enter Upper Perion Township

Ly routes 363, route 23, 202 cast and west the Pennsylvania,

Turnpike east and west, the Schuylkill Expressway, and North and

South Gulph Road. All these roadways serve as acess highways into

and out of Upper Merion Township. (Wagennann TR 17,439)

Mr. Wagenmann prepared the~ Request for Proposal for the
125

engineering firm to conduct the Upper Perion Study, was a

member of the Task Force Cormittee that was organized by the

township that worked with the consultant and reviewed his status

reports and gave feedback, and had a day-to-day involvenent with

the. consultant in obtaining various pieces of information the

consultant needed. Mr. Wagenmann personally spent 60-80 hours

of his time in preparation of the study. ( TP. 17,493 .17,496)

.
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Mr. Waters, Upper Merion Fire Marshall and Ercrgency

Management Co-ordinator ,was not involved in emergency planning *

for Limerick. After he becane Emergency Management Co-ordinator

he Lecane familiar with the plan. Certain aspects of the plan

concerning central staging and transportation staging involve
Mr. Waters as an Emergency Management Co-ordinator.(Wagenmann

TR 17,4 4 5 ) .

Upper Merion Township has been designated as a central
7

resource staging area and as a transportation staging area in

the Limerick Evacuation Plan. It's responsibility will be to

co-ordinate the dispatching and receiving of transportation

facilities and central resource,( foodstuffs, etc. ) fran the

King of Prussia Plaza. ( Waters TR 17,446 )

The King of Prussia Plaza and The Court are 2 large malls
29

in Upper Merion Township. ( Wagenmann TR 17,421, line 21 )

Mr. Waters did not make the decision to use the King of

Prussia Plaza as a transportation staging area and does not know

who made that decision. ( Waters TR 17,447 )

Mr. Waters has talked to Mr. Bigelow about .these plans.
g

The Upper Merion Township Supervisors are aware of the fact that
|*

Upper Merion is not within the 10 mile radius and aware pf the

fact that there is a staging area in Upper Merion Township; The |

Upper Merion Emergency Management Co-ordinator has not talked
i

with emergency planning people about plans to block off highways I

i
that run through the township, or heard any plan mentioned. j

(_TR 17,448 ) |
|
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regards to Route 202, Mr. wagenmann is certain that
130
stopping traf fic would create major congestion. Ile h'as seen it

stopped for. Accidents and the results were " Traffic jams that

were many miles long." ( TR 17, 449 ).

;
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131 nr. Wagennann, the opper l' orion Township manager, test-
,

tified that the following sentence contained in a question Ly
iMr. Anthony of FOE was in his copy of the Upper Merion Township j

wide Traffic Study referring to the 3rd paragraph on pg. 1 of the

study marked as LEA Exhb E-56. (Wagenmann TR 17,44 3 line 9-13)

" Accessibility, the factor responsible for much of upper Merion's

tremendous growth is approaching the point where it is more a

liability than an asset. For more than 20 years, the Pennsylvania

Turnpike, the Schuylkill Expressway and Route 202 made the township

an excellent location for commercial and retail developncnt, and

a convenient spot for residents. Today, all three of these highways

experience greater than capacity volume on their seaments through
the township." (TR17,443 lines 14 - 21 ). In his answer to a follow-up

question,Mr. Wagennann testified," It would be very difficult

for Upper Merion Township to" control the growth of traffic since

all three of these highways are prinary state - actually federal

highways - and they are primary access routes, actually inter-

state access routes through the Township. Even if upper Merion

were to stop growing today, we would experience increased traffic

because of the growth that is taking place in the communities

that surround Upper Merion Township." (Wagenmann TR 17,444 lines

8 - 16 ).

137 Road improvenents in Upper !!erion will invite new traffic,

which will happen anyway because of the development that is taking

place in the surrounding municipalities and what is P.nown as.the

202 Iligh Tech corridor. (Wagenmann TR 17,477)

,-

|
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133 Appendix I-2-5 of the draft Montgomery County RERP

(Applicant's Exhb. E-8 ) shows in Tab. 3 Bus companies the mobili-
zation time for buses and drivers at the bus provider's location

prior to transport and loading at a risk school or transport

dependent pick-up point. Some examples from the table Abington

Township School District 8 buses, I hr., Carol Lines, Inc.,

40 buses, I hr., (destination including Limerick Township,

Douglass Township, Spring-Ford Area Schools) Hatboro-Horsham School
District, 11 buses, 2 hrs., Levy School Bus Company 10 buses,

2 hrs., North PennSchool District 42 buses, 2 hrs., Upper Merion

School District 43 buses, 2 hrs.

The ETE shows on pg. Al-29, 3039 persons who are transport134
dependent for the entire EPZ based upon the Energy Consultants'
survey data. The table shows 95 buses required, and 85 ambulances

at 2 persons per ambulance.
.

135 The Chester County Analysis Area 12 (pg. 6-6 Appl.

Exhb. E-67 ETE) evacuation time estimate for a winter weekday

fair weather scenario is 4 hours, 30 minutes. This time is

governed by the capacity constraints present along Rt. 113

southbound in West Pikeland. Capacity limitations at this -

location also given the summer weekend case.

136 On pg. 6-7 of the ETE is indicated the evacuation estimate

for Berks County. The Table 6.1 on pg. 6-2 shows a summer week-

end estimate of 2 hours, 45 minutes and a winter weekday estimate

of 4 hours, 5 minutes. Page 6-7 indicates that this winter week-

day condition is governed by roadway capacity limitations along

Routes 73 and 662 northbound in Oley Township.

..
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137 LEA Exhb. E-40, which is a secti'n fron Dr-ft 6 of the Chester County

RERP indicates an estinated ficure for persons without transportation

in Ploenixville of 2269 persons, which is calculated fron 876 house-

holds with no vehicle available x 2 59 oersons (which is a U.S. Census
1980 figure for F.loenixville) . These numbers were taken fron the 1960

:

U.S. Census. Draft 10 of the Chester County Plan (Chester Co./Comm.
,

' Exhb E-1 ) figure of 306 persons for Phoenixville (page I-2-1 ) . For

. all Chester County, Draft 10 shows on page I-2-1 a total of 1225

persons needing 38 buses (h0 persons per bus) as deternined from the

survey results, as o?,osed to 3S12 >ersons need:ng 101 tuses as

-datern ned by the 1980 U.S. Census estimates and listed on par;e I-2-1

of the Drnft 6 Chester County Plcn (a selection of which is marl:ed

' LEA Exhb. E-h0) .
.
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| 138 lei Exhb. E-h2, nich ic an exerpt Nom Draft E of the iottstown
t-
'

j :Eorour;h iiadioloc:ical Enerrency Response ilan, lists on age G-1 that

i there are h175 residents who recuire . assistance t.n the event of evac-
j untion. A footnote indicated that this is an eatinate based on 1980
1

',

~ Apnlicants Exhb.. E-17 has replaced th'.s figure- U.S. C'ncus data.
.

i with.a': number of 605 based on the'results of a survey cent out using,

utility bill lists, according to ::r. Bigelow, the I:ontgomery County

Enerrenc:r Coordinator. ,
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139 Robert 3rndshaw of Energy Consults testified that the difference

b ? tween the survey results for the number of transport depandent indiv=

iduals and the U.S. Census estinstes is explained because "i:an:7 residents

did not recuest accistance even if they had no ' personal' transportation

because other private transportation uns available to then through

friends, neighbors, or relatives. The survey data supports this inter-

protation of the difference between the census and the actual survey

d ta on available transportation in that the largest differences were

in urbon crecs where more friends, neighbors or relatives trould live

in close pro:inity. In less populated arens, the survey results and

census estinates are comparable." (3rodshaw ff TR 17,191 at ?a~e 19)

However, the actual data does not support this. For i.nctcnce,

for Phoenixville the difference between the U.S. Census and the curvey

is (2269-306), or apporximately 2000 people. The total popriation

for Phoeninville is 14,169 ( Ap'1. Enhb. E-67 page A1-8) If one sub-
,

tract.c fron that the people without cars, whet'.2er they tche the bus

or ride with others, you have about 12,000 p eople, or ct 3 persons

por vehicle, h000 cars for the borouch; Now Mr. 3rcdshcu's position

that in a m. ore urban area people didn't answer the survey because

friends and neighbors who live in close proninity could give then

rides means that those 2000 people needing a_ ride.would..be looking

to some h000 other cars for a ride.

Those 4000 cnrs are assuned to already have an average of 3 riders'

per car. Given the tendency of familice to evtcuate together cs a l

fcnily unit, and uhatever the tendency is for |
:

I

people not to * ave- two c rs in nore urbcn arcas, the Jroblem with :

Mr. Er-dshou's theory becones more cl-or.

|

[

-_
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:140 A sinilar onilysis can he node for Ecttstoun .-here a t:t-1 popu-
J

lation of 22,729 lecc' all thos" *:ithout ^orconc1 trcnsport tion (source4

6 U. S. Cnnsus 19^ 0 ) , whether they intend to get a ride with a nei.thbor
.

'
, or 'take a bus, that is, 4175 persons, . leaves nbout 18,500 people in

households ' ~ . cars. At 3 .> persons per car that.conos out to-

" 6,'200 cars. Of the h175 persons in households witho :t cars, the
t . -

survey indicated 605 who need bus transportation. That leaves about

3600 who need a ride from friends and neighbors in close pronimity;

But there are only 6200 cars, already _with. nn avarage of 3 people per
'

car, unless families take nultiple vehicles, which is not a planning
~

j assunption, even in areas less urban and nore lik.ely to have nultiple-

vehicles.

And again, the problen cones up of splitting up fanilies within the
.

3600 who need a ride in orier to find room in-cars with an aversce of

3 persons each.- The issus of valuables nnd pets could nake things

| worse, as does the issue of the % who leave at 30-50, 60-90 minute,
i

etc.

;

; Of course, one could hypothesi e that people vould be. soliciting

rides from friends and relatives sonewhat out of -town, bat that is
. ,

'
counter to I!r. Bredshaw's reason why urban people are more_able to

i get rides, and, of course, travel tine and twaffic problems for

people to cone.into town to 'ick up their relatives andLfriends.
~ ~
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141 Kr..Brndshaw's other point at 90 3 19 of his ,rofiled testimony

- that "In an7 event, utilizing the vehicle demand data associated with*

the population figures fron the 1980 U.S. Census estimates :ould not

affect the evacuation time estinates", can similarly be analyzed using

basic information in evidence before this Board. (Bradshaw f.f. TR 17,

191, at pase 19)

First of all, if 101 buses for Chenter Cotnty are needed instead

of the 38 now assigned, due to the difference in the use of Census
4

estimates 3.nstead of the survey results, either r. ore bus resources

.nust be found or'the one-lift principle abandoned.
!
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142.Certainly, if' a =1ti-lift approach is used, a tendancy for delays

starts to hop,en. Drivers ~ust complete one lift, probchly for schools,

be notified, return to a transnortition stv in; aren, receive a atrip
I perha:s brief instruction in their use and thenmap,

travel to the nore urban areas where nost of the transport dependent

tand to live,'no to.a pi6k up point and lo'ad. ' (Bradshaw,

All of this probably at a later and more congested point in an evac-
untion scenario, than in a relatively prompt one-lift school evacustion

situction.
i
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143 Annex I of the MontCo plan Appl. Exhb. E-3 has on the tables

beginning I-2-5 a time specific to the individual bus provider

having his units available to mobilize, including drivers

(Bradshaw, TR 17,250, Klimm TR 17,260). Mr. Bradshaw was

incorrect when he testified on TR 17,348 that verification of

the transport dependent lists occurred during the July 25 and

November 20 exercises when municipalities contacted individuals

listed as transport dependent to update their status. Obviously

one cannot determine how many people are not on a list who should

be, by calling those who returned a survey and are on a list.

a

144 The last vehicle to enter the slowest evacuation corridor|

in Montgomery County on a winter weekday would exit the EPZ at

4 hours, 50 minutes or T=290, that is 290 minutes following

notification that vehicle would also be the last to leave the EPZ

since the Montgomery County Analysis Area is the critical area

with 363 county line and the turnpike ramps being the key

capacity limitation (Appl. Exhb. E-67 ETE pg. 6-7., 6-8) Now since

all permanent residents. associated vehicles enter the network from

30-150 minutes including buses for the transport dependent which

tend to enter the network towards the end of that time frame

(Klimma, TR 17,262), the last car-(or perhaps bus) to enter the

network, does so at 150 minutes after notification and takes until

| T=290 minutes winter weekday to exit the EPZ as the last vehicle

to leave. That takes 140 minutes or 2 hours 20 minutes to. travel

perhaps from somewhere in Upper Providence to the Schuylkill River

border of the EPZ. As indicated in finding despite the,

depiction in Appl. 1-4 or Appl. 1-7 of the Evacuation Time

Estimate Queuing and Traffic congestion must still exist on that

county line expressway, Rt. 202, Rt. 76, Rt. 276 corridor because

of ramp restrictions (ETE pg. 6-8) even though all traffic left

on that corridor is only from the EPZ and the last vehicle to

| enter any evacuation route'did so at T=150 minutes 2 hours 20

! minutes before! Perhaps this can be better understood by calcu-

lating that the roughly 10,000 vehicles using that corridor could

j form a weue of 20 ft x 10,000er 200,000 ft. long ( 5280) or

1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - . _ _ _ . _ ,



145 The evacuation route in Upper Merion Township cor.es down

what is called the Pottstown or Countyline Expressway to the

interchange with Route 202 Northbound. It takes 202 Northbound

to the Schuylkill Expressway extention. Evacuees will then pick

up the Schuylkill Expressway Westhound to the Pennsylvania Turn-

pike, which they will enter, and then proceed eastward on the

Turnpike. The turn from the Countyline ( or Pottstown ) Expressway

onto Route 202 is an interchange ramp of approximately a 270 de-

gree turn. There is a similar 270 degree turn from 202 onto the

Schuylkill Expressway. Route 202 and the Expressway are very high

traffic volume roadways at those locations within Upper Merion

Township. They handle approximately 60,000 vehicles per day.

(Wagenmann TR 17,450 ). " The Schuylkill Expressway ramp is a

clover leaf style ramp so therefore traffic that would be entering

off of Route 202 Northbound to pick up the Schuylkill Expressway

Westbound or the Turnpike would be crossina or have to cross the

path of traffic that was exiting the Expressway Westbound to pick

up the off ramp for Route 202 Southbound." It is a highly congested

area and there are frequent accidents. Cars have to slow down

and the ramps are single lane on and ringle lane off.(Wagennann

TR 17,451 )

146 Route 202 handles approxinately 60,900 + vehicles per

day. That would be in both directions. ( Magenmann TR 17,468 )

Mr. Wagenmann describes at TR 17,469- TR 17,470 lines 10

through line 23, the kinds of day to day traffic information

available to Upper Merion Township, which is the basis for charts

in the Upper Merion Township Wide Traffic Study (narked as
LEA Exhb. E-56)
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147 Dr. Vutz. township aupervisor and t- . wy management director

of Schuylkill Township particpated in both Lae July 25, 1984 and
November 20, 1984 drills, as did his township. (Vutz. TR 14,485)

It. takes on the order of several hours to clear Schuylkill Township
roads af ter a snow storm Part of the Schuylkill Township situation in
normal snowstorms is aggravated by the fact that main roads are done I

by PennDOT and PennDOT typically will come in a day after the snow storm.
(Vutz TR 14,519)

148 Valley Forge National Park possibD eill provide traffic control
,

at other locations, possibly Routes 23 and 363, if requested by the
counties involved. (Fewlass TR 14,567)

Valley Forge National Park has agreed to man the intersection of

Route 23 and Route 252 and direct traffic in tho event of a Limerick
evacuation. The Park personnel manning that point will allow park traffic
that has been notified at the alert stage in proceed on 23 west or
252 south if that can be done without causing tie-ups or additional problems.
(Fewlass TR 14,697)

On a normal day, Valley Forge Park usually has three field park'
rangers and a dispatcher. They would be tho nrimarv in ople to be used for
alerting park visitors in various areas of th- park. The park has a permanent
staff of 50 people who could be utilized for "ither traffic control or for
notifying people. "The majority of them are maintenance personnel, some
office personnel, some interpreters, and some rangers." (Fewlass TR 14,698)

149 On February 10, 1984 Mr. Fewlass was contacted for the first and
only time by John Cunnington of-(717) 236-0031 who identified himself as a

i n ticonsultant working for the Limerick Nuclear Paln. At that time Chief
Fewlass ~was asked what park facilities lay on that side of the river, and
what development was proposed by the park within that area. Mr. Cunnington

also asked if there were any potential shelters in the area. (Fewlass TR 14,695)
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150 There is no listing in Applicants Exhb. E-67 the HMf1 Time !

Estimate Study of a population or vehicle demand for "ern's llarket

on Friday and Saturday in Douglas Township, !!ontgomery County.

151 The completion of the Pottstown Expressway is scheduled for ,

1986 The so-called Phoenixville Connector to that Expressway is

scheduled for the year 2000 It is the opinion of Dr. John Lukacs,

15-year member and former chairman (4 years) of the Schuylkill Town-

Ship Planning Conmission,that the completion of the two, projects
would, at best, stabilize the present situation because of the

existing and projected road network in Schuylkill Township a.d

perhaps_the entire southern segrent of the EPZ.

(John Lukacs, ff. TR 14,774, page 2)

152 : There has been much growth since 1970 cast and south of

Schuylkill Township, especially within the Great Valley Industrial

Complex and the Route 202 corridor, whereas Schuylkill Township

and Phoenixville have not increased significantly. But even in

this way, the Township road system is already overcrowded, including

off peak hours, a situation recognized by the Schec1 Board and the

entire school system. (John Lukacs, ff. TR 14,774, page 2)



|

' hc cvacuation route in Ir -r "cricn "ownship cercs down.

what is called the Pottstown or Cru"'.'linc Expressway to the
,

interchange with Route 202 !!orthLout d. It takes 202 1orthbound

-to the Schuylkill Expressway extention.Evacuecs will then pich
.

up the Schuylkill Expressway Uesthound to the Pennsylvania Turn-

pike, which they will enter, and then proceed castward on the

Turnpike. The turn from the Countyline ( or Pottstown ) Expressway

onto Route 202 is an interchanon r. p of approxinately a 270 de-

gree turn. There is a sirilar 270 (ccree turn fran 202 onto the

Schuylkill Expressway. Route 202 .n 'be Expressway arc.very high.

4

traffic volurre roadways at those 3ccations within Itpper "crion

Township. They handle approxient."7- .O,000 vehicles per day.'

(Wagenmann TR 17,450 ). The Schm li ill Expressway ramp-is a"

clover leaf style ramp so therefore traffic that would be entering

off of Route 202 Northbound to pic+ up the Schuylkill Expressway

Westbound or the '"urnpike woult' 1" crnnninc or have to cross the

path of traf fic that van exi t.i no tM rrnreasuny Mesthourd to pick

up the off ramp for noute 202 Southinund." It is a hichly congested

area and there are frequent accidents. Carn have to slow down

and the ramps are single lane on and ningle lane off.(Wagenrann

.a 17,451 )

[)k f Route 202' handles approxinately 60,000 + vehicles per

day. That would be in both directions. ( Nagonmann TR 17,468 ) .

[j]I Mr. Wagenrann describes at TR 17,469- TR 17,470 lines 10

through line 23, the kinds of day to day traffic information

available to Upper Merion Township, which is the basis for charts
'

in the Upper Merion Township Wide Traffic Study (narked as
LEA Exhb. E-S6)
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. hE)$! Most important to the-present state.of traffic planning is the fact
I that the Hmm ETE does not in fact reflect.the traffic control arrangements

_ assumed at the present oversimplified stage of planning in the Valley Forge
area. At transcriptpg 13865 it is clear from Mr. Klimm's testimony,that there-

,

-

are in fact two. interchange ra.ups modelled in the. simulation although ths.
one permitted movement onto route 202 north from that link # from node 435 and
n de 113. According to other.. testimony in this record those ramps are one lane,

*, and we can see here a capacity of 966 capacity However, two movements are
allowed here one to node 405 and one to node 503. That double capacity is

essential because the.alapst.18,ooo cars cannot be handled in the five hours
with a one ramp capacity of 966 However the problem' is, and this can Int

verified from these tables maps and lists in ' Appendix 10 and Appendix 11,
f another. movement onto another ramp. In so far as these less obvious alternatives,

although thr_ work for the computer simulation, may in fact conflict with
the traffic control principles as described by Dr Urbanik. That is, whatJ

; appears to lue true in this case that the only other ramp capacity available
] is that for 202 east (Applicants Ex E 192) which route would in fact
}

conflict as the Turnpike one'did as per Dr'Urbanik's discussion with another3

]
najor evacuation route.
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/ Ad hoc and informal emergency planning arrangements could
#

be positively dangerous to both EPZ and non-EPZ traffic. Any

policies to be implemented should be written in a consistent

format, and reviewed by relevant authorities for adequacy.

Valley Forge Park and Upper Merion Township should not be re-

lied upon to fulfill traffic control functions for EPZ traffic

which could easily be beyond their time and manpower capabili-

ties, given a congested and disoriented traffic population of

their own whose normal routes have been blocked off to all but

EPZ traffic (Routes 202, 76, 363, County Line Expressway). Up-

per Marion and Valley Forge Park must have an unmet needs mech-

anism as complete as that of EPZ municipalities. Communications

should be fully compatible, and all personnel involved must be

fully aware of the significance of what is done in Valley Forge

Park and Upper Marion to the feasibility of an EPZ evacuation.

[jf Furthermore, if part of the solution to Valley Forge traffic

problems is to shift part of the potential traffic from Route 23

to Route 29 for instance, then the ETE should fully analyze this

and the townships to receive this added traffic (Charlestown,

for instance, and Tredyffrin should be integrated into any new

traffic flow arrangement. Route'204 which is used in both its

North and South directions as parts of major evacuation corri-

dors, will have to be controlled in the same manner as Dr. Urban-

ik suggested for the Pennsylvania Turnpike).

/g15 Imp 11 cit in aux's ana ur. x11mm's assumption that there would

be 0 flow on Routes 202, 76, 276, and the 363-County Line Express-

way is the kind of traffic control suggested by Dr. Urbanik for

the Pennsylvania Turnpike. That is, it is not enough to control

a few entrance ramps within 30 minutes after notification and

expect the roadways to be clear of non-EPZ traffic by the time

|

|

- _ _ _



[jfd|Baseduponasite-specificreviewoftheLimerickEPZuhichconsisted
of driving the principal roadways throughout the entire EPZ and some of the
areas beyond the EPZ, including those that were indicated as problem areas
in the LEA-24/F0E-1 contention, (TR 19,207 line 15), Dr. Urbanik concluded

that one could develop. strategic traffic control points beyond the EPZ to
assure that the traffic problem was manageable (TR 19,208). The need for
traffic control would be in the area towards the south and especially to the

east as the area becomes more urban in character. Dr. Urbanik doesn't see
the total number of traffic and access control points as being "as significant
as perhaps the number in the EPZ, but that's speculation," but testified that.
You would have to sit down and count up the numbers. You know, I wouldn't
want to categorically say that you would have to have that many points, but
I would say so." (Urbanik TR 19,208 line 22-19,209 line 3) And again at

TR 19,281 in response to questions by Judge Cole (quote) and quote 19,281
at line 24

- .
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EPZ traffic needs to use the full capacity of these evacuation

corridors. There are several problems'here. One is the amount

of time required for non-EPZ, but pre-existing flow on these

corridors to clear out before the EPZ traffic needs the capacity.

This process of clearing out only begins once traffic control is

established, and depending on the time of day and the choices

allowed such non-EPZ traffic vis-a-vis its normal destinations,

could be a significant problem affecting the evacuation time

estimates beyond the 10-20% error implicit in its methodology.4

Secondly, there is the kind of ongoing downatream access of non-

EPZ traffic from entrances far away from the few assumed traffic i

control points on entrances near the EPZ. An example of this

is the Pennsylvania Turnpike situation of concern to Dr. Urbanik,

but the instances f 202 North and South, the Schuylkill Express-

way and the County Line Expressway represent a parallel problem.

Thirdly, a lack of complete and integrated traffic planning out-

side the EPZ results in poor choices which would affect overall

plan workability in unexpected ways. For example, the location

of a transportation staging area at the King of Prussia Plaza

if 100,000-200,000 shoppers and workers in the area were begin-

the" roads of Upper Merion Township, which have notning to enter

been closed to them and reserved for EPZ traffic, could seriously

affect the feasibility of evacuation of the school or transport-
t

dependent population dependent on buses to be processed through )
Ithat area. Shutting down major interstate routes and thereby4

causing congestion at the access controlled ramps could delay

resources from ever reaching, let alone leaving, the King of )
'

Prussia _ Plaza staging area in a time range consistent with the-

; emergency plans and evacuation time estimates. Finally, at some

point, traffic control requires more resources than one officer,

I

;

;

|
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PLAN ADOPTION

Counties, Municipalic'es and School
Districts Within the Limerick EPZ.

LEA-1

The Risk Counties, Municipalities, School Districts,
4

' and Institutions haven't promulgated or adopted
final radiological emergency response plans, nor
have they approved and adopted plans drawn up for
them by Energy Consultants, Inc., a Harrisburg firm
hired by Philadelphia Electric Company. There is no
reasonable assurance that the present state.of
planning is predictive of final approval, or that
the plans are capable of being implemented.

Emergency Planning Requirements in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

/6C). It is well recognized and even conceeded by Applicants Emergency
q Planners that local government participation, cooperation, and

compliance is indespensible to the workability of any RERP. In fact,i

the whole legal planning mechanism, as set forth in P.L. 1332 vests
primary legal authority and responsibility in the local level of

! government.

.

.- . . _ _ . _. _
1
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/f&J Title 35, Appendix, Pennsylvania Consolidated Statues,
i

Health and Safety, Part V, Public Law 1322, or the Pennsylvania 1

Emergency Management Services Act, as incorporated by judicial !

notice at Tr 17,457, contains language establishing the legal

authorities as well as responsibilities of municipalities in

the area of emergency planning.

[h[ The definition of " political subdivision" in 57102 of

PL 1332 is "(A)ny county, city, borough, incorporated town or

township." Thus a county and a municipality are grouped together

under this term. A " local organization" is defined as "a local

emergency management organization." A " local emergency" is

defined as

The condition declared by the local govern-,

ing body when in their judgment the threat or actual'

occurrence of a disaster is or threatens to be of
sufficient severity and magnitude to warrant coordi-
nated local government action to prevent or alleviate
the damage, loss, hardship or suffering threatened
or caused thereby.

Also, the Governor may declare a local emergency "...upon
i petition of the local governing body when he deems that threat

or actual occurence of a disaster to be of sufficient severity ~

and magnitude to wa'rrant coordinated local government action...".
,

[p 3, 57103 states that the purposes of this part are to

"(4) Clarify and strengthen the roles of the Governor, Common-

wealth agencies and local government in prevention of, prepara-

tion for, response to and recovery from disasters."

- --
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[g) The general authority of political subdivisions is

! outlined in 57501. Subsection 7501 (a) authorizes local
t

emergency management-organizations in accordance with the :

plan and program of PEMA, saying,

Each local organization shall have the
responsibility for. emergency management, re-
sponse, and recovery within the territorial
limits of the political subdivision within
which it is organized and, in addition, shall
conduct such services outside of its _ jurisdic-
tional limies as may be required under this part.

Subsection 7501(b) on the declaration of emergencies says,

A local. disaster emergency may be declared'

; by the governing body of a political subdivision
j upon finding a disaster has occurred or is imminent.

The governing body of a political subdivision may
authorize the mayor or other chief executive officer

j to declare a local disaster emergency subject to
I ratification by the governing body. .The declaration

shall not be continued.or renewed for a period in;

j excess of seven days except by or with the consent
of the governing body of the political subdivision.
...,The effect of a declaration of a local disaster

i emergency is to activate the response and recovery
aspects of any and all applicable local emergency
management plans and to authorize the furnishing of
aid and assistance thereunder.

Clearly, the governing body of a political subdivision, even,

'

if it choses to authorize a mayor or other chief officer,

! such as a township manager, to declare a local emergency'and

! thereby &ctivate the " applicable local emergency plans" still.
|

| retains the ultimate authority which it can chose to exercise

and must exercise for declaration of emergencies in excess of,

i

.seven days regardless of whether a mayor, for instance, has been

previously authorizc? to declare' states of local emergency.

.

,
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! 17502, " Local Coordinators of Emergency Management"
.

under subsection 7502(a) states,

Each local organization of emergency manage-
ment shall have a coordinator who shall be respon-
sible for the planning, administration and operation
of the local organization subject to the direction
and control of the executive officer or governing
body.

17504, " Coordination, assistance and mutual aid,"

under subsection 7504(a) states,

Direction of disaster emergency management
services is the responsibility of the lowest level
affected. When two or more political subdivisions
within a county are affected, the county organiza-
tion shall exercise responsibility for coordination
and support to the area of operations. When two or

i

more counties are involved, coordination shall be'

provided by the agency (PEMA) or by area organiza- -

tions established by the agency.
;

Subsection 7504(b) continuas,

When all appropriate locally available forces
and resources are fully committed by the affected'
political subdivision, assistance from a higher
level of government shall be provided.

,

Subsection 7504(c) adds,'

County and local coordinators of emergency
management shall develop mutual aid agreemeats with
adjacent political subdivision' for_ reciprocal
emergency assistance. The agreements shall be
consistent with the plans and programs of the agency.
(PEMA)4

But, in subsection 7504(e) the statute requires that '

Mutualaidagreementsshbilfberatifiedbythe
governing bodies of the politicil subdivisions

'

involved.
,

k So, in fact, the governing bodies of municipalities

retain the authority to approve or disapprove proposed mutual

aid agreements under development by local municipal coordinators.

.

.
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[hPh 57312 of PL'1332, " Law applicable to local organiza-

tions," at subsection 7512(b) states:

No purchase or purchases shall be made,
no contract entered into.and no expenses incurred
by any local organization which involves the pay-

, ment of more than $25 out of the treasury.of any
second class township unless the proposed expendi-
ture has been approved in writing by the township
supervisors.

Additionally, subsection 7512(a) states:

Where the jurisdiction'of the local organi-
zation is coterminous with the political subdivi-
sion making an appropriation for the payment of
t e expenses, the local organization shall be deemed
- agency, board or commission of the political

division, subject to all of the laws governing
t.a making of contracts or purchases, the employment
of persons or otherwise incurring financial obli-
gations which apply to the political subdivision.

Of course, in light of the exigencies of an ongoing emergency

i situation,

Each political subdivision ". . . is authorized
pursuant to 57301(c) (relating to general author-
ity of-Governor) to exercise t,he powers vested-

under this section...without' regard to time-
consuming procedures and formalities prescribed
by law (excepting mandatory constitutional 2 -

- quirements) pertaining to the performance of
public work, entering intg contracts, the incur-
ring of obligations..." 37501(d)

|
But again it issthe political subdivision (which includes

municipalities) who " exercise the powers". Subsections

7512(a). and 7512(b),above refer to the set-up of the' local

emergency organizations prior to emergencies. ;

.

I
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fhPh In view of the specific grant of authority by the

Commonwealth to local government to involve and manage

emergency planning procedures, it is clear that municipal

approval of the workability of its own PERP is fundamental

and mandatory before the county can certify its own plan as

adequate and implementable.

!
/ h$> At the time that the FEMA witnesses testified, there had been

no review of any other additional Limerick plans submitted to their

office. (Asher TR 20,330) FEMA did not receive for review purposes

any of the up to date RERP's offered into evidence as Applicant's

Exhibits in this proceeding, prior to receiving the NRC Dec. 26,

1984 letter and attachments (contained in LEA Exhb E-71). FEMA
did receive a copy of each of the 3 risk county RERP's one week

prior to that. (Asher TR 20,204)

[$df' In Mr Kinard's opinion, the amount of weight to be given to

FEMA's testimony is something, for the Board to decide. (Asher

TR 20,330) FEMA is not a regulatory agency. They review and

evaluate plans based on the criteria of NUREG 0654. (Asher

TR 20,319) It it is obvious that FEMA has spent a considerable

amount of time reviewing various gaps of the Limerick Radiological

Emergency Response Plans, at least based on the documents in

evidence. (Judge Cole TR 20,328)
:

[! Mr Asher testified that very possibly many of FEMA's answers

would be changed based upon irformation that is currently avail- !
able. (Asher TR 20,330) He agreed with Judge Cole that he would.

consider radiological emergency response plans as moving targets,

because the plans are always subject to change. FEMA believes that,

significant revisions of those plans require a complete review.
1

Insignificant additions to the plans are acceptable after a I

cursory review of some sort. (Asher TR 20,327-328)



.

I

f ! Mr. Kinard stated that fran the testinony that he heard

it is apparent that the process is roving in the direction of the |
|

adoption of these plans, although he was unable to provide a nore |
|
'

specific answer regarding whether or not based on the testimony

he heard, whether he could predict final adoption of radiological

crergency. response plans for municipalities, school districts,

and counties within the Limerick EPZ. ( Kinard TP 20,302)

fI Hr. Kinard stated that it is incumbent upon hinscif as an"

er.ergency planner and as a representative of FEFA to obtain in-

formation through proper channels relating to the status of plann-

ing with respect to the Limerick F.PZ. Uhile this response was

provided in regard to the status of unnet staffing needs at the

municipal level, Mr. Kinard also meant it in a general sense.

(Kinard TR 20,308)

/ffMr. Hippert stated that it was his unders_tanding that the
draft plans referred to in paragraph 3 of his prefiled testi-

mony on LEA-1 are the same drafts upon which the FEMA testimony

in this proceeding is based. (Hippert TR 19,594)

/7 PEMA has not received copies of the RERP's received into

evidence in this proceeding, although counsel for the Common-

wealth has. Mr. Hippert stated that "it is rather a remote ques-
*

tion since the Commonwealth will not take any action on plans

unless they are submitted to us from the municipalities and the

school districts through the counties. We received the latest *

drafts of the Berks and Montgomery. County plans sometime during

October and we are reviewing them now." (Hippert TR 19,507)

.



f PEMA is not currently conducting a review of these plans

(Applicant's Exhibits) because PEMA has not received the plans
from the municipalities, school districts or counties, and in

some instances they are reluctant to send them to PEMA. Mr. Hip-

_ pert testified that we didn't know when PEMA would get them.
(Hippert TR 19,516-19,518) At the time that Mr. Hippert testi-

fied he stated that PEMA had not reviewed the plans to determine

whether or not they were adequate and capable of being implement-
ed. (Hippert TR 19,518, TR 19,595-19,596)

17b PEMA has requested FEMA to indicate that its supplemental
interim finding is not to be considered as an informal review

requested by PEMA. (Comm Exhb E-10) PEMA needs to be very

careful within the Commonwealth, and has to walk a very thin

line with the counties and municipalities. When PEMA submitted

the plans to FEMA and the intervenors in the fall of 1983, they
did so with the understanding that the-municipalities and school

districts were in full accord with the fact that they were being

submitted for informal review, and that they had no objections

to it. Since that time PEMA has had considerable flack as to

why some of these plans were submitted at that time. (Hippert

TR 19,511) Mr. Hippert explained, "we are simply trying to walk

the fence with the municipalities and the school districts so

that they know we have not submitted the plans to FEMA for any

type of review." (Hippert TR 19,573)

[7 Mr. Hippert testified that because Pennsylvania is : Commen-

wealth, PEMA walks on a rather tight line with regard to plan re-

view. The plans must come from the municipalities and school dis-
,

tricts to the counties and from the counties they are to be trans-

mitted.to-PEMA for review. That has not been done since the fall

of 1983. According to Mr. Hippert, PEMA has not been' asked, re-
~

quested, or anything else by the municipalities or school districts

>

_
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to review their plans. Without that request, PEMA has no author-
|

ity to do it. (Hippert TR 19,596) PEMA received the Berks and

Montgomery County plans because Mr. Hippert specifically asked
'

for them in preparation for the testimony in this hearing (Hippert

TR 19,596)

f)h The counties consider that the plans are still in a draft

stage and subject to changes, and they are not yet ready to send

them to PEMA for review. (Hippert TR 19,519) PEMA has at times

asked.for the. balance of the draft plans, but the counties are

reluctant to send the plans in without the approval of the muni-

cipalities, the same as PEMA is. Some of the municipalities con-

sider the plans in draft form, not their plans and various other

.

problems that they have mentioned. That is the reason according

.to Mr. Hippert (Hippert TR-19,5,97)

[7i Since December 1983 PEMA has had numerous letters from school

districts and municipalities bringing up the issue of why these

plans were submitted in 1983 without-their expressed approval.

This has also been brought up in public meetings that Mr. Hippert

attended. He stated, "When we submitted the plans in 1983, we

were under what we now find is the erroneous assumption that they

had all been informed what we were doing. So here again, we are

being very cautious not to submit anything that has not come

through the proper channels." (Hippert TR 19,597-19,598)
,

[$$kMr. Hippert stated that at the time that he testified, PEMA
was not in a position to certify whether or not any of the plans~

that Applicant has identified and submitted into evidence as E-1-

through E-61 are adequate and capable of being implemented. (Hip-

pert TR 19,631, Hippert TR 19,636),

!hf PE!!A has not made any response to the Class A deficiencies
'

identified in the November 20th exercise by FEMA (FEMA Exhb E-5)

(Taylor TR'19,523) M

. - . _. ..
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fjh7e Mr. Hippert included a series of questions at the beginning
of each portion of the PEMA testimony, which are a restatement

of what he believes the contention to be. He thinks that the
1

questions included in his testimony would give him a basis of
what to look for when he reviews the county plans. He has them

written down on another piece of paper, for that matter, and said
that he certainly did not intend to throw them in the weste bas-
ket. (Hippert TR 19,633-19,634) He. acknowledged that some of

the questions are unanswered by his testimony. (Hippert TR 19,

634)

[$hh Mr. Bigelow was appointed Emergency Coordinator for Montgomery
County on January 9, 1984. At the time he testified he had served-

in that position for approximately 10 months. He was subpoenaed

as a witness in this proceeding by Philadelphia Electric Company,

after the Montgomery County Commissioners declined to present him

as part of the Commonwealth panel, unlike the County Coordinators

from Berks and Chester Counties. (Bigelow TR 14,152, TR 14,136;

Connor TR 12,733). The Montgomery County Office o f Emergency

Preparedness is comprised of 3 staff and a clerical person.

(Bigelow TR 14,174).

[Ik As of December 3, 1984 he had not discussed Draft 7 of thei

Montgomery County RERP (Appl. Exhb. E-3) in any regard with the

County Commissioners. (Bigelow TR 14,166). .He testified that

there had been a meeting with the Commissioners regarding the

status of the-plans and how Mr. Bigelow was working on them.

According to Mr. Bigelow, Draft 6 was discussed with the

Commissioners in what he referred to as a general briefing.

The early part of the meeting involved phase one-type training

that had been offered to the municipalities and school districts.

At a separate meeting with the' Bureau of. Corrections, there was

a briefing on the status of plans for the State Correctional

Institute at Graterford. He could not think of any other

specifics of the Montgomery County RERP that he had presented and

discussed with the commissioners. (Bigelow TR 14,166-14,168).



_ _ _ _ _ _- _ _ _ _

[hI According to Mr. Bigelow, a lot of the information in the

Montgomery County RERP was developed by Energy Consultants, as
well as by his staff. He stated that Draft #7 (Appl. Zxhb. E-3)

was getting to the point where he is going to have a workable
plan, although it is not considered a final plan for Montgomery
County because it is still being reviewed, and everything is
flexible and subject to change. (Bigelow TR 14,169-14,170).
Although he stated that in his opinion.it is a workable plan, he
has not made a recommendation to the Commissioners that they
adopt and approve Draft #7 (Appl. Exhb. E-3) because he had not

discussed it with his staff. He could not provide an answer

whether there were other reasons for not having yet made such a

recommendation without discussing the matter with his staff.

(Bigelow TR 14,173-14,174).

!! ' With regard to county plans, none of the three risk or

two support (Bucks and Lehigh) County plans has been formally

accepted by its respective Board of Commissioners.

(Hippert, ff. TR 19,498, page 3, par. 8).

/t>7 Based ugen the draft 9 1ans submitted to PEMA in the fall
of 1983, Mr. Hippert testified that no municipal or school

district plans have been accepted, approved or adopted at the

local level. Any updated report on the adoption status of these

plans must come from the risk counties.in their role as coordinator

and initial reviewer of the respective municipal and school

district-plans-prior to transmittal by the counties to PEMA.

(Hippert ff. TR 19,498, page 3, par. 7).

9
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jh|| Mary Catherine Lowery, emergency coordinator for Union Township,

testified to certain inconsistancies between the master list of data

taken from the transportation needs survey and the original survey

return forms themselves which she received from Energy Consultants

in October 1984. (Lowery TR 18,695-697) She was told by Bob Reber,

EMC for Berks County, that there was a plan to do a whole new survey

in the next.few months but later told by a Mr. Seasholtz of Philadelphia

Electric that she shouldn't count on Philadelphia Electric to redo the

survey in the near future. (Lowery TR 18,698-700) Union Township has

eight volunteers at this point. On the November 20th exercise there
1

i were five. Both numbers include the three supervisors. One out of three

proposed PECO volunteers is included in this number, the other two

didn't show up for tainging or meetings. (Lowery TR 18,703) At the
,

present time, the Union Township Fire Company of Culptown has been un-

willing to identify volunteers or make a committment to do route

alerting, notification of the hearing impaired or traffic control.

(Lowery TR 18,707) Ms. Lowery estimates her needs to implement the

plan at forty-two. (Lowery TR 18,704) She has told Energy Consultants'

,

but Draft 6 doesn't list them. (Lowery TR 18,755) Mr. Seasholtz of

Philadelphia Electric is the person designated by PECO to call Ms.

Lowery and th6se in her township. (Lowery TR 18,725). Ms. Lowery and

her Board of Supervisors have solicited volunteers through letters to

organizations and contacting newspapers. (Lowery TR 18,780)

:
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1 /AttheDraft1or2stageoftheUnionTownshipRCRP,Ms. Lowery
' ~ ~ . .

and the supervisors decided at a meeting to request the inclusion of

all of Union Township in the EPZ. But they were told by Energy Consultants

that there was a legal problem that if the governor declared a state of

emergency that would only cover ten miles from Limerick and that if the

township would want to move people beyond ten miles, then it.would not

be covered by disaster funding. The Supervisors did not want to be
'

; responsible for that liability. (Lowery TR 18,764)(ce:; |37,;

J
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i ! The HIIM ETE (Applicants Exhb. E-67) lists in App.6 Transient

Recreational Population + Vehicle Estimates Population + Vehicle

Demand Totals for French Creek State Park'which is indicated as

being in Union Township at a distance from 7-8 miles in a west

sector from Limerick. The population listed is winter weekday

and 3655 summer weekend and the vehicle demand is winter and

approx. 1000 total for summer. Hopewell Village National Historical

Park is listed as being 9-10 miles from Limerick with a winter

weekday population of 1600 people and 640 vehicles, and a summer

weekend population of 5000 people and 2000 vehicles. It is also

located in Union Township. (Appl. Exhb. E-67, App. 6 page A6-2)

However, the June 1983 Evacuation Plan Map prepared for
.

PEMA and incorporated in Comm. Exhb,E-1 (also identified as LEA

Exhb. E-16) shows much of French Creek Park and Hopewell Village

to be outside the EPZ.

!
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Dr. Michael Giamo is serving his second six year term as a
' - '

. . . supervisor of Skippack Township. He has just retired from the Philadelphia

School System where he was Director of Music for the entire city's

two hundred eighty schools. Dr. Giamo was authorized by the Chairman of

the Board of Supervisors to testify. (Giamo TR 19,131) LEA-57 is a

letter written to the Pennsylvania Management Agency at the request of
.

the Board of Supervisors of Skippack Township dated June 22, 1984. The

letter states the Township's concerns. Still of special concern to the

Supervisors of Skippack is the up to three thousand residents of the

Graterford Penitentiary in the township who would need sixty buses to

be evacuated, plus high security. (Giamo TR 19,073)

The concern expre' sed in that letter (LEA-57) about the inabilitys
u -

,

1 of the township-to provide adequate means to provide notice and trans-

portation to transit-dependent is still unresolved at this time. The4

problem is 'ot limited to the issue of an unmet need for buses or

ambulances, but is tied in with the whole evacuation plan, which Skippack

Township has "not yet formulated." (Giamo TR 19,086)

.
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fifjh'Dr.Giamoisnotsatisfiedthatanunmetneedpassedontothe
)

I County.is thereby to be automatically assumed as met. (Giamo TR 19,110)
.

i-

f|F]|Therehasbeen'alackofcoordinationanddialogueamongofficials

of the various private and public schools and Ursinus College, as well
,

' as among'the various municipalities and county and state officials with

respect to evacuation, traffic-and other matters. .(Giamo TR 19,113)
,

i

!

.

! f Dr. Giamo would be relieved if he.had confidence that a five hour.

| evacuation time estimate was fact. He was not sure that a sheltering

i
option would alleviate his concerns. (Giamo TR 19,117)

;

!

.

b/ fd It seemed to Dr. Giamo who attended both the July 25, 1984 and
#

i

{ November 20, 1984 exercises in Skippack Township that the "same thing
!
! was done the second time". Dr. Giamo did not understand what made the
!

|-
first Skippack drill be graded unsatisfactory and the second given

I
' complements by PEMA (Giamo TR 19,120) He doesn't.know whether the
I

(

| staff is currently in an adequate state of readiness to.respong to a
.

radiological emergency. . (Giamo TR 19,120) Dr.~Giamo believes that.

experiencing and doing it is a vital part of learning and that the drills

| should have been more functional "rather than just sit.in the-hall and
~

I. .

listen to this". For instance, traffic control should be practiced. ,

(Giamo'TR'19,122) -Skippack Township will comply with state law.(Giamo

TR 19,128) 'Because of'its confidentiality, Dr. Giamo was not.able to.

discuss the Graterford Prison' plan and his related concerns. (Giamo TR 13,138)

>
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ff{# Dr. Giamo considered the two exercises (July 25 and November 20)

: to have been training sessions (Giamo TR 19,142) and is apparantly

unaware of any regulatory or legal implications others may be trying

to draw from his township's participations.
i
i

I/ f f The Skippack Fire Company will not provide route alerting at

the general emergency state. Dr. Giamo is not sure if the fire police,

who are firemen as well, are going to perform the traffic control

!

function, and at what stage of alert. (Giamo TR 19,106)

.
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Mr. Edmund Skarbeck is president of the Borough of Pottstown and

president of the Council of' Area Governments which is a group of Upper

Pottsgrove, Lower Pottsgrove, West Pottsgrove, North Coventry Township,
,

and'the Borough of Pottstown, which tries to coordinate efforts in
,

.

working toward common goals within the district.i

There are some reservations on the Council of Area Governments ~

) of how the proposed radiological emergency plans will work because

"while we have a group of five different municipalities, everybody has .
,

a difference of opinion." According-to Mr. Skarbeck, the reservations

that probably most people in an elected capa. city have, is the dependibility
:

: of the people you are depending on in an emergency situation. People"

i

that are supposed to be doing the job, whether they are going to be
|

there to do the job or not." (Skarbeck TR 17,774)

!
t

M Once Pottstown Borough Council is to review the technical aspects

if their plan, and once council. os asked to decide what policy it is

going to adopt, Mr. Skarbeck is sure that in close cooperation with

'

school systems and borough officials, the Pottstown Borough Council
i

j will seek public input and public review before the proposed plan woula

i

i be. considered for adoption.

i

% Borough Council of Pottstown has not yet "been privy to" any
"

draft of any of the six plans that.were up for review by the emergency

.
.
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coordinating team. There has been no indication to Mr. Skarbeck of
.

when the DiC would provide copies and ask for review. (Skarbeck TR 17,770)
.

:

M S When asked if a chemical spill were to occur requiring evacuation

of Pottstown would he feel he could use the Limerick plan to do that,
!

Mr. Skarbeck replied, "Well, I am sure we could, if we had a workable 1

plan that I am not aware of yet." (Skarbeck TR 17,851)

!
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N Mr. Carroll Mattingly is the Pottstown transportation officer,

and the code enforcement and health officer for the Borough of Pottstown.

Mr. Mattingly was a career army man and had experience while stationed

in Germany with emergency plans set up for the evacuation of dependants

and a hospital. (Mattingly TR 17,816)

M Mr. Mattingly has, based upon his knowledge of the people that

he works with as Pottstown code enforcement and health officer, certain

concerns about "some of the vehicles that some people drive and how

they would get there." "I do have some concerns about breakdowns and

panic on the highways." According to Mt. Mattingly, Pottstown is like

the hub of a wheel since it is located directly in the center of North

Coventry, West Pottsgrove, Upper Pottsgrove and Lower Pottsgrove.

"Some of the routes that are being taken out of Pottstown are the same

routes that would be picked up by residents of North Coventry and Upper

Pottsgrove, going north on Route 100, and what kind of congested area

would come in at a leter point up the road, I really don't know how

; some of these would fit together." "It is not hard to get out of our

township, but then you are going to_other townships and there are other

people who are going through, also. Just regular traffic jams is really

what I am concerned with and the human element itself is fear of the
+

unknown and what happens with that. (Mattingly TR 17,830-17,873)



i

|

% [ The Pottstown transportation officer Mr. Mattingly has calculated

that he would need nineteen, and ordered twenty buses for the transport-

dependant, probably as a safety factor. The current Draft 6 of the Pottstown

plan lists sixteen. (Appl. Exh. E-17 pg. 0-1)

1

j)ggh In checking out some of those listed as needing transportation

assistance from the survey results, Mr. Mattingly makes a distinction
.

between screening those needing an ambulance or needing other help as

being mobility impaired, and screening the other transport dependant

just needing a bus. "I tried to screen out the people that would actually

need ambulance transporation or need assistance. But the other people

I didn't really screen that out." (Skarbeck TR 17,792 at 19) A number

of Pottstown residents who requested ambulance assistance did not actually

require it. (Mattingly TR 17,836) Based upon that, Mr. Mattingly does

not however conclude anything about the six hundred five listed as just

transport dependent,that is not even listed-as needing an ambulance;

~

or being mobility impaired. Mattingly says, " I would take on the

other hand that there were alot of people who didn't even mail it
'

(the survey) in, that may also need the transportation. So I would just h-

have to take the figure that was supplied to me and work from that and

also knowing that there may be other people that wo61d be at these bus

,

stops in the event something did happen, that I may have more, alot more,
!

than what has already been stated." (Mattingly TR 17,837)
i

I
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D 7 Unmet neeas have seen identified in the aree of trensgertetion.

Four buses and four ambulances are needed. (Waterman TR 18,082)

I would definitely not consider Draft 6 a final plan. (Waterman

TR 18,084)
1

!

M$$VirgilTempletonisasupervisorofUpperProvidenceTownship.

i (Templeton TR 18,058)

h[hGeorgeWatermanistownshipmanagerofUpperProvidenceTownship.

(Waterman TR 18,058)

:

pf/ John Yeager is Chairman of the Supervisors in East Pikeland Township.

(Yeager TR 18,004)
3

!
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{}}JhsAgeneralpopulation survey could be redone in all threeg

counties (Hippert TR 19,587-88)(Bradshaw TR 16,952, 17,022-23,'

17,348) to further identify any special populations not

accounted for in the Fall of '83 survey. (Proposed Finding 1

k [jf M r . Hugh Kelly, Chairman of Supervisor, Douglass Township,
testified that he felt it would be difficult to get some persons

to evacuate in an emergency based on a statement by a farmer in
the EPZ who was concerned about his animals. (Kelly TR 18,657).

)h[0 When asked by Applicant if the supervisors from Douglass
Township, Mr. Kelly, knew that farmers could re-enter the EPZ

to care for their cattle, he responded that he didn't know

whether or not any individual is going to do that" and that alot

of these farms rely on their children te help with chores.
'

~

(Kelly TR 18,658).

Jh[$There is an assumption that the USDA farmer lists are be'ing
followed up on. PEMA says it is the county's job. (Hippert

TR 19,622).
.

jk[h,PEMAdoesn't know to what extent farmers have been

trained. (Taylor TR 19,623).

hh}, Farmers have to identify themselves as farmers to be

allowed to re-enter the EPZ. (Reber TR 19,752)(Proposed

Finding

Sk/$ The USDA-list for farmers in Berks County identified
100 farmers (Reber TR 19,757).

.
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gfIt was Mr. Deck & Mt. Dunn who worked on the municipal

plan development for Energy Consultants (Bradshaw TR 17,287).

Mr. Richard Brown is the Chairman of the Lower Providence Board
i

of Supervisors and is a communications technician for American

Telegraph and Telephone Company, and is trained in and main-

tains a telecommunications electronic switching system. He is

employed in Pottstown. (Brown TR 18,134). Mr. Harry Miller is *

the Fire Chief of the Lower Providence Volunteer Fire Company.

gh22) Mr . Conroe is a trustee of, and an ambulance captain in

the Lower Providence Township Squad. He was asked by the

Board of Directors of the Lower Providence Community Ambulance
,

to serve as the liaison between the ambulance squad an'd the

township committee working on the plans (C00 roc TR 18,138).
i

hkhiLower Providence Township cannot use Fire Company personnel

alone to do route alerting since 12 route alerting sectors
' are designated with 2 persons per sector, and the Fire Company

needs 15 people and a field officer jugt to maintain normal
s e rvic e . (M*llt # Tr 18)41)rescue and fire 1

JCh]hlower Providence Township has the responsibility of notify-
ing businesses and industry in the townshin to keep them in-

or manmade disaster causes severe disruption
,

formed. A local disaster /of telephone communications since

once the public becomes aware of an emergency, a lot of people

start calling one another, and begin to tie up the telephone

network to a point where one can no longer draw a dialtone from

the local switching center. (Miller TR 18,142).

,

a
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I jh{$During the time of the Agnes Flood, there were dial tone

! delays of up to 30 minutes in the area. And that was just

I high water in Pottstown. There are 3 switching offices in
L

the area, and their equipment was described by Mr. Brown at

I TR 18,151; Collegeville, Brimfield Rd. & Pottstown.

I
1

JU%.-These telephone problems mean that if someone in the
Emergency Operations-Center has to use the phone to notify
someone, they may have to wait'30 minutes to get a dial tone.

! This would create a major problem in the implementing of the
2
' plan. (Brown TR 18,150).
!

hhkY Mr. Rogers, the Lower Providence Emergency Management

Coordinator is concerned about the amount of volunteers avail-
; able at any one time and the number of police available.

'

Presently, Mr. Rogers has indicated that because there were

a lot of PECO employee volunteers available'at this time, that
.

'
he can carry out most of the procedures.

4

[UI The Lower Providence Township Chairman, Rick Brown,
,

testified of concerns about the availab'ility of these
.
,

j PECO volunteers "are they just volunteering to move this

,
thing along". (Brown TR 18,153). PECO volunteers are involved

J

I in route alerting (Miller, TR 18,156).

i
!

|k[The ambulance corp of Lower Providence does not have
,

sufficient resources to carry out its assignments to evacuate
~

the non-ambulatory residents of 53 (Conroe TR 18,154).
,

,

Furthermore, because there is no paying system, ambulance mem-

bers would have to be notified by telephone, which is diffi- I

cult under the conditions described of telephone problems..

!

>
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hjj)When asked about the County Prison under construction in

Lower Providence, Chairman Brown testified that based upon

his " knowledge of'the problems that Graterford's evacuation
plan ran into with local-government, I foresee we would have
the same problems they ran into, in that no one would let the

local officials'know what type of evacuation they had planned

for the State Penitentiary. And they wanted to know what the

plans were, so they could make sure that their plans didn't
run into problems with their evacuation routes". And " based

on my experience with the County and our problems with-the
problem with theprison, I would say we are going to have a

County's evacuation plan for the county prison." (Brown TR 18,224).

fh) Chairman Brown's testimony on PL1332 illuminates the local

reality: "they are [ mandatory], but a lot of municipalities

have not conformed to the law. We also have mandatory guidelines

for solid waste which haven't been directed yet. We just

don't have the manpower and the staff to do everything that is

necessary to do. Solid waste and hazardous waste is one of

these things that we have to address along with this. We have

some other documents like this, we cannot do everything at once

We are limited in our finances-to do all these things". ,

(Brown TR 18.227).

jk%Q Finally, Mr. Brown testified that if the concerns he had

mentioned were met.(telephone communications, traffic, the

county prison, reliability and availability of volunteers, and

transportation) that he would not hesitate to recommend

adoption of a workable Lower Providence Emergency Plan.

(Brown TR 18,228).

.
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ylgl The part of Valley Forge Park in Lower Providence Town-
ship includes a walk-through area along the river, some paths,

and a couple of monuments. The Peter Camiel estate there has

been purchased by the National Park Service, and includes the

house. There are other houses there possibly with renters.

The major use of the Lower Providence part of Valley Forge

National Park area is recreational - boating, canoeing, hiking.

There are some picnic areas. "It is quite a vast area."

(Brown Tr 18,168 and TR 18,209). Although Mr. Brown testified

that Lower Providence Township would anticipate that anyone in

the , township for whatever reason would be the township's
responsibility, based upon his knowledge of the development of

the township plan to date, he does not know whether the Valley

Forge Park aspects in Lower Providence have been addressed.

(Brown TR 18,172).

Jhf)(Lower Providence Township will not approve a plan not

believed to be workable. One of the problems Chairman Brown

would consider in determing this, is the evacuation route

which evacuates the entire township into King of Prussia,

which has one of the worst traffic problems or congestion pro-

blems in the surrounding area.

;[{J The evacuation route goes into King of Prussia, and then
takes the Turnpike east to Neshaminy (Bucks County). "At work

! hours that whole area is congested and it is hard to get through

that area. (Brown, TR 18,173).

;

jb%jkThe coordination of special facility plans for Eagle-
ville Hospital, St. Gabriel's Hall, and the new 500 bed

; Montgomery County Prison with the township plan is another

problem Chairman Brown wants addressed before adoption.

(Brown TR 18,174).

.



()I The Lower Providence Township would need to use the phone
to contact special facilities in the township, plus schools

who do not have radio equipment and personnel. (Brown TR 18,19.5).

)k3NP. The contacting of more than the on duty ambulance team is
problem and would rely on the one telephone in the station.a

(Conroe Tr 18,202).

]E)fChairman Brown testified he couldn 't read the maps in

Appendix 11 of the ETE (Appl. Exhb. E-67) "you need a magnifying
glass to read this". (Brown (TR 18,213).

jl3(The queueing indicated on map A-11-6 T-180 min. Summer
Fair Weather Conditions (Appl. Exhb. E-67) fer the Rt. 363
County-line Pottstown Expressway area, appeared to Chairman
Brown ta ie the type of back-up experienced in Lower Providence
Township in morning rush hour, before the expressway was
opened. "Io the same degree, it apparently goes back up Audubon
Road to Park Avenue." (Brown TR 18,216). And based upon his

experience in day-to-day traffic, Chairman Brown testified that
the indicated queueing was of a magnitude too small to indicate
accurately evacuation flows which he assumes to be greater than
in day-to-day traffic. Both the Applicant's Counsel and

Chairman Brown apparently agreed with the following ambiguous
question, though for opposite reasons: "You [one] couldn't
necessarily compare communter traffic with evacuation traffic
because those flows of traffic wouldn't necessarily have

the same origin or destination, isn't that correct?" "That's
correct." (Brown TR, 18,218).
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|

hkh There is a problem with sending everybody on a designated

route out of Lower Providence Township into a bottlentek and

they can't go any further, then they are going to back up into

the boundaries of'the township (which is the EPZ boundary).

|

)

hWf9 Chairman Brown is considering a proposal to divide Lower

Providence.up into sectors and then send people in directions

other than directing the whole township into King of Prussia to

get onto the Turnpike.

jkk[,Mr. Conroe, the ambulance captain who works in King of;

Prussia, is of the opinion that evacuating traffic in King of

Prussia would cause a gridlock. (Conroe TR 18,178).

jIfZrChairman Brown was not informed by Mr. Bigelow in his

discussions with him regarding transportation that might bei

provided by the county to Lower Providence in a radiological

emergency, that the King of Prussia Plaza had been designated

as a transportation staging area where vehicles coming in to

assist were supposed to receive their assignments. (Brown

TR 18,180). In view, of Mr. 3rown's concerns, this omission

is significant.

)kkjfLower Providence is the largest township in the Emergency

Planninb Zone (Miller TR 18,190). The route alerting sectors

are smaller than average but the population is larger. It is

in the view of the Fire Chief.questionnable whether the stand-

i by PECO volunteers would show up to route alert with loud

speakers from private vehicles. (Miller TR 18,190).

|
t

|
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fjhfq It was Amity Township's feeling following the July 25th'

e x e r'c i s e that they would liike to add additional staff positions

to-their organization. A comparison of figures on Table 2-A
-

(Bradshaw, ff. TR 17,191, pg. 5-7) with the chart identified as

LEA Exhb. E-37 dated August 27, 1984 show an increase from 14 to

24 staff positions for Amity Township. It is Mr. Bradshaw's

testimony that any changes between the 2 tables regarding the

number required for municipal emergency operation staff, re-

flect such a municipal request. (Bradshaw TR 17,225).

hbffMr. Bradshaw derives his knowledge of the number of staff

designated in the current draf t Schuylkill Township plan, which

is not the Appl. Exhb. E-34 Draft 6 plan in evidence in this

proceeding, but a " Draft 6 Revised" Schuylkill plan directly

from Ron Deck. Mr. Bradshaw did not know from whom Mr. Deck

got this information "probably Mr. Vutz?" (Bradshaw TR 17,217).

jY h Although South Coventry has not formally transmitted a

plan to Mr. Campbell of Chester County, the May 1984 Draft 5

of the South Coventry Plan Applicant's Exhb. E-35 has been

submitted as an exhibit in this proceeding because "it is a

municipal plan which Energy Consultants has assisted in

developing". Mr. Bradshaw doesn't know whether South Coventry

had any input into Draft 5 or Draft 4. (Bradshaw TR 17,219).;

>

$kkfMr. McGill, the Bucks County Emergency Coordinator cannot

approve and adopt the Bucks County Support Plan. Mr. Bradshaw
| bases his testimony that Bucks County intends to fulfill its

support county role on discussion with Mr. McGill, the

November 16, 1984 letter from Bucks County and discussions

Mr. Bradshaw has had with PECO Vice President, Vince Boyer,

I relating to Mr. Bradshaw, Mr. Boyer's discussions with John

Patten, the Director of PEMA. (Bradshaw TR 17,232).



JLq%)SchuylkillTownship (and Phoenixville, indirectly) is in the
position of having Valley Forge Park as a sort of cushion between

these still largely rural and small-town areas and the huge develop-
ments which have included a large generation of traffic in the;

Valley Forge-King of Prussia region and the Route 202 corridor.

Consequently, the Schuylkill Township-Phoenixville area roads are

of relatively low capacity and badly overcrowded. County officials

- and in some cases Courts of the Commonwealth have sympathetically

consi'.ered this condition during the past fev years when it came to

decisions involving possible large developments and adding to the

traffic on existing roads. (John Lukacs, ff. TR 14,774, page 2)

,
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k Dr. Vutz, township supervisor and emergency management director

of Schuylkill. Township particpated in both the July 25, 1984 and
November 20, 1984 drills, as did his township. (Vutz, TR 14,485)

It takes on the order of several hours to clear Schuylkill Township

roads after a snow storm Part of the Schuylkill Township situation in

normal snowstorms is aggravated by the fact that main roads are done
by PennDOT and PennDOT typically will come in a day after the snow storm.
(Vutz TR 14,519)

hTD.ValleyForgeNationalParkpossiblywillprovidetraffic' control
at other locations, possibly Routes 23 and 363, if requested by the
counties involved. (Fewlass TR 14,567)

MgValleyForgeNationalParkhasagreedtomantheintersectionof
Route 23 and Route 252 and direct traffic in the event of a Limerick
evacuation. The Park personnel manning that point will allow park traffic
that has been notified at the alert stage to proceed on 23 west or

252 south if that can be done without causing tie-ups or additional problems.

(Fewlass TR 14,697) -

h% .On a normal day, Valley Forge Park usually has three field park
rangers and a dispatcher. They would be the primary people to be used for

alerting park visitors in various areas of the park. The park has a permanent

staff of 50' people who could be utilized for either traffic control or for

notifying people. "The majority of them are maintenance personnel, some
office personnel, some interpreters, and some rangers." (Fewlass TR 14,698)

h h On February 10, 1984 Mr. Fewlass was contacted for the first and
only time by John Cunnington of (717) 236-0031 who identified himself as a
consultant working for the Limerick Nuclear Paln. At that time Chief

Fewlass was asked what park facilities lay on that side of the river, and

what development was proposed by the park within that area. Mr. Cunnington

also asked if there were any potential shelters in the area. (Fewlass TR 14,695)

.
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j|pq[Hr.Fetterstestifiedthatinhisopinionthereisno
possible way you can empty the municipalities using Route 100.

south and empty the Marsh Creek Park at the same time. (Fetters

TR 14,717)

)I$$$Thereare3badtimesonRoute100southinUpperUwchlan-
Uwchlan Township. One is the morning when people are going to

work. The other is evening when they are coming home. And the

third is in the summer with the Marsh Creek State Park traffic,

with people coming and going with their boats and so forth.

When there is a snow storm the area is paralyzed and traffic cannot
move. (Note: Mr. Fetters does the snow removal for the township.)

(Fetters TR 14,718) Rain and oil film on the road from trucks is

another problem.

hb3hh The Village of Eagle is a 35 mile-per-hour speed zone and

is where Route 100 intersects with Little Conestoga Road, which
serves as the park entrance. The roads make a sort of funnel right

in the middle of the village. Byers Road intersects there. This

village is 3/4 to 7/8 mile from the turnpike entrance. (Fetters
TR 14,720)

yLj [ Mr. Fetters, although a school bus contractor, will not

provide buses for evacuation within the EPZ because- It was not

fair to ask his drivers, many of whom have' families living in the

EPZ, to go to another school district and haul students when they

_- - - .- _ ._-



would be more concerned with their own families and children at

home. That is why he has not called a meeting for this. (Fetters

TR 14,714) Mr. Fetters operates 28 buses which cover a portion of

the Downingtown School District on a day-to-day basis. It is

questionable in Mr. Fetters's judgment whether his bus drivers

would go into a situation to evacuate students with their own

families back at home to worry about. Eighty percent of Mr. Fetters's

37 drivers live within the EPZ. (Fetters TR 14,742)
4

j)J|k, Mr. Fetters testified that he was concerned how buses were

going to be able to move children if traffic snarls were to
i

develop. Route 100 is the main artery leading into and out of the

i Pickering Valley Elementary School, and Route 100 already is a

traffic problem. "We have a difficult time now just taking the

students to school and bringing them home. If the parents will

stay away from the school and leave the buses to do their job."

$$$Nfoneandone/halfmilesofsolidsouthboundtrafficon
Route 100 happens on a routine basis during morning rush hours.

,

(Fetters TR 14,748) A new red light at the Turnpike exit has made

the problem worse. (14,748) The traffic extends to the inter-

section of 100 and 113. (TR 14,7655)

hldk@, Mr. Fetters testified that roads in Upper Uwchlan Township
"which Penn Dot takes care of don't get plowed for two days. I

'

don't know where they get to. They have a problen ." (Fetters
;

TR 14,750)

,
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hkhpf.Iir.Fetterstestifiedthatinhisopinionthereisno
possible way you can empty the nunicipalities using Route 100

south and empty tile Marsh Creek Park at tne same time. (Fetters
.

TR 14,717)

jhhyk There are 3 bad times on Route 100 south in Upper Uwchlan-

Lwchlan Township. One is the r.ornine vhen people are going to
work. The other is evening when they are ccring here. tna the

third is in the summer with the t'arr;h Creek State Park traf fic,

with people coming and going with their boats and so forth.

When titere is a snow storn the area is paralyzed and traffic cannot
move. (Note: Mr. Totters does the snow reroval for the township.)
(Fetters TR 14,718) Rain and oil filr en the road fron trucks is
another problem.

yLfj) The Village of Eagle is a 35 rile per-hour speed one and

is where Route 100 intersects with Little coner: toga Road, which
serves as the park entrance. The roada mal.c a sort of funnel right
in the middle of the village. Byers Road intersects there. This

village is 3/4 to 7/8 mile from the turnpike entrance. (retters

TR 14,720)

hkhyk Mr. Fetters,'although a school bus contractor, will not
provide buses for evacuation within the EPZ because: It was not

1

fair to ask his drivers, many of whom have' families living in the

EPZ, to go to another school district,and haul students,. 'y*

|
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)[ Steve Grenz, Vice-Chairman of the Uwchlan TownsMp Hoard of
_

Supervisorrc testified to a concern the~ Township EMC Mr. Minihan

had relayed to him concerning traffic. Es considered that
,

Routes 100 and Route II3 were bad enough during rush hour and based

uponthatMr.Grenzdoesn'tknowwhethertheUwchlanPlanisca,'Ableof

being implemented, in reference to that kind of total emersency.
.

"I would doubt that a 2 lane highway could handle something like

that." (Grenz, trans 17963

gjP, Mr. Grenz anticipates thac based upon his knowledge

of people in the Township that.in an evacuation that traffic

i .

from outside the EPZ in Uwchlan Township would be on the routes

and contribute to the amount of vehicles on the road. (Grenz trans 17941)

In reviewing the draft Uwchlan RERP Vice-Chairman Grenz and the

other Supervisors would take a close look at the roads and intersections

and consider the volume of traffic traveling on these

roads. Some of the people the people that are in the zone will have

to use the roads outside the EPZ to leave where they live.. The Traffic

Engineering Plan LEA EXH-45 contains the kind of informationthat they

will consider. It is the official traffic plan for the township (see Resolution

LEA EXH E-45) (Grenz, 17929)

;

:
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}}hg) Mr. Kelly has a concern as to whether police officers will

be able to control traffic at traffic control points (TR 18,650),

and testified that the Douglass Twp. Police Chief to some extent

shares this concern. Mr. Kelly has personally witnessd a

situation (TR 18,651) wher'e an individual ignored a policeman's

whistle and direction and drove right into flood waters. (TR 18,652)

t

hkh Mr. Kelly sees a need to have traffic volume figures which

would show the amount of traffic anticipated at traffic control

points over a given period of time during an evacuation.

(TR 18,649-18,650)

:

i

Supervisor Mr. Hugh Kelly feels that it is necessary to
do another general population survey to obtain more informa-

tion on the transport-dependent population in Douglass
Township. (Kelly TR 18,575).

.
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SCHUYLKILL.. TOWNSHIP
,

i

[ Dr.: Norman Vutz is a Township Supervisor of Schuylkill Township,

;
.which is governed by a 5-man Board of Supervisors (Vutz, TR 14,432)
Dr. Vutz has been appointed b'y the Board-as Emergency Management Coord-:

inator, and also as the Assistant Road. Committee Chairman. As Assistant
Road Master, Dr. Vutz has a very intimate knowledge of local roads,
including the 26 miles of state maintained legislative routes " threaded
through" the approximately 26'ailes of township roads. (Vutz, TR 14,432-

*

14,433)

t

I
k Dr. Vutz has a PhD in Nuclear Science from Carnegie-Mellon University

and has verhed in the Atomic Energy Division of both Babcock & Wilcox
(196t-1963) and Westinghouse Electric Company (summer of 1960). (LEA Exhb.

j E-19, page 2, entered at 14.431). As a doctoral candidate,, Norman Vutz
taught graduate level courses from 1964-1966 at Carnegie Institute in modern
physics, reactor analysis, experiments in nuclear neotron physics, and4

I servomechanisms and controls. (TR 14,430 page 17 and LEA Exhb. E-19)

| Dr. Vutz is presently employed as Senior Engineer with~a consulting
| engineering firm specializing in transportation. (TR 14,425)and LEA Exhb. E-19 |

f and has worked with computer simulations (TR 14,461).
!
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f

Dr. Vutz made a written critique of Draft 2 in 1983 and which was

distributed to Energy Consultants and PECO. As a result missing maps and
1

phone numbers were fixed, but Energy Consultants made no structural

change in the plans from Draft 2 to Draft 6. (Vutz TR 14,516)

ifIneveryinstancewithEnergyConsultantspersonnel,theyhave

made a general statement that "you know, we would be pleased to change

the plan." And it is such a general offer that it is hard to pick up

and run with it other than rewriting the plan and telling them to

reissue it.
4

[Incorrespondencefromthecountythereisageneralclosing

sentence in there like " appreciate comments on any and all things."

But there have been no agenda-driven discussions relating to training,

relating to traffic, relating to resources like that. (Vutz TR 14,516)

hAtthispoint,Dr.Vutzhastosaythatheisnotsatisfied."We
haven't gotten down to brass tacks yet on alot of these detailed areas."

(Votz TR 14,517)

h A couple of extra traffic control points would not eliminate

Dr. Vutz's traffic concerns. They make the system slightly less critical.

There is no one magic solution to make it suddenly flow very smoothly.

(Vutz TR 14,517)

.

t
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.i

f.f||Ithinktrafficcontrolwouldtendtomakeanorderlyflowofj

traffic. "In an evacuation scenario I believe a presence of municipal

persons, foremen and so on who appear to know what they are doing would
i

;- serve to put alot of peace of mind in people and establish an atmospheric
1

situation that is under control.rather than "every man for himself."
,

(Vurz TR 14,511)

|
1

hf Dr. Vutz got the impression from wording in the report, and press

i treatment of the ETE evacuation times, that the HHH simulation itself

i *

j was attempting to analyze a snowstorm of more than one to two inches
/

j of snow.
I

i

! (h@)ItisDr.Vutz'sconvictionthatthebottomlineisthatthe
;

j responsibility for responding rests upon the municipalities. And the
,

j municipalities are many little groupings in the EPZ area, each pursuing

activities on its own. (Vutz TR 14,538)
.

:

!
1 r

) j)jhf It is Dr. Vutz's " hunch" based upon his detailed knowledge of
!

| local roads and conditions, that it would take more than six hours to
!

} evacuate under adverse, not " worst case", conditions. He of course
|

| doesn't have his own independent traffic study to bear that out, but he

believes it would be prudent to base planning on something a little
i
j worse than just a freezing rain condition "because we get that quite
!

| frequently." (Vutz TR 14,548)
i

}
h

.
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))h(,Baseduponhisengineeringexperience,Dr.Vutztestifiedthat
i design for the worst case could be prudent and reasonable depending on

.

_the criticality of the system. In railway signaling there is a fail-safe
4

- approach. That is different from an aircraft industry approach.
!

!

. fj)}hDr.Vutz,althoughanespeciallyqualifiedandinterested'

emergency coordinator and public official, was never given the opportunity
j

j for input and review at the.HMH Time Estimate Study (Appl. Exh. E-67) in the
{- course'of the planning process.- Subsequent to the study's release he was2

j
j not sent a copy by the Applicant for his use in developing a workable Schuyl-
4
'

kill municipal plan. When given a copy of the EMM Evacuation Time Estimate -

i Study a few weeks before the ASLB off-site hearings, Mr. Vutz was ham-
1

| pered in his use of the docurent by certain unclear abbreviations and
1

;- illegible maps which make the ETE a lass than adequate for even a highly
!

| technically trained local official as Dr. Vutz, who has worked with

!

t computer simulations, even transportation computer simulation, although
1

primarily rail oriented. |4

.I
'

3 .

: !

B

j)J)jfDr.VutzhadhadaseveralhourbriefingsessionwithChesterCounty

j coordinator Tim Campbell subsequent to the July 15, 1984 drill and
*

. . had expressed concerns in writing as early as June 1983 on Draft 2.

! (Vutz TR 14,537)
i

k
j

.1

. .

l
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. Police Chief Marchiegano of Schuylkill Township tells Dr. Vutz

"Tell me what you want done and we will try to do it for you." He is

looking for some specific guidance, and it goes beyond just " send seven

men out to stand in seven locations." (Vutz TR 14,549)

p h Dr. Vutz had reviewed both NuReg.0654, and the H>&! ETE, though

of course from the practical viewpoint of and public official

rather than from an academic, legal, or professional consultants point

] of view, and thus his testimony is of great value to this Board. It is

; anly to be regretted that the unique qualifications of this witness were

4 not better utilized by the municipal and county planning process.

p Dr. Vutz's recollection from NuReg 0654 was that one purpose of;

the ETE is to provide material that is useful to decision makers

' responsible for coordinating an evacuation and to help them come up with

implementable plans. (Vutz TR 14,546)

Dr. Vutz never asserted that an ETE study should be based upon
;

i a worst case meteorology, but simply indicated that he was interested in

winter storm conditions worse than that of a 30% capacity reduction.

Such storms can happen one to several times a year'in Schuylkill Township,

and involve an increase of travel times from three to six times normal.
,

(i.e. from 10 minutes to 30 minutes or one hour) (Vutz TR 14,534)

,

8

%



jkh Mr. Whitlock has a concern about the availability of

personnel who +ay volunteer ahead of time, but would leave in
an actual radiological emergency (Whitlock, TR 18,482). He

'

wants to find some way to get a commitment from them so that

they will be there when needed. He extends this concern to

finding EOC staff (TR 18,482).

hk| Mr. Whitlock testified that the responsibility falls on the

elected officials of the township for the health and welfare of
i

school populations while they are within the municipality. |

(TR 18,465). At TR 18,390 he indicates a township population of

1500 people and 1500-2000 students.

)Nff Based upon his experience on a number of occasions of sending

out a mail survey related to other activities within South

Coventry and Northern Chester County, Mr. Whitlock testified that

a 10% return is a good return on a mailout, and a 13-15% return

would be an excellent return. (TR 18,383). He thinks that a

door-to-door type survey would be more correct and accurate to
i

use in disaster planning. (TR 18,384).

i

j
i

i
,

!

]
'

|
:

'

I |
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-

,
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|
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hg[,Phoenixvillehas a problem with Routes 23 and 29 on a
day-to-day basis, including back-ups during rush hour times

of day. (August, TR 18,886).

are substantial numbers of Phoenixville residentspW() There

who don't have cars who rely on public transportation and taxis.

(August, TR 18,890)

hj|h It is the position of Bonnie August, president of Borouth

Council in Phoenixville that another census or survey of borough
3

residents should be taken, in order to more accurately establish

the numbers of transport dependent and those requiring other

assistance, prior to the adoption of any RERP draft.

(August, TR 18,914, lines 13-18).
;

fh The Emergency Management Coordinator of Douglass Township,
Montgomery Cointy, sees a need for his municipal and local school

system plans to " dove tail." (Kelly 18,545).

]h$1P Effective at the beginning of 1985, the Douglass Township

i Board of Supervisors has replaced their previous Emergency Manage-

; ment Coordinator with a Mr. Zern in order to have the EMC report

more directly to the Board. (TR 18,541-18,542).

JO%j "Well, I understand that they are supposedly to swallow the
magic potion and go back and take care of their cows, etc. Whether

or not an individual is going to do that, I don't know. A lot of

these various farms are family operations and they rely on their

children, etc., to help them with their chores. (Kelly,"

.

I TR 18,657-18,658).

._ . . _ _ .
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| |

% Although the 605 people who are transport dependent is the.only
number that Mr. Mattingly has now to work with, he is of the opinion,
"I would just have to take the figure that was supplied to me and work
from that and also' knowing that there may be other people that would be
at these bus stops:in the event something did. happen,'that I may even ;

,

i have more, a lot more, than what has already been stated." (Mattingly

TR 17,837 lines 1-9) .

I

!
i

In reviewing and considering the draft RERP for Pottstown, Pottstown
I Borough Council will depend on the people assigned to certain affices:
!

police, fire, transportation, comununication, public works and ambulance,
. -

along with the Emergency Management Coordinator. (Skatbeck TR 17,835).

It is the intention of Pottstown Borough Council'to " work toward the
i- development and adoption of a workable plan" for the Borough (.TR 17,835)
i
4

00 Mr. Mattingly has experience with respect to traffic flow in '

j zoning matters and such issues as whether or not a road is suitable for

| the amount of traffic that is to be going over it, whether the crown is

! right, etc. and whether the stop signs are there or whatever. (TR 17,831)
i

i Mr. Mattingly, Pottstown Transportation Officer has never seen or

reviewed the evacuation time estimate study prepared by HMM Associates.

| (TR 17,831 line 5)
:

1 .

1

i |
i

i

2

i .

;

I
4

'

i
~

1

i
*

i i
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kBonnieAugust: " Borough Council is having a problem with the

towing ordinance with the Police Department. There is controversy as
,

to who was to receive all the towing from accidents that occur.

" (August TR 18,885)

"I'm concerned that there aren't enough vehicles (buses,

ambulances, any way to evacuate people) to take care of the residents

in Phoenixville. I live in a neighborhood that's low income and many

rely on public transportation. " Also, we no longer have a train
a

system in Phoenixville. (August TR 18,880)

Also, there are not enough taxis or the people have to wait a

long time until they're picked up. (August TR 18,890 and TR 18,891)

h I wrote a letter to the NRC because I didn't want the Borough of

Phoenixville to be graded in a drill that I didn't know what the outcome

was going to be because the council had not reviewed the plan that they

were working under at the time. (August TR 1,,897)

Council voted not to enter into the July 25th drill because the

Council didn't have a decision as to the works',ility of the plan. They

hadn't reviewed it and they didn't feel pre; ~cd et enter into a drill at

]
that time. (August TR 18,899)

,
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Councilman Gray expressed concerns about the evacuation of Routes

23 and 29. He works for PennDot and he feels that those two routes can't

handle traffic. (August TR 18,909 and 18,910)

% Before the evacuation plan like this can be adopted, we need an

alternate adequate means of evacuation other that Routes 23 and 29.'

(August TR 18,913)

* Both Routes 23 and 29 go through the Borough of Phoenixville.

And, at given times of the day,'quite often, they are backed up with

traffic. The Chester-Montgomery link was something planned in the early

1970's to take the traffic burden off of Route 29 and alleviate some

of the traffic, but it doesn't exist right now. (August TR 18,959
,

and TR 18,958)

O Sheltering as defines in the Phoenixville Plan, simply, means

to stay at home. Many people will choose to simply stay at home.

(August TR 18,900 and TR 18,901)

;

p[TherepresentlyisnotaworkableevacuationplanforBoroughCouncil
'

; to adopt. So far the Council has not been able to decide on a meeting

date to discuss the evacuation plans. (August TR 18,907 and TR 18,908)

!

:

i
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A Mr. Bartle, chairman of the Montgomery County Board of Commissioners,
I

testified that he has not set a date for review and a vote on adoption

on the Draft 7 Montgomery County plan (Applicants Exh. E-3) "because we

don't know whether this is the final plan or not." (Bartle TR 18,597)

At some point, the EMC Mr. Bigelow is going to "make a recommendation

to us, and we will listen to him and to all the other input which we

have received from the various people who have given us."

When asked if he would " place considerable reliance upon Mr.

Bigelow's judgment as to the adequacy of the emergency planning

measures?", Chairman Bartle testified," Mr. Bigelow is an employee

i of Montgomery County. Mr. Bigelow is in a position where he is making
l

reconnendations to the Commissioners. I will use my own good common

sense and judgment in the end to detemine what I do." (Bartle TR 18,620)
i
!

[ As to emergency procedures, Mr. Bartle has stated publicly several

times that he "has little faith" in the effective implementation of

any evacuation plan. He stands by that statement and describes this
|

|
context, "My. feeling is to evacuate 60,000 people (sic) safely and

effectively on a cold, snowy December morning would be very, very

difficult and I have little faith that all of those people would get

|

out effectively and cleared from the area. Now as the situation improves,

! in my judgment, common sense says that if you have more time, you may only
I

| - have an unusual event and you have to evacuate - maybe it's a site

!

. _ . . . - - -. .-



emergency, maybe it's an alert. If it's a nice' warm summer day you are

going to get more out safely, you are going to have a better situation

to effectuate an evacuation." (Bartle TR 18,587-588)

y A letter was sent by Commissioner Bartle dated October 25, 1984

(LEA Exh. E-55) addressed to Robert Anthony with a cc copy sent to

Mr. Anthony Loben, Executive Director of the Montgomery County

Planning Commission: (Bartle TR 18,585)
,

"When the plant was first proposed in the mid 1960's, the
County petitioned the then Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
for permission to intervene. Permission was granted and the
County attended thirty-three (33) days of public hearings
during the 1970's. The County presented evidence, cross-
examined witnesses and made a strong plea to prevent the
construction of Limerick. The County also employed the
Franklin Institute as a consultant to study the impact of
the plant and its findings were presented to the AEC.

"The AEC eventually ruled in favor of the applicant and construc-,

tion was permitted over the opposition of the County and
Congressman Coughlin.

'The County also intervened and presented testimony before
the Pennsylvania Utility Commission (PUC) recommending that a
Certificate of Necessity not be granted to the Philadelphia
Electric Company. The PUC, however, did grant the certificate.
The County also became involved in the Delaware Valley Basin
Commission studies and hearings concerning the water supply
for the Limerick Plant operation.

"The County pursued every available administrative procedure
to prevent the construction of Limerick, but the governmental
bodies responsible for the decision decreed that the plant
could be built. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, (NRC)
has preempted all other governmental bodies in the control and
licensing of Nuclear Power Plants. They employ experts in the
field for the purpose of making decesions in that area. It is
incumbent upon the NRC to properly monitor the construction and
operation of the Limerick Plant." (Bartle, TR 18,680)
(admitted in full)
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|
l
1

At TR'18,587 line 16, TR 18,592 and at TR 18,615 at 21 Commissioner

Bartle underestimates the number-of Montgomery County residents
!

who would be evacuated in a winter scenario. According to

Applicants Exhibit E-67 pg. 3-21 Analysis Area II indicates

153,184 people for Montgomery County EPZ Winter Weekday, and

124,496 people for Winter Weeknight. The Winter Weekday

population.for the entire EPZ 255,284 pop. Obviouslyt

, the increase could only increase Chairman Bartle's concerns.
1

(Admitted in full TR 18,680)

.

%,Mr.BartlewasaskedatTR18,609"Canyouindicate, Sir,
whether you will ask Mr. Bigelow for a reconsnendation on whether the

;
plan is workable or not?", and he answered, "I don't know yet what

! I am going to ask Mr. Bigelow. You are asking me a hypothetical

question, I think. I try not to answer hypothetical questions."
f

(Bartle TR 18,602)

;

| Commissioner Bartle was not aware of any of the traffic control

.

arrangements in the plan as it pertains to Upper Merion Township.
|

(Bartle TR 18,609)

!
,

;

.

'

|
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LEA-11

The draft Chester and Montgomery County and School District
RERP's are deficient in that there is insufficient information ;

!available to reasonably assure that there will be enough buses
to evacuate the schools, both public and private. in one lift.

3|6. PgMA's written testimony stated that in Mr. Hippert's

opinion, this contention is structured around the basic question:
Have arrangements,been made to -ensure that sufficient buses will -

be readily available to evacuate the schools within the EPZ?

Ancillary questions are then posed as follows:

1. What assurance is there that designated bus companies

will'actually provide the buses needed?

2. Are. letters of agreement with bus companies definitive

in setting forth the obligations of each party and can
'

the agreements be enforced?
, ,

3. Do the plans have to include preassignment of buses to !

-specific schools?
.

4. Will the normal or emergency-related bus requirements <

.of school districts outside the gPZ impede the avail-
iability of buses needed for evacuation?

,

5. What procedures are, or should be, in place to ensure that

designated buses from-outside the area of normal school
,

bus resources can be timely and effectively utilized?

;

'

6. Does Chester County have written, agreements with bus
,

.

companies to provide buses needed for evacuation of j

school children?

(Hippert, ff. TR 19,498, pages 7 and 8) (Also Hippert
'

TR 19,633-19,614).
I.

!
! <

!
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2b9,In Mr. Asher's professional opinion, letters of agreement
should indicate the number of buses to be provided, although he

acknowledged that NUREG 0654 Rev. I did not require that.
(Asher TR 20,163, 20,196). Mr. Asher said that NUREG 0654 did
not set forth a proper format for letters of agreement.

(Asher TR 20,271). Although he would evaluate the adequacy of

bus provider letters of agreement according to the criteria of

NUREG 0654, Rev. I and 10 CFR S 50.47, to a degree he would also

evaluate them according to his professional opinion. He stated

as to whether or not there
]

"If it becomes a very open question

is a capability of sufficient bus resources to adequately address

the proposal in the plans for a one lift effort, then I think

| that Imight have some questions." (Asher TR 20,273)
,

3 MD. The FEMA review process has become somewhat more

sophisticated than it was in the earlier days of this under-

| taking. NUREG 0654 is a guidance document for evaluation. In

the context of NUREG 0654, Mr. Asher stated "what we are look-

ing at is the skeleton of what would be necessary in a plan and,

it would be within the professional judgement of the reviewers

to kind of flesh it out." (Asher TR 20,276) We (FEMA) are pro-
gressing with those standards as set forth in NUREG 0654 subject

j to the interpretation by the reviewer based on his professional

knowledge. (Asher TR 20,277) There is no implication that FEMA
Region III is applying different standards to evaluate the Limerick

plans. (Asher TR 20,276) Mr Asher testified that where he had taken

i certain positions based on his personal opinion, he was doing so
based on his professional emergency planning expertise. (Asher TR
20,305)

-
.,

330. In rendering a decision on the adequacy of .vacuation plans4

; in Pennsylvania, FEMA may go what some might consider to be above
and beyond the guidance of NUREG 0654 because of the one-lift

principle required for school evacuation. (Asher TR 20,321) He
was unable to provide any information how the one-lift principle
would be applied to the evaluation of the Susquehanna or Beaver

.

9
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Valley evacuation' plans bevause FEMA had not yet completed its

.
formal Part 350 review of those plans. (Asher TR 20,321-322) Mr

Asher testified that in his professional opinion, the procedure

; for a one-lift evacuation of schools provides reasonable assurance

that adequate protective measures.can be taken to protect that

segment of the population. (TR 20,325)
,

i

$5E( Mr Asher stated that the absense of the mentioning of specific4

numbers of' buses in bus provider agreements would not preclude

FEMA from making a finding as to the adequacy for the planning;

i standard. (Asher TR 20,297.) However, he felt that letters of

f agreement should specify the number of buses so that FEMA would

! have a complete understanding as to the availability of the resour-

j ces needed to provide a one-lift evacuation of school children. !

The one-lift standard is unique to Pennsylvania. It is the only-

state in FEMA Region III where it is necessary to remove school !

children in a one-lift evacuation. (Asher TR 20,306-307)

. - . - . . . . _ - - - - - _ . -. . -

. .. . . - -

i
, .

'

gj($, Mr. Hippert testified that PEMA knows what the unmet bus
needs are. Chester County is in the process of negotiating with

SEPTA, and PEMA is also in the process of negotiating fory

] additional buses. Berks and Montgomery Counties say they have

enough buses. The big problem is Chester County, which PEMA is

working on in two directions. (Hippert TR 19,545-19,546).

3;h,g Information regarding unmet needs is supplied to PEMA -

directly by the counties involved, nnt by Energy Consultants.
'i

| In PEMA's opinion, if Chester County says it needs 134 buses,
I they need 134 buses. Montgomery County has requested a 10%

reserve, because Mr. Bistow felt that it was the expedient thing
,

j to do. Chester County has not requested reserve buses.

(Hippert TR 19.546-19.547).
'

i

I

i

j
.
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JJ(bI. PEMA would work with PennDOT and negotiate further if

necessary with SEPTA to see if any-buses needed for Chester County

unmet bus needs could be obtained one way or another. (Hippert

| TR 19,550). Mr. Hippert'was unable to provide any information

about the source of the 100 buses he testified that C'4 e s t e r

County was in the process of obtaining, except for the fact that

SEPTA is obviously one of the bus companies they are negotiating

with. When asked if he had any knowledge of whether or not SEPTA

could provide the entire 134 buses that has been identified as an
!

unmet need in Chester County, he said, "I have no reason to
|

! believe that they can or can't provide that many buses based on

| their fleet." (Hippert TR 19,551).

|

3Mh. Mr. Hippert stated that SEPTA was the logical source for
buses to fill unmet needs because of the geographic aren involved,

rather than going to Schuylkill or Luzerne County or something

like that. SEPTA is the closest place for buses and it has a

rather large fleet. (Hippert TR 19,5$3).

329, Negotiations are not actually ongoing between PennDOT and

SEPTA. PennDOT and PEMA attorneys are re"iqinr. the agreement,

|
"

that SEPTA wanted Chester County to r. i n n to see if they can get

the language more in line with wint thev holieve would be

j acceptable to PEMA and the Commonwealth. Once that is finished.

PEHA will meet with SEPTA and see if they can resolve the problem.

The tentative agreement that was put out by SEPTA was unsatis-

factory not only to Chester County, but also to the Commonwealth.

The agreement was too restrictive and covered what Mr. Hippert

described as a multitude of sins. (Hippert TR 19,555).
i

I

!

!

:

|
,

!

|
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3 M .'Mr. Hippert testified that ir :. . tor C ott n t y compitted

written agreeme,ts for 100 buses, its unmet needs would be re-

duced_to 24. (Hippert update to testimony made on 1/22/85.

Mr. Hippert was unable to say whether or nut any written agree-

ments have been consumated, but was aware that Mr. Campbell was !

working on them. Mr. Hippert was not personally aware of any bus

company, other than SEPTA, with which Chester County is negotiating
for.the provision of buses for evacuation purposes.

(Hippert TR 19,549).

3 h@k. PEMA did not receive copies of letters o f agreements with
bus providers in the copy of the draft plan received fr.om Mr.

Bigelow. Mr. Hippert stated that on the basis of the testimony

he heard, that it was his understanding that Mr. Bigelow had

obtained agreements'with a great many bus companies or bus pro-
viders. The ones they don't have are still in the negotiat. ion

stage. (Hippert TR 19,547).

32Mbe It is PEMA's position that should an evacuation become

necessary, arrangements must be in place to insure that the

action can be taken in a timely manner by using one lift rather

than by multiple bus trips. (Hippert TR 19,545).

.'

hh}. Mr. Asher stated that he had been shown copies of the 6

letters of agreement with bus providers (LEA Exhbs E-63 - E-68)
I obtained by Chester County the day before he testified, and that

he was present in the hearing room during Mr. Campbell's testimony.

Mr. Asher also testified that he was not aware if the six agree-

ments were for the provision of buses for school evacuation, and

that he had not reviewed the details of the agreements.

(Asher TR 20,198)
,

i

b

.

;

. . , _ , ~.



33dk.'Mr. Asher stated that in his professional opinion, the
Chester County letters of agreement should indicate the number of

buses to be obtained from the provider, although he did believe

that the letters meet the requirements of NUREG 0654, Rev. 1.

(Asher TR 20,199)

339 ' Montgomery County is the only one of all the risk counties
in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania that has asked for a reserve

backup of buses. This is the first time that PEMA has even seen

that request from any county. (Hippert TR 19,550).

33 Mr. Hippert has not been provided any information regarding
the status of letters of agreement with a number of private bus1

companies in Montgomery County; including the Ashbourne Trans-
portation Company, Carol Lines, the Huntington Valley Trans-
portation Company, the Levy School Bus Company, the Romano School
Bus Service, and the James Sacks Bus Company. The only informa-

tion that PEMA has regarding th'e status of letters of agreements
with bus providers, over and above what is in the draft Montgomery

County RERP, i information received at the hearings.

(Hippert TR 19,548).

3 33I~. Mr. Asher testified that FEMA had not been provided with a

copy of the Montgomery County bus provider letter of agreement

identified as LEA Exhb E-12 or anything similar to it prior to

testifying on Jan. 25, 1984. (Asher TR 20,192)

3 3h. In reference to questions about the adequacy of LEA Exhb E-12
to provide reasonable assurance that a specified number of buses

and drivers will be provided, Mr. Asher stated it was his pro-

fessional opinion that in order to accomplish evacuation in one

lift, he believed that the letter of agreement should mention a

specific number of buses to be provided. (Asher TR 20,196)

-- , _-- - .___
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jid/T.Mr.fBigelow did not personally prepare Annex I, the Trans- >

portation portion:of the Montgomery County RERP, although he
Lhad.a great deal of input into it because.he did most of the
leg work out with the transportation providers.

(Bigelow TR 14,175-14,176)

3]Nh According to'Mr. Bigelow most, if not all, of the bus pro-

vider information. contained in Annex I, Appendix I-2, Tab 3 .

!

was gathered over several months and was prepared prior to the ;

first of July, 1984. When Mr. Bigelow testified on Dec. 3, 1984

he stated that the information was "as current as when it was
taken." To the bes t of his knowledge , he testified that the

!information contained in Tab 3 of the Montgomery County Draft #7

RERP (Appl. Exhb. E-3) was still accurate. ;

(Bigelow TR 14,176-14,177).
!

3 39. Mr . Bigelow requested Energy Consultants to delete the
" Limerick Assignment" information contained in Tab 3 of Annex I,

Appendix I-2 (Appl. Exhb. E-3)'so that people would not be

" harassing". school districts who said they would be very happy

to help the county if they had an emergency -(Bigelow TR 14,179).
He referred to copies that were missing this information as

" neutered" copies. (Bigelow TR 14,177). He stated that a few

months back during a meeting, he was discussing transportation

arrangements with people in the Perkiomen Valley School-District

who wanted to know how buses would come in to their school, and

how the. county knew that it would have sufficient-bus resources

from the outside. Hefgave them an example how the information

was penciled in, although the assignments were just roughed out,

and not in' concrete. He gave them the information they wanted, i

although in this.particular situation, the 11 buses that they

needed would be coming from a particular school district outside

the EPZ. When the information.got out, an individual tried to

call the superintendent of the school outside the EPZ to see if he

knew specifically that he was going to send a bus and a driver to a

'particular private school. (Bigelow TR 14,178-14,179).
,
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.6YCk'During the hearing, he tried to ask a representative of
|. Limerick Ecology? Action whether or not LEA had a " neutered" copy
\

<'
or one that contained Limerick assignment information. Thej

I Board did not permit Mr. Bigelow's question to be answered. He
J

i
seemed disturbed that the parties to this proceeding had received

:

I copies of Draft #7.of the Montgomery County RERP (Appl. Exhb. E-3)
! containing the assignment information. (TR 14,179-14,180).
1

3NI Mr. Bigelow testified that a member of his staff met with i

j 29 out of the 33 bus providers listed in Tab 3, Appendix I-2,

| Annex I (Appl. Exhb E-3) although he could not recall which 4
~

were not included. He stated that he personally met with at
|

| least 20 of the bus providers. He stated that the bus pro-
,

. .

it for,viders were told what the county wanted, when they wanted*

asked for their support, and obtained the raw data contained in.,-

Tab 3. Mr. Bigelow testified that the information collected atj
'

the meetings with bus p r ov ide r s ..wa s not obtained solely for
z

! Limerick. However, he added that since Limerick was a-site, 4

4.

specific in Montgomery County, it was included as an ad-on, just

! to insure that there was no question that the County was including

| Limerick, as well as any other possible emergency in Montgomery i

! County. (Bigelow TR 14,184-14,185).
;

I

$dhL The transportation providers listed in Tab 3 have not been
informed that they have been given a Limerick assignment.;

According to Mr. Bigelow, any, transportation resources from

i outside the EPZ would go to one of the -three transportation ;

j staging areas and wouldLbe informed of their specific duty

[ as it would pertain to Limerick.-(Bigelow TR 14,186). -

|
1

I g d3 Mr. Bigelow's subsequent comment supports the concerns
! raised by contentions LEA-11 and LEA-15.

"

| "And of course,' the people.who are going to provide the
[ transportation have not asked nor have we indicated to them
i

!

|

!
:
I
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; specifically where they will~be going because all the

information we.have gained on transportation is for

emergencies in Montgomery County, including Limerick."

(Bigelow TR 14,179, lines 2-6)
,

'
r

$NY.Mr. Bigelow-testified th'at he would consider any bus reserve
to be ' adequate' if he knew that'he was meeting all his needs.

He said that ' adequate' reserve could be any number, but that he

2 had not put a figure on it.-(Bigelow TR 14,191). When Draft #7
'

of the Montgomery County RERP'(Appl. Exhb. E-3) was transmitted

to PEMA, Mr. Bigelow indicated in the plan that Montgomery;.

County would like to have an " extra reserve, just in case." He

| picked a figure that was 10% of the number of buses needed, with-
i

out any consideration of any reserves. He stated that he had

made the reserve request because there is always the possibility
that you co'uld have more than one emergency at the same time and
to give PEMA some thought as to the fact that yes, Montgomery
County had its.needs, but then again, they would like PEMA to
come up with some additional backup for them. (Bigelow
TR 14,192-14,193). When asked what concerns he considered that

{ 1ed him to choose 10% as tha reserve figure, he replied,
! "That was a figure off the wall."

! (Bigelow TR 14,193).
I

:
4
I

.

| 3'h5.When asked if it was correct that he testified that he had
enough buses for an evacuation that might be necessary in
Montgomery County, Mr. Bigelow answered, "That changes almost:

j every day. You have buses in and buses out. But the information
'

| .that we have compiled, if that were to hold true and the require-
| ment remain the same, yes we would have sufficient. Based on
j that kind of data, we would also have a reserve within the
! County." (Bigelow TR*14,191).
|
t

!

I

!
,

f

i
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ggk7,CommissionerBanningdoesnotbelievethatthecurrent
language of the letters of agreement between Montgomery County a

and bus providers is adequate. The letters should reflect

what has been done to ascertain what drivers would be available,

and to state what degree of participation the school district

reasonably thinks it should be. (Banning TR 17,669-17,670)

9 QQ. There are 33 proposed letters of agreement in Montgomery
County with bus providers who may be called upon to give assist-
ance if an evacuation is called for. Approximately 21 of them

have been executed, although there is some question about the

status of the agreement with the North Penn School District.

(Bigelow TR 14,366).
,

$hkh.Some of the letters of agreement which have not yet been

executed relate to buses whose availability is mandatory in order

for the plan to be workable. (Bigelow TR 14,366).

3k$ + If there is an inability to reach agreement with those bus
providers whose buses are necessary for the plan to be adequate .
and implementable, Mr. Bigelow does not feel that there would

be an inadequate number of buses available because he believes

that in an emergency, people will respond as they always have,

to the best of their capability with or without an agreement.

However, he was unaware if any of the bus companies with whom

letters of agreement are still being negotiated have ever

responded with buses in the context of evacuation after acci-

dents.at nuclear facilities. Nonetheless, he testified that he

thought they would respond "to the best of their ability". He

interpreted this to mean "whatever they had available that was

available to us. When I went'out to these bus companies I went

out for any and all emergencies in Montgomery County. Would they

probl'em an[ the answer normally is 'Yes, wehelp us if we had a

would to whatever extent we can." (Bigelow TR 14,366-14,367).
-



$ $R) Commissioner Banning wrote to the school district bus

providers, because she had been contacted by a member of the

school board of one of the school districts who had concerns
about their obligations under the agreement. (Banning TP 17,598-

17,599, TP. 17,660) Charles A. Scott, the Superintendant of Schools

at the Upper Merion Area School District, wrote a letter to
CommissDner Banning dated November 20, 1984. He stated that he

had been informed by Mr. Mowry and Mr. de Prefontaine that they

had made a verbal agreement to supply drivers on a voluntary

basis for assistance in the event of a radiological emergency

at the Limerick Generating Station. His letter states, "They

gave Mr. Bigelow the names of people to . call in our school district

in the event of an emergency. We did not guarantee anything. We
.

merely said we would assist if drivers did volunbe er to do this.
Your letter is the first communication we have had from anyone

indicating what our assignment would be in terms of location and

number of vehicles' required." (Banning ff. TR 17,752, Upper Merion

Area School District attachments). q
1

!

1

.

| 1

|
|
|
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33II . Mr. Matson, the director of transportaticn for the Lower
Merion Area School District, stated November 19, 1984 the following:

"On April 2, 1984, Mr. Bigelow forwarded a " letter of
understanding" and requested that the board of~ school
directors execute same, thereby agreeing to " provide
busses and drivers to the maximum extent possible,
etc.." On April 30, 19 8 4, Dr . J ame s B . Pugh, Superin-
tendant of Schools , in a letter addressed to Mr.
Bigelow, indicated that "At its meeting on April 23,
1984, the Lower Merion Board of School Directors
took action and indicated its willingness . to
cooperate with the Montgomery County Office of
Emergency Preparedness in the event of a man-
made or natural disaster. Specifically, the
Board of School Directors-agreed to provide
school busses and drivers to the degree possible
for use during an emergency." Dr.Pugh's letter
also indicated that "the " Board of School Directors
did not, however, find the ' letter of understanding'
acceptable and, therefore, did not approve it."

'In summary, and in response to your letter of~

November 15, 1984 addressed to Dr. Pugh, the
Board of School Directors of the Lower Merion
School District while agreeing to " assist to
the degree possible",has not made a "committment"
to supply the amount of busses indicated in your
letter of November 15,-1984, nor has the Board
" guaranteed" drivers for the busses requested."

(Banning f f. TP 17,752, attachment from Mr.

Matson, dated November 19, 1984).

.
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a

~ '33EA.-Richard'Shupp,. business administrator for the School
I District of Springfield Township, sent a letter. to Commissioner

Banning on December ~10,~1984 in' response to her letters dated

-NovemberL15 and December 4, 1984. (LEA Exhb. E-34)!.

4

"You ask if we " guarantee" nine school busses and
! nine bus drivers to go to the schools indicated

in your. letter. This is the first time that we
c .have.been informed that our busses have. specific

assignments. Nevertheless, in.the event
need to evacuate children from the Limerick area,

1 Spring ield would make every reasonable effort
j to fulfill its committment.

! "I am sure you understand that no one can absolutely
" guarantee" that drivers and busses will be available<

under an extreme emergency situation. It normally
would take us 45 minutes to one hour of travel time,

4 to reach the schools indicated. If the roads are
-congested because of the " emergency", then there

| would be no guarantee that our. vehicles could reach
their assigned destination. If there is an adequate

i warning period and the roads are relatively clear,
j we will make every attempt to complete our obligation."
I

j.
4

|

3$i3> . W. Jacobs, Secretary of the Board of School Directors

of the North Penn School District, sent a letter to Commissioner
:

Banning on November 20, 1984.
;

.

| "In reference to your letter addressed to our
| Superintendant regarding provision.of busses

.and drivers for Limerick Evacuation, I am
j

responding with'the only information we have
on file which is ... North Penn's approved
agreements were to act as hosts for.Perkiomen
Valley. School District in the event of a .

: nuclear accident at Limerick, as well as to

! offer use of district facilities as mass care shelters
'

|
in the event of any disaster. This was the extent'

of our signed agreement,"

I -
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;

3) Dr. Bruce Kowalski, Superintendant of the IPissahickon-

- School District, sent a letter to Commissioner Banning on

November 28, 1984.

i

;
The Board of Education of the Wissahickon School'- "

District participated in the survey for emergency
}- evacuation in Montgomery County as a part of the

~

emergency preparedness plan.- At that time, there
was considerable discussion by'.the: Board regard-
ing its willingness to provide busses and/or
drivers in the case of a nuclear accident. Since
the emergency preparedness plan covers-all types;

of emergency evacuations, including fire, flood,
; earthquakes, etc., the Board ultimately decided to

pledge its resources to assist the population <

of Montgomery County.

The possibility on a nuclear accident and the
~

"

implication for the use of our busses was the
basis for considerable -disagreement. The Board's
action to participate in the plan was_ based on

i the assumption that the evacuation plan was a draft-

' and would be returned for-final approval to school,

district agencies. Since no separate vote was taken,j
I cannot speak in terms of a board decision. How--1

ever, a strong consensus emerged that in the case-
of a nuclear emergency our busses would~be made-

:

i available and our drivers would be contacted. The
; board does not believe, however, that it has-the

authority to order any of its employees to drive a-'

! bus into an area of nuclear hazard.

.

!

,

I

I
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35Cf. Pottstown School District will not be responsible
for evacuation needs including transportation for the non-

public schools in the area. (Feich TR 14,930 and 14,933)

The Pottstown School District will provide only back-up

notification for the non-public schools in their area.

(Feich . TR 14,930-31)

ggfh, Pottstown School District has available three ten

passenger vans and one station wagon to transport 400

children. CMD Services is contracted to provide five buses,

and four out of five of these make double runs,. (Feich

TR 14,922) The students are mostly walkers. (Feich TR 14,950)

359 Only the van drivers are employees of the District,
,

totalling three drivers, all of whom service the Elementary

School along with one station wagon driver. (Feich TP 14,923)

35th. Mr. Bigelow, the Montgomery County Emergency Coordina-

tor, is aware of his role coordinating all transportation

for Pottstown as well as the non-public schools. (Feich

TR 14,933)
;

3jpeg Dr. Feich reported his school district's needs to

the county.during the drill and specifically asked if there
,

would have been buses available that day for evacuation,'

since that information was never transmitted to him, he wanted

I to know that. Applicant's Exhb. E-57, page A-3-23, Re-

'

sources Required for evacuation reflects the status of

school district unmet needs as reported to the county.

(Feich TR 14,940)
- .

*

,
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~3g0 Dr. Feich was unaware that the assignment for

those 15 buses, as reflected in Applicant's Exhb. E-57,
i

was the Wissachickon School District. Mr. Bigelow would not

36 (, Dr. Feich was unaware that the assignment for

those 15 buses, as reflected in Applicant's Exhb. E-57,

was the Wissahickon School District. Mr. Bigelow would

not release assignment information when asked to provide

it. (Feich TR 14,943)

34,4. Dr. Feich plans to request that Mr. Bigelow inform
him_who the bus providers would be for the Pottstown School

District. He plans to make the request for the same reason

he plans to get the letter from the host school. Before the

plan is adopted he will want to know where the buses are

coming from before he presents it. (Feich TR 14,9 46)

36 3. Dr. Feich testified that it was essential that he.

obtain copies of letters of understanding indicating the

minimum number of buses to be provided by bus providers

before any plan is approved by Pottstown School District.

Dr.:Feich based his request on the one-lift principle.

(Feich TR 14,949-52)

1hb'h.PottstownSchoolDistrictunmetneedsforevacua-
! -tion are 51 buses, which does not include private schools.

I
(Feich TR 14,992)

j

.

t
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"f4 6 . Forty three buses are under contract for the Owen J. Roberts School
~

District this year with the Gross Bus Company. Dr. Claypool did not
,
,

assume that forty-three buses would be made available during a radiological- ' i

emergency based.on the fact that'some of the drivers may not get back to

their buses. Whenever the alert situation occurs, our parents are telling

is that they are coming to the schools. That is our main concern that

we will be able to get them to our schools. (Claypool TR 15,926)'

.

g , Dr. Claypool stated that in his opinion that there.will develop an
~

I instantaneous response by parents at the alert stage with resulting

traffic congestion, which would prevent school' buses from getting to

i the school. (Claypool TR 15,927) I think that there will be congestion

along Route 100 and 23. (Claypool TR 15,929)
!

!
;

pg Unmet needs. for buses for Phonexville School System are 17. (15051)
-

.

| Dr. Murray believes that for an evacuation plan to be adequate
:
!
; - and workable, it is necessary to ' request written letters of

1 .

~

agreement or letter of understanding regarding the provision of.

buses for such an emergency. He stated.that he wants, in writing,

"the assurance that we would have the buses which Gross does not

have in the event of a total evacuation". This was his answer when

! asked if he would accept the word of.the County that they would
I

assure such buses (it was established that drivers are the respon-

sibility of Mr. Gross from the Gross Bus Company) . (Murray, Tr. 150'83-

15084)

.
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- 3M6.' Robert C. Wert, Deputy General Manager of the

Southeastern. Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA)

stated that the terms of the proposed agreement forwarded

by SEPTA to Montgomery. County raised several areas of con-,

i cern. First.of all,~ compensation is one of them.. SEPTA

.has very little ability to fund an undertaking of this nature
,

on its own. Another is-the availability of operators.

SEPTA is of the opinion that this is an activity that we

would have to ask volunteers to participate in. SEPTA

would be'hard pressed, at this point, to commit a specific;

number of vehicles from a specific location because of the
i

| various-service needs that they have throughout the day, and

how those fluctuate. SEPTA doesn't have vehicles sitting in

a depot waiting to be c'al' led upon. (Wert, TR 16,577)
,

SEPTA does not have a fleet of buses available to drive to
'

.

some location and that is sitting in a garage. (Wert, TR 16,574)
4

i

! 369 . SEPTA has not taken the approach of guaranteeing any
I

! ' specific number of vehicles in the draft agreement. They
:

are saying they will supply what they have available when!

|

! the time comes, assuming that they are being compensated for
l

L it. SEPTA has no way of knowing exactly what-the size of

the fleet's availability would b'e at that' time. (TR 16,578) ;

Mr. Wert had not had any discussions with any of the drivers

or their union regarding their involvement in providing

this kind of service in the event of a radiological emergency

I
|

|-
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, _at Limerick.. :(Wert, TR 16,578) .In the event that there

were1 insufficient driver volunteers that normally operate the !
l

buses, SEPTA would not likely look for . volunteers elsewhere.

(Wert, TR'16,579) 'If we.didn't have'enough volunteers,

SEPTA couldn't opqrate the vehicles. (Wert, TR 16,581)

.370. If an emergency occured right'now at any nuclear station in
Pennsylvania, the Governor could commandeer buses after he

declared a state of disaster emergency. But Mr. Hippert testified
that he thought there.was a misconception about the National

Guard. The National Guard does not have that many bus drivers,
and it is going to take a while to get the National Guard into

the EPZ. (Hippert TR 19,'588-19,589).

.

_.
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LEA-12

l The draft Montgomery, Chester, and Berks County RERP's and the
School District RERP's are not capable of being implemented'

because there is not reasonable assurance that there will be
sufficient numbers of teachers and staff required to stay at

l school during a radiological emergency if sheltering is recom-
protective measure, or that there will be sufficientj mended as a

numbers of school staff available to evacuate with children in'

the event of a radiological emergency. Therefore, children are
not adequately protected by the draft RERP's.

371. PEMA's written testimony stated that in Mr. Hippert's
opinion, the thrust of this contention is based upon the question:

Will there be sufficient teachers and school staff available to

ensure the safety of school children in the event sheltering or

evacuation should be required? Supporting questions are:

1. What basis is there for presuming that teachers or

school staff will stay on duty during a radiological
:

emergency? How will collective bargaining agreements
;

! impact upon this presumption?

2. What is the basis for the apparent assumption in the

plans that school buildings are adequate for sheltering

as a protective action?

3. Are ongoing training programs an effective means of

informing teachers and staff concerning the nature and

scope of a potential radiological emergency?

4. Can the capability to implement school district plans

only be demonstrated by conducting unannounced

evacuation and sheltering drills?

(Hippert, ff. TR 19,498, pages 13 and 14) (Also Hippert
.
- TR 19,633-19,634).

i
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3 "Ub . FEMA 's current knowledge of risk school district evacuation

plans is based on'those plans listed in the attachment to

LEA Exhb E-1, and is discussed in FEMA Exhbs E-6 and E-7.
(Asher TR20,160)

$'13. FEMA did not send observers to schools during the Nov. 20,
1984 supplemental Limerick Exercise because they were informed
that what had been proposed would not take place and therefore
it would be of no value for FEMA to provide a service.

(Asher TR-20,161)

$9 FEMA has requested a meaningful demonstration of the risk
school district's capabilities to evacuate their students.

! (FEMA Exhb E-8. Asher TR 20,162) That would be the only way we would

have an opportunity to determine whether or not each of the

school districts did have the capability. (Asher TR 20,163)

3L(.ItP has been FEMA's policy to observe a random sampling of

evacuation of a school or a class in a particular school district

and then to be able to observe or at least to be made knowledge-

able of the availability of transportation needs. We would
'

expect to be provided with letters of agreement that would show

there was sufficient capability in the way of transportation to

I

provide what was in the plans, which we now understand to be a

one lift effort. (Asher TR 20,163)

- 37h. Mr. Asher stated that a remedial table top exercise would
| not work for the purposes of satisfying FEMA's request for a

meaningful demonstration of the various school districts'

capabilities to implement their plans. (Asher TR 20,261)

A table top exercise is designed primarily to address those

concerns FEMA may have observed as a result of a full participa-
,

tion , exercise. (Asher TR 20,331)

|
I
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,

FEMA is aware'of the testimony from Dr. Claypool, Super-*

intendent of the Owen J. Roberts School District, and Timothy

Campbell, Chester County DES that states there are certain unmet
school staffing needs in that school district that have been
passed'onto the county. (Kinard TR 20,200). Mr. Asher stated

that he has no documentation that the identified unmet needs have
i been resolved at this time. .(Asher TR 20,201)

;

$'16. FEMA is unaware whether or not any unmet needs regarding e

school staff requirements have been passed on to Montgomery
1 County from the Methacton School District. (Kinard TR 20,201)
|
i-

; $99. In situations where a school district has identified what
) it considers to be valid unmet ne e d :s regarding staff requirements

necessary-to implement its RERP, FEMA would need to receive some4

'

knowledge as to the progress being made to resolve the unmet
needs in order to make a determination that there is reasonable
assurance that the plan can be implemented. (Asher TR 20,201).
No such information h'as yet been provided to FEMA from PEMA
regarding progress being made to resolve the unmet needs at the'

t- Owen J. Roberts School District. (Asher TR 20,202)

'

366. PEMA does not believe that it is a feasible solution to

report an alleged lack of teachers or staff as an unmet need and

expect it to be filled by personnel from outside the EPZ.

(Hippert, ff. TR 19,498 page 14, par. 6). Mr. Hippert further

stated, "I don't see any way,that PEMA could possibly meet the

needs, or anyone else -in this state outside of the EPZ. You

cannot man the National Guard that fast; you cannot move anyone,

that fast." (Hippert TR 19,556-19,557). The time element and

problems involved in relying on such an alternative would indeed

: hinder, and in all likelihood preclude, a prompt and safe

evacuation of school children. (Hippert, ff. TR 19,498 page 14,
'

par. 6). Mr. Hippert seriously questioned whether or not the

county could supply personnel if called upon to supply additional

personnel for school staff unmet needs. (Hippert TR 19,557).

,
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Some of_the risk school district superintendents and theh6| . -
host school superintendents cannot seem to agree on having the
host school provide supervisory personnel because the host'

schools will not accept the responsibility. Mr. Hippert was

unaware if any of the host school agreements that have been
negotiated include the provision of supervisory personnel once
evacuated students reach the host school. (Hippert TR 19,559).

30A * -Dr. Price, the Superintendent of the Souderton Area School
District, has told his staff that he will only use school staff

who volunteer to participate in a radiological emergency, and
he has not yet asked for volunteers. At this point, it has not

been determined whether there are any unmet staffing needs.

There has been no determination of how many students live within
the Limerick EPZ. He suspects that some of the teachers will

decline to volunteer. (Dr. Price TR 14,422, 14,457). The

teachers who have volunteered w'll have concerns, also. Per-

haps not at first, but-if the situation becomes worse, their
! concerns could grow. (Dr. Price TR 15,456).
,

3%3 Dr. Price had no knowledge whether bus drivers have
j received training, or whether they had even been informed of
,

any particular responsibility in the event of a radiological
i emergency. (Dr. Price TR 15,415).

,

3]kd. No training sessions have yet been scheduled for school
I staff at the Salford Hills Elementary-School. (Dr. Price

TR 15,4 26) . Dr. Price thinks that it is absolutely necessary'

and that he would look into that kind of training, in addition
to looking into what other kinds of training are available.

,

Dr. Price believes that training will need to deal with some
of the human aspects, and he would certainly want training of

I that nature. He was unsure whether that is available.through
Energy Consultants or the county. (Dr. Price TR 15,428).

'
,
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3 %$~*
The' situation for' teachers, although'they are still super-

; ,
vising children, will be somewhat different, as Ms. Greaser1

stated. HD r . Price does see a different kind of need on thel;

part of the teachers. He does think that they will have some4

emotional needs that need to be met. They will have anxiety,!

they'will have. concerns. Dr. Price thinks that his teachers
I will need some training in that. (Dr. Price TR 15,429-15,430).
i

%@6i. Training is not the end all of a solution, and training"

can never anticipate every kind of an emergency." Training

will' help, but that it would not completely solve the problem.
(Dr. Price TR 15,547).

;

i

:

f 3 g) Certification by the State of Pennsylvania does not have

| anything to do with a teacher's ability to respond to an
I emergency situation. Simply because a person has a teaching

certificate and is presumably able.to teach an academic-subject-

j does not mean that that teacher will respond adequately in a

emergency situation. "I don't think anylife or death or an

j of us can make a comparison between a radiological emergency.
1

| and any other emergency." (Dr. Price TR 15,444-445, TR 14,422).
! Even Dr. Price stated that he had a concern about the responsi-
i
; bility placed.on him. "My principals who will be at their
i

schools will have concerns about their own families and the

chil'dren under their care." (Dr. Price TR 15,456).

!.
I

! J4Mb. D r . Price said he would hope that a teacher's responsi-
bility in a radiological emergency would not be that different

,

from a teacher's normal duties, except for the fact that he hasa

! no way of knowing what the human reactions'will be. He doesn't

believe that his school has ever had an emergency that was'

i
comparable to the kind of thing that we-would be planning for

: here. (Dr. Price TR 14,448, TR 14,431).
t

-
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31/I' Dr. Price thinks that mechanically the Souderton Area

School District RERP can vork, but that there is no way he

can be sure until I gives it a try. He has some reserva-

tions about the human aspects of the plan. For example, he

had concerns about panic on the part of parents and what they

might do. He said that he doesn't have enough experienced

people at the school as well as inadequate arrangements for

traffic control. (Dr. Price TR 15,424, 15,431).

599 - BarbaraGreaser is president of the Souderton Area

Education Association and a teacher at the Indian Valley

Junior High School. (Greaser, ff TR 15,330 at page 1)

.

39|. Ms. Greaser testified that for many teachers their

own families are their highest priority and that some teachers,
.

whose own children are in schools even closer to the Limerick

plant, have almost" sworn" to leave and pick up their children

first. (Greaser, TR 15,332 and 15,373) She cites an

; example of one teacher who flatly states he will take care

of his own young children first. (Greaser, TR 15,359-60)

390. Ms. Greaser noted that during the November 20, 1984

drill none of the teachers know what was going on, (TP 15,341)

and expressed the need for teacher training (TR 15,345) ,

: especially in view of the " emotional situation".

(TR 15,346 and 15,395)
f

!
_



1

39% . In a radiological accident involving schools, the staff function
'

would be to move any car to block access to the school. (Bradshaw,

Tr. 13040).

3 qs{, Energy Consultants has no evidence that there is willingness on
the part of both bus drivers and teacher staff to participate in

,

a radiological event. (Bradshaw, Tr. 13047) (Proposed Finding )

3 QJF. The degree of willingness of the teachers staff to stay in a

rediological event is dependent upon the adequacy of the corres-

ponding municipal plan. (Bradshaw, Tr. 13062-13064)

3%' , Since none of the 43 municipal plans in the EPZ have been pro-,

mulgated, EC has presented no evidence-that would establish teacher /

staff willingness to remain in a r.diological event. (Bradshaw, Tr.

13062)

ggry, None of the Energy Consultants panel have worked with the local
municipalities in the drafting, implementation and revisions of

their plans, but have a general familiarity with the planning

process. (Bradshaw, Tr. 13064)

.

396, Dr. William A. Welliver is the Superintendent of the Spring-Ford-
Area School District (Welliver, Tr. 15493)

: 391,There is insufficient information regarding sheltering in the

Spring-Ford Area School District Plan. Dr. Welliver would like to

see more details regarding procedures spelled out in the plans.
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4430. When the contractor has buses outside of the school
'

district, on field trips, the normal complement of buses

at the usual transportation times aren't available.

' (Welliver, Tr. 155551*

pgol. Service from district personnel (bus drivers) for

district purposes is anticipated, but a willingness is-

!

not. anticipated; especially if asked to return to the
<

.

area to provide services to other than the school district.,

(Welliver, Tr. 15519)

.

1

| 'f6 %. In. order to feel sufficiently assured that the Spring-

3 Ford School District would receive required transportation

assistance, 8 more buses ne~ed to be make available to ,

the school district. If the private schools are included,
!

then 30 to 33 buses are needed. (Welliver, Tr. 15521) ;,

!
;

$ *

! '40D. The results of the bus driver survey issued last spring

to 40 individuals (bus or van drivers) were 13 indicated
they were willing to serve,~8 indicated they were un-

;

decided; 13 didn't respond and 6 said no. (Welliver, Tr. 15523)

:
.

AfCh. The school staff survey results were: -the Limerick Elementary

; School (.33 staff members) - 2 indicated they_ would not

participate in evacuation procedures; 20 were undecided; 11

1

j would participate. The Oaks Elementary School (25 staff

i members) - 4 said no;.15 were undecided; 6 undecided. The

i

| +

[
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Royarsford Elemsntary School (17 participated) - 6 said no;

8 undecided; 3 yes. The Spring City Elementary School (18

staff) - 2 said no; 8 were undecided; 8 said yes. The

Middle School L54 staff) - 27 said no; 16 were undecided;

11 said yes. The High School (61 staff) - 14 said no;

26 were undecided; 21 said yes. At the district level

(13 staff) - 3 said no; 2 were' undecided, 8 said yes.

(Welliver, Tr 15525-15526)

>

Afoj,Thevehicles (buses) may be parked at the Cplonial School
District and nay be available for use but it's uncertain

whether the drivers would be available. (Welliver, Tr.

15540)
.

hfdh. Dr. Warner testified that he had delegated responsibility to Jim
Brown for RERP development and that a Committee was. formed to

review development of the RERP for the Methacton School District
'

i,

in July 1984, at the insistance of the Superintendent, Dr. Warner,
'

and because of the concern of the Baord of Education over the
development of the plan, (Warner, Tr. 15612) Dr. Warner testi-

fled that a recommendation to the School Board from him to adopt

the plan would probably depend on "how we can meet the unmet needs,

and-whether in fact I agree with the unmet needs." (Warner, Tr.

15679)

i

i

!
'

.
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.

I, [DT,ThoEvacuationCommitteesurveyedthebusdriversandschoolstaff
,

-to find out what ' level their staff would respond. (Warner, Tr.~

;

15646) .The results of the survey were reported to Dr. Warner by
r

t Mr. Brown. (Warner, Tr. ' 156 46) Dr. Warner received a copy of the

p-

November l'6, 1984 letter that Mr. Brown sent to Mr. Bigelow,'

Director of the Montgomery County Office of Emergency Preparedness,
.

,

reporting unmet needs. (Marked as LEA Exhb. E-18) Mr. Brown was
1

I authorized to communicate on the school district's behalf with the
!

County Office of Emergency. Preparedness regarding the-identification '

.

| of unmet needs. (Warner, Tr. 15632) Dr. Warner testified that if

unmet needs were to be reported to the County DEP, Mr. Brown would-

i .
.

j be-the appropriate representative of the school district.to commun-
,

f .icate those unmet needs. (Warner, Tr. 15635) Counsel for the

5 . Applicant constantly objected to any questions or answers concerning
i

i . unmet needs as revealed by the school district's surveys, maintain-
!
! ing 'that Dr. Warner was not directly involved in . the surveys.
4

}. - (Tr. 156 49 ) Nonetheless, Dr. Warner stated that he would rely

j upon any recommendation made to him.by Mr. Brown regarding the
:

: status of those unmet needs. (Warner, Tr. 15653) Dr. Warner said

that no plans have been made for_any mechanism to fill a need for..

1

more bus drivers, should they be insufficient. -(Warner, Tr. 15654)

| Dr.-Warner stated that he was unaware whether the bus driver need
~

| is critical or not, in the sense that not all the drivers were
i
1

surveyed. (Warner, Tr. 15687)
*

,

.'
,

j qppg, Dr. Warner .said that he had not discussed follow-up surveys with
. Jim Brown, but- that he would -like to see a higher response "so

that we can get more accurate data from the staff" and "would
,

| certainlyLdiscuss the method" with Mr. Brown. (Warner, Tr. 15654). !

! !

:4
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qt%g , Moreland Bollinger, Jr. is President of the Owen J. Roberts Teachers

Association, the teacher's union. (Bollinger TR 16,087-88 and TR 16,096)

lie is also a teacher at the high school.

-

A/lo . The task force to study the evacuation plans for Owen J. Roberts

School District submitted two questionaires to our staff. (Bollinger

TR 16,098)

([ll . Conversations with most of the eighty teachers who attended an

in-service day on evacuation plans said that a " major concern for family

members during the emergency" and the fact that the staff wants to be

able to take care of family responsibilities and "they want no

committment other than that" of their families. (Bollinger TR 16,102,

16,124 and 16,132)

EllJL .When asked about training at Owen J. Roberts, Mr. Bollinger said

that one in-service training day to inform teachers about the emergency

plan. (Bollinger TR 16,103-4) No specific rules were stated at in-service

day regarding roles and responsibilities or sheltering. (Bollinger
4

TR 16,104-16,105)

(

#[/3t As a staff speaking for the Teachers Association, Mr. Bollinger

does not know what staff's role is in an evacuation or sheltering scenario.

,

(Bollinger TR 16,105)



Phoenixville'A'rea Sch6bT District

j[g,Dr.Murrayhasnotsurveyedhisteachersyetregardingtheir
willingness to stay with students during an evacuation. He sites

that the reason for this b ing questions as to the legality of this

in relation to collective bargaining agreements. He specifically

sites a letter sent to all union presidents by Donald P. Morabido,

Regional Field Director, Pennsylvania State Education Assoc., in

which he advises them that any action in which they would be asked

to supervise buses during a radiological emergency would be consid-

ered a part of the collective bargaining agreement and therefore

bargainable. "In other words, my district - and I am aware of some

others - is a little slow to take that action until we get a ruling

on by whose authority teachers can be assigned to do this without

going through and opening up a contract." (Murray, Tr. 15052-15054)

dygy'.concerning unmet needs, Murray sites, "What we-have on paper is

one thing, what actually takes place is another thing. We don't

have 17 buses, we don't have assurance teachers will cooperate,
,

we don't have assurance bus drivers will cooperate. (Murray, Tr. 15132)

He further sites that he thinks he can solve everything that has to

be solved on paper, but the real concern lies with the actual sit-

uation. That is, if there would be site emergency, an actual evacu-

ation, he feels what what would be on' paper and what would actually j

taka place could be different. (Murray, Tr. 15131)

qtgp, Dr. Murray when asked if he expected to have more than 64 teachers
supervising an evacuation, responded that the number could possibly

be less. His reason being since he has not gotten a legal ruling

i



__
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t
'

gji,concerningcollectivebargainingfromtheteachersunion, and since

teachers would tend to take advice from their unions, he could not

say exactly how many teachers would cooperate in participating in

an evacuation. CMurray, Tr. 15118-15119)

Ap$,RegardingtheECIorientationprogramatPhonexvilleSchoolsystem,
when asked if he thought that the school staff understood their

responsibility as contained in the Radiological Emergency Response

Plan as a result of that orientation, Dr. Murray answered that he

did not think that the teacher's responsibilities were gone into very

much. His understanding was that the orientation dealt with the

actual plan itself, for example, different kinde of alerts.

(Murray, Tr. 15078-15079)

|q, When asked if he had made a request in writing asking for a ruling
regarding collective bargaining and teacher's responsibilities

during a radiological emergency, he answered that he had written

to Tim Campbell on Nov. 1, 1984 and stated, "Could your depart-

ment obtain a legal opinion or ruling from either the Pa. Dept. of

Education or the Governor's Office concerning the "right" of

school districts to assign teachers to chaperone during evacuations?"

He had received no response at the time of the hearing from Campbell.
'

(Murray, Tr. 15054)

f



//jf1Inregards'to. teacher'sconcernsaboutgettingtotheirfamilies,
during a radiological emergency, Dr. Murray sited that these

concerns involved the condition of highways going in and out of

Phonexville. He said teachers were concerned about.getting back

into the EPZ''if Routes 29 & 23 were designated as one way out (these

concerns were of--the teachers getting back into the EPZ after they

had supervised their students on buses out of the risk area) . He

sited that the two-lane highways are "twisty, windy types of roads"

"a mass exodus (which) might make the roads next to impassable".

(Murray, Tr. 15126-15129)
._

(f pd. Regarding teacher's concerns about re-entering the EPZ to get

their families after they had chaperoned their students out, Dr.

Murray was asked if he thought such a concern might have an impact

on the teacher's willingness to stay in the event of a radiological
em-rgency.- Dr. Murray answered that-he thought that this would

indeed influence the decision on the part of some individuals.
(Murray, Tr. 15092)

)
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k.21. Parents''responsibilitytoget'theirchildrenfirstpermeatesthe
community in the Owen'J Roberts School District. Given the status of our

~ unmet needs, the maior question that must be answered in the plan is will be
parents invading the schools to get their children. (Claypool TR 15,902)

Y2D'."' Statutes'do not. nest any authority in local public'

.

-schools or the Department.of Education to control conduct of
non public schools."teachers-or other staff of-private or

N(Worman, ff. TR 19,329 testimony unnumbered page before
biographic'al summary, Worman'TR 19,367-19,368).

,

Qh, Dr. Worman.is not aware of any provisions in licensing
requirements for non public schools that would apply to teacher
or staff of non public schools. (Hassell TR 19,370). Worman

is not. familiar with Contractual agreements with non public.

schools either. (Hassell TR 19,370).

_.

y [ . Dr. Claypool has informed the Chester County Department of
~

Emergency Services that it is quite clear that citizens have

every intention of coming directly to the school facilities
,

in order to pick up their children in the event of an emergency.

In no way will the Owen J. Roberts School administration prevent
Therefore, Dr. Claypoolparents from picking up their children.

has determined that in addition to school employees, a total of

twenty-two (22) traffic controllers is an absolute must at their

educational centers. (LEA Exhb. E-29)

.

g
c .
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J%2h.The sufficiency of school staff beyond the school day to
carry out chefresponsibilities presented in the in-service

training day is a concern to the teachers union president of

Owen J. Roberts. (Bollinger TR 16,107).

QAM.There is no contract language within Owen J. Roberts

that would require staff to be available after the working

day. (Bollinger TR 16,108).

gj2$LThe difference between field trips at school and evacua-
ting weald be at higher emotional levels on the part of the

students, especially the younger ones. (Bollinger TR'16,110).

Af29. It is important to pre-identify teacher volunteers to

participate in an emergency scenario as a result of an acci-

dent at the Limerick nuclear power plant. (Bollinger TR 16,114)

&f30 Teachers from Owen J. Roberts who attended in-service day

on evacuation planning were afraid that if school staff's own

children were subjected to the same type of plan with no

more organization than the one they knew about, they were going
to take control of their own children. (Bollinger TR 16,124).

AfS|.If there was an emergency at Limerick, people would be

fearful of their lives,- fearful of their parents'' lives or

whoever they are not near. This information came from teachers

who were in the evacuation area of Three Mile Island.

(Bollinger Tr 16,128).

>
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LEA-15

The Chester and Montgomery County RERP's and the School District
RERP's are.not capable of being implemented because the pro-
visions made to provide bus drivers who are committed to being
available during a radiological emergency, or even during pre-
liminary stages of alert are inadequate.

N PEMA's written testimony stated that in Mr. Hippert's

opinion, like LEA-11,'this contention deals.with the availability

of sufficient buses to effect an evacuation of the school

children but becomes more definitive by raising the question:

Even if sufficient buses are available, will there be enough

drivers to man them? Follow-on questions are:

1. Are there letters of agreement with the bus companies

to provide drivers as well as buses?

2. Do employment or union contracts authorize or con-

versely prohibit, the utilization of bus drivers to

evacuate school children during a radiological

emergency? If authorized, have the drivers been pre-

identified?
.

3. Are bus drivers aware that some of them may be naeded
'

after the evacuation to transport the children from

host schools to mass care centers?

4. Have considerations been given to the possibilit'y that

drivers living within the EPZ may give~a higher '

1

priority to evacuating their own. families than to

transporting school children out of the EPZ? What is .

1

to' preclude this from happening? |
1

I
5. Has the possibility of drivers being required to make !

1

multiple _ trips to effect'the evacuation been addressed )

in the ongoing training programs?

,Hippert, f5. TR~19,498 pages 23 and 24)(Also Hippert( ,

y TR 19,333-19,334).

-.
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A

([k[hr '. M r .- Asher testifiedEthat he believed that bus drivers should ,

int | in f ormed o f their role and. responsibility if called upon to

provide service in-the event of a radiological emergency at

i Limerick. He was unaware of whether or ~ not bus drivers have been
informed of.this responsibility at the time he testified on

~

Jan. 25, 1985. ' H e' further stated that anyone who is obligated

to-take a risk should be informed. (Asher TR 20,209-20,210)

ffhNf,Mr. Asher stated that he was not positive that bus drivers

would be taking a risk driving into the EPZ during a radiological

emergency at Limerick. In his opinion, if they proceeded accord-

! ing to the plan, they should be outside the EPZ before there is

a risk. However, based on his knowledge of the plans at the

time that he testified, he stated that he did not believe that

i there was reasonable assurance that this would be the case.

(Asher TR 20,210)
,

l.

kkfh.Mr. Kinard stated that NUREG 0654,.Rev. l ', Planning'

Standard O could be reasonably interpreted to mean chose whoe

may be called upon to assist in an emergency, which would include

school' bus drivers, should receive some type of radiological;

emergency response training. (Kinard TR120,281)
:

! -

bfb.Mr. Kinard testified that if the training offered to bus
drivers is based upon the training modules. FEMA has been pro-

vided, that it is reasonable-to expect that.they would have a

clear understanding of their role. He was-unwilling to comment-

if the-same would be true in the event that bus drivers did not
'

receive such training, because it would be speculative, in his

opinion. (Kinard TR 20,211)
i

+
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.

k Mr.:Asher<acknowl' edged that the statement-that "the history

| .~ o ff h'uman ' re s ponse to emergencies shows a willingness by.
individuals to perform their d u t i e s ". , (FEMA, ff.'TR 20,150 at

.

! -page326,-answer 6) referred to-emergency response in general,
o

and~did not~ refer ~particularly to radiological' emergency condi-

.tions.-'(Asher TR 2b,213) '

,

.

.
'' '

h Mr. Hippert ~ was n o't a w a r'e of any of the details of the
proposed' arrangements with SEPTA with regard to.the provision of

,

bus' '~d rive r s , ~ o th e r . th an the testimony of Mr. Thompson, Vice
? Chairman- of SEPTA wh'ere he testified that'if you are going to

i ' furnish a bus, you are-going to furnish a driver. Mr. Hippert !
t agreed.that that: reasoning made a lot;of sense-to him, although

.he was not directly aware of'whether.or'not SEPTA can indeed

TR'19,556).provide: t'h o s e . d r iv e r s . (Hippert ?

-<

d. . - . . _ -_
,

..,

J

g /..Although Mr.'Hippert's written testimony states that, '' I n-

,

I . making arrangements to. fill reported unmet needs PEMA.will ensure

that procedures are established to provide a driver for each bus
.,

' ~

-- being made availabid' (Hippert , ff.'TR 19,498 page124, par.'20),

,I he acknowledged that PEMA had no.,t,. completed all the arrangements
for meeting the unmet needs. He-added that obviously, when'these'

! there would be a driver for.each bus;.a r.r.a n g e m e n t s a r e = c ote p l e t e d ,- .-

.

otherwise the bus would be useless. However, when asked what

PEMA eduld provide regarding~the sufficiency ofzbusassurances
,c

-

. drivers,.he answered, "No more than 'Wh a t had been' testified to
-_,

: 1.. ~

by'many,-many people in these hearing's."--(Hippert TR 19,566).
,
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#$t5.~When;again' asked by the- representative of LEA what pro-
, ..

.cedures-had been developed or were in place to ensure that PEMA
.p

~ would be able to. respond to an unmet need for bus. drivers, Mr.
,

! L H ippe r t .~ s t a t e d , "You-are assuming that buses will be furnished
~without drivers...'.Mr., Thompson made a very logical statement the- '

.

Other day that no one is going to.give us a bus worth anywhere
.

fromL$50,000.00 toes 150,000.00'without a driver. .That'just
i

doesn't make sense.- :I think~if we are going to get buses, we are

going toLget1 drivers ico go with them." (Hippert TR 19,556).
,

He'went on to addithat-he supposed that PEMA could.ask some of

| the. bus'companiesJoutside of the EPZ..if they had drivers avail-
~

|- able, or'that-if'there-was enough time.that there could possibly
.

-

;; be some drivers available from the National ~Gu'ard, but it' takes

a while'to mobilize the National Guard. .He"also stated that in'

'I

some of the school districts there might also be ~ some' individuals

j that are authorized to drive buses.. However, Mr. Hippert
;.

I testified that none of these specific procedures-were being

f investigated.or were under development to determine if additional

bus drivers would be available.;(Hippert TR 19,567).- Even
,

.

| though he later testified that he. felt that the bus shortage
1

j can be resolved, this record does not present sufficient'evi-

} dence for the Board to make the same assumption about the pro-
J

visions of buses'or bus drivers at this time.;

!

gyg, Mr . Hippert testified that.he was not suggesting.that PEMA [

wouldn't need some kind of backup drivers somewhere, .but that;
,

| basically, in his opinion, the drivers would come with the buses.

i. However, he acknowledged that no one in-PEMA had-had any

j discussions with' bus providers.that mightL-be called upon to assist
'

in the event of-an evacuation of'the Limerick-EPZ regarding the

}
availability of bus drivers. -He added that PEMA intended to

,

f make it a very definite point.in its discussions with SEPTA but

| had not-done so yet, andLthat the discussions with SEPTA-are the

!- only negotiations PEMA has had for Limerick buses.
,

| (Hippert TR:19,609).-

|
:

' . - .

!
.

'
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1 i{gi%I,- . Roger Tauss is the President and Chief Executive Offic'er
'

of.the Transport Workers Union Local ~No.-234,.which is the union

{
for'all-cityLtransit and Frontier in suburban transit mechanisms

of the SEPTA: system. (Tauss TR. 16,7361. He has been a member since

f employed by SEPTA ~in June of 1975, and previous to being president
;

he served-three years as Chairman, which is like a chief steward
'

position. _ Members of his union are employed by SEPTA. They

cover the City Transit Division in the Frontier CLvision.
|- .

The Ped Arrow Division tends to coverI (Tauss TR ' 16,737-16,7381..:
..

1

Delaware County. Frontier is located in Montgomery County, and
,

i

i tends to cover Montgomery and' Bucks Counties. Everyone in the
,

] Frontier division, the drivers and the mechanics, are members of

Transport Workers Union' Local No. 234. '(Tauss TP 16,738) .
i. '

| %ggy. The Transport Workers Union Local No. 234 < has never had
!

a communication from SEPTA regarding any proposed' agreement
,

i

| or matters pertaining to the provision of SEPTA busses and' SEPTA-

{
drivers to be called upon in the event of a' radiological

emergency at 'the ' Limerick Generating Station., (Tauss TR 16,739) . i

;

y 67[* Al.though-he had received a copy of.the cover letter

4
attached to the proposed agreement.as part of a response to his-

inquiry about this matter-provided by Mr. Bigelow, he.had not

| seen a' copy of-the proposed agreement itself prior to the day

j he testified. (Tauss TR 16,'740) . At Mr. Taus's direction, Mr.
.i

,

.

L
i
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LRopers, a. business agent of TWU Local No. 234,.had sent a letter
4

i to Mr..Bigelow-Montgomery County, asking them what was going on.

_

iMr. Tauss> described Mr.-Bigelow's response as basically sayingj i

;. that it was_none of their. business, but he was sure when the

appropriate time came,' SEPTA would let them know what they

were supposed to do..(Tauss TR 16,741).
, .

t

i

.

QS$.Mr..Tauss'had not made any attempt to discuss-the. matter

I with SEPTA because he did not think that there was a need at the
!

time. He had thatJopinion because he did not-believe his operators

-would-go into an area such as the EPZ, in a nuclear emergency.

; He also testified that as president, he would-instruct them not

to do so. That being the case,'it was his opinion that there was
!

j very little need to communicate with SEPTA on the matter.1Mr.

f Tauss stated that it'was his responsibility as president of the-
1

_

union to protect the bus drivers and their employment, and.he !4

would not want to put them in a situation where. SEPTA would order

j them into a situation and they would feel obligated to refuse
1

; and. then get fired.. (Tauss TR' 16,742) . Mr. Ropers, went to the

Frontier Division garage and spoke directly to a number of drivers

; at the request of Mr. Tauss. (Tauss TR 16,743) . Mr. Tauss stated
i

i that everyone'he spoke to,.and everyone that Mr. Popers spoke to,-

| communicated the-fact that there was no way.they were going.to go

into the EPZ . ' (Tauss TR - 16,748) .

i.

LISM~. Mr. Tauss stated that he believed .that. SEPTA was obligated-i

| to discuss..any' proposed agreement with-the Montgomery County Office

!

-
.

.-.mu,, . . _ , - , -.-.,---,-,n, ., , , . . . , . . . . - - . ,,.w-, ; -,- -...,mu,,,,y,--- - - . , cwh, ,, ,. ,.7 ..ey.* ,y..
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of Emergency' Preparedness for the provision of busses and drivers

with him in his capacity as president of the union. (Tauss TR

16,750-16751). In the event that none of the gathered volunteered

if asked by SEPTA to go-into the EPZ during a radiological emer-

gency:at Limerick, Mr. Tauss testified that there was no procedure.

that would allow non-union employees to take over the responsibil-

ity for driving the SEPTA busses into the EPZ. Mr. Tauss . said his

opinion, which had been sustained by arbitrators, was that only

authorized drivers for the SEPTA busses would be members of his

union, specifically relating to the Frontier Division. His state-

ment was based on a collective bargaining agreement, which

recognizes the Transport Workers Union Local No. 234 as the sole

bargaining agents for certain work within the unit. (Tauss TR'

16,752-16,753).

h[#D . Mr. Tauss had no knowledge of any proposed agreement with

the Chester County Department of Emergency Services for the

provision of busses and drivers in the event of a radiological

emergency at Limerick. (Tauss TP 16,754) . In the event that

other members of Transport Workers Union Local No. 234, other than

the Frontier Division drivers, were called upon to drive busses

into the'EPZ to assist in evacuation, Mr. Tauss would have the

same concerns. It was his opinion that to obtain approximately

a hundred busses for use in chester County, that it would be

neccessary to call on the City Division b.usses-as well. As a

result he briefly went to the Germantown Depot and spoke to

twenty-five or more drivars. A number of the drivers told him that !
!

|
;

.

-
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they wouldn't go, and a number of them said that in that situation,.

[ they_woulddrop.theirbus)'evenifitwasinGermantown,toget
their family andTleave. Mr. Tauss testified that.in his opinion . .i

there would not-be-any manpower available to go into.Chester
'T County or. Montgomery County from the city. He-believed that'there
5

was- a possibility SEPTA would have a crisis on its hands just :

j - ' handling the abandoned busses in Philadelphia:if the situation.

~

were to arise. (Tauss TR 16,755-16,756). Mr. Tauss stated that-
;

,

;

, = TWU Local-No. 234 would have no problem with any kind of prepar-

| ation training programs that were offered. But. they would make
; ,

j it clear that this'would not mean in any way that their drivers
+

j should be expected to actually utilize the training by_ going

i
Aj into an area in a nuclear emergency. The union would make clear-

it's position that the drivers would not beLallowed to go into the

EPZ in a nuclear emergency. However, Mr. Tauss would not stand;
y

in the.way pf training,.because training does not endangerLthe

. lives of his bus drivers. (Tauss TR 16,759) . Mr. Tauss expressed

concern about bus drivers being asked to " volunteer" to drive'1

h into the EPZ in the event of a radidlogical emergency. 'Just.

because it has-the form of volunteering, he stated that it.

f; doesn't-mean that it's free of compulsion. As; a result, his:
'

-

1

position would , be that the : bus . drivers ' couldinoti go : into the EPZ .--
:

| He would not want to put-his operators in the position |where-
1:
#

SEPTA could| pressure them to " volunteer" when'that_is not their'
i

! role to do~so.1He-did not believe that SEPTA-would h' ave the

. drivers nor-the vehicles available_to provide an estimated one_
i

h hundred busses._ .(Tauss TR; 16,760) . . There' are ' approximately :
r

~

! t
:

I
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forty-seven drivers employed at the Frontier Division,-the German-
~

town' garage has about two hundred fikty drivers, and the Callowhill
.

Depot has.about_four hundred to'four hundred fifty drivers; all
'

of.which are members of Transport Workers Union Loca. No. 234.

(Tauss TR 16',762) . Mr. Tauss did not believe that his drivers had

ever been called upon to provide-any other kind of emergency,

: service under any kind of a situation that would be comparable

to a radiological emergency at the . Limerick Generating Station.
-

I (Tauss TR '16,76 3) .
I

f

g ', Mr. Tauss testified that the drivers that -he spoke to

j did not think that radioactivity was going t'o stop at ten miles.
,

I

Mr. Tauss stated that his decision not to allow the drivers<

into the EPZ was based on discussions he had with them, his

understanding of what they wanted and what they felt'they
,

needed. He said that he thought-if there were-genuine volun-'

| teers that wanted to go into the EPZ, and that there would be

! .no pressure involved in the situation, then it would be up to

them individually., _ That is not -the situation' that he found when -
4

1

he interviewed drivers. (Tauss TR 16,779) . Mr. Tauss personally

spoke with about thirty bus drivers at the Frontier Garage and
'

also at tho Germantown Depot. Each of those individuals cata-

Q,'',1)d;n
.

:.
gorically stated that they would not participate in a emergency

-

scenario where.they were asked to drive their busses as volunteers

into the Limerick Emergency Planning Zone. .(Tauss TR 16,782)

1-
4

!

i
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if h.2- . Mr. Tauss stated that from what he had heard, 'he
believed that SEPTA did not plan to provide any busses, that

they were simply going through the motions. He stated that

.one day when he was in the hearing room waiting to be a wit

he heard some testimony, that seemed to indicate that there

was a concern about the availability of bus drivers within

some of the bus providers that had been requested to provide

assistance. He stated it was his opinion that there was a

need to distinguish testimony coming from drivers or from

union officials, as opposed to someone like Mr. Wert, the

deputy manager for SEPTA, who in his opinion' is a lawyer ,

who knows nothing about the operations, and doesn't even deal

with the operations side of things. Mr. Tauss said he would

have similar concerns about the testimony from school district

superintendants regarding the available of their school bus

drivers in the event of a radiological emergency at Limerick.

He would expect those people to know nothing about what their

individual drivers would do. He stated, There is no sense"

of the panic that this kind of a situation would create."

(Tauss TR 16,806-16,807).
,

Q g g. Wh'en Mr. Tauss spoke with the SEPTA bus drivers, he went
out and presented a completely neutral front. It was the drivers

_

themselves that he spoke to that raised the concerns _he described

in his testimony. (Tauss TR 16,807) .
/

,

b_ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____...__n ___.___._.________.________._.__._________.___________.____________m



p Q , Mr. Tauss stated that he'had never seen a situation where

people would act contrary to what the union sugg'sted. (Tausse

TR 16,811) . Mr. Tauss believes that he is a qualified expert
'

. - - - - - - . . .in the field of transportation. He knows what it would take
to evacuate in terms of vehicles, an~ area like this. (Tauss TRi

;

16,812) . ,/If an agreement is arrived at between Montgomery County a' d -n- --
_ _ -_

____ _ _ _ _ _ _.]
-

SEPTA, Mr. Tauss stated that he might be willing at that time to '

;

conduct some sort of survey on his own of the union members to3

see who might be willing to volunteer as drivers to assist in

the event of a radiological emergency, although he certainly,

would not want SEPTA to be part of the process. Nonetheless,
he did not believe that a certain percentage of his union members
would volunteer to be drivers. (Tauss TR 16,814-16,815).

.

0

e
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h At the request of Dr. Claypool and the Owen J. Roberts

Board.of School Directors, the Gross Bus Comp,any drivers were

surveyed to determine their willingness.to participate in the.

event of a radiological emergency. (Claypool TR 15,869). Dr.

Claypool was personally aware of the results, which are con-

tained in his May 1, 1984 letter to the Chester County Depart-

ment of Emergency Services. (LEA.Exhb. E-29, Claypool TR 15,870)
The followin~g information is contained there, under the heading:

BUS DRIVERS

The initial survey indicated that twenty-five (25) of our
- district drivers will drive a school bus during a radiological

emergency. Howevar, many of these drivers did preface their
statement stating that their families would come'first, and
they naat be assured that their particular children will be

f taken care of. Knowlng Murphy's Eaw in emergency situations,
I believe that the twenty-five (25) figure more realistically
would be a maxiair. of e.ight,een (18) .

.
-

Therefoie, I conclude that our unmet driver needs to be

'.

thirty-seven (37) drivers. If you are successful in acquiring
twenty-five buses and twenty-five (25) drivers from outside our
area, there?is still a need of twelve (12) additional drivers.
Please identify where these drivers will come from.

N 55 buses are needed to have a one lift evacuation of.the,

3200 to 3400 students in the Owen J. Roberts School District.

Approximately 43 buses are currently under contracts that the
i school has with the Gross Bus Company. Although Mr. Gross sent

a June 30, 1983 letter (Appl. Exhb. E-72) to Dr. Claypool

pledging his support to provide-

a sufficient number of. buses

and drivers, Dr. Claypool received a second communication from

Mr. Gross on July 11, raising concerns whether or not he could

provide-sufficient employees, and asking him to review a

letter being sent to Chester County. Mr. Gross then called

Dr. Claypool to dis' cuss his concerns about liability and possible

impoundment of contaminated equipment At that point, Mr. Gross,

had questions as to whether or not his employees would partici-

pace in the event of an evacuation. That was the last communi- |
cation that Dr. Claypool had with Mr. Gross.(Claypool

TR 15,863-15,868).

,

, _ . - - - -- , , - _ _
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Mr. Bigelow wrote a-letter to schools thanking them for
~

-filling out;the transportation provider survey' form. -(See LEA-

[ Exhb. E-5). Although the letter-stated that a'90 minute train-
i-

! ing program covering possible emergencies at the Limerick

. Generating Station was being offered to those companies that

.requestLit,.Mr. Bigelow agreed ~ that the letter failed to inform

the school-district that it might actually h.sve a Limerick

assignment. (Bigelow TRL14,187). Mr. Bigelow testifiedvthat

there:had not been any requests'from bus providers outside the

'EPZ to. avail themselves of such orientation or-training. When

asked if this' surprised him, he responded:

"With this plan nothing surprises me."

(Bigelow TR 14,188).

Mr. Bigelow stated-that he would simply want, the people to
,, - x

drive a bus, and that if they 'would like to know more about the
' plan, it is available to them. He said that the transportation

people from each-bus provider outside the EPZ had been informed

that their drivers,may have concerns, and that if there were any

concerns, a simple orientation program could be provided. At

that particular time, in fact, until a' week b'efore he testified. .
,

'
.

Mr. Bigelow had had no request inside or outside the EPZ regard-

ing any bus drivers. (Bigelow TR 14,189). Nonetheless, Mr. Bigelou

was unaware whether or not the bus providers had had such

discus'sions with.their drivers, and he had-not intended to ask

them if they had. (Bigelow TR 14,190). . When asked what assur-

ance he had that the drivers would be available, his only reply

was that he had no assurance that they won't. (Bigelow

TR 14,190-14,191). While this may be good enoughifor Mr. Bigelow,
.

it does not provide sufficient basis for this Board to make a

determination that there is reasonable assurance that-pro-

tective measures can and will be taken to protect the'public,

in light of the evidence presented in this proceeding).

(
-
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j/hjf Montgomery County Commissioner Rita C.' Banning statedb'

that she was particularly concerned about provisions for

transportation to evacuate the schools, as well as the general
,

public. She requested information from Mr. Bigelow to document

the status of arrangements and agreements for. busses and drivers

in the event that an evacuation is ordered due to a radiological

emergency. On November 15, 1984,~ Commissioner Banning sent a

letter to the school district bus providers listed in Annex I,

Appendix I-2 of the Montgomery County plan, to obtain additional
information regarding the status of agreements between-the school.

districts and the counties. She expressed concern about the

fact that. the county plan does not include reliable letters of

agreement to document the arrangements with support organizations

and resource providers. The response that she received from Mr.
' Bigelow and the School district bus providers raised further

questions about proper authorization of such " letters of-
understanding" and showed confusion or disagreement as to what

the understanding was. Furthermore, the bus providers have not

been informed by the County Office of Emergency Preparedness

that they indeed have a specific " Limerick assignment" for which

their drivers might,be expected to~ volunteer. (Banning, ff.TR 17,752)
i

|Commissioner Banning attached a number of letters from
^ -

,

various s'chool districts, which she received in response to her
November 15, 1984 letter.

<

.

.
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h h , Dr. William Welliver, Superintendant of the Spring-Ford

Area School District, wrote a letter to Commissioner Banning
,

dated November 19, 1984...

t

"Your letter of November 15, 1984 refers to an
agreement between this school district and the *

County to provide busses, vans and other vehicles
and drivers for the evacuation of Montgomery County
school children. I am unaware of the existance
of such an agreement. If such an agreement has been
executed and is on file, I suspect that exists with-
out proper authorization....

"The issue of whether drivers will assume responsi-
bilities, contractual or otherwise, in the event of

2 an emergency is not resolved with any 6 gree of
certainty."

.

"A contract form was submitted to my office several
months ago which indicated that the school district
would provide access ~to drivers and vehicles to
the extend of its ability. I declined to execute
the agreement because it did not appear to establish
any useful or dependable obligations on behalf of
either party. I.do not wish to give the impression
that the district would not look favorably on
committing its facilities for general evacuation
purposes after the needs of the school population
have been adequately addressed. However, it is
quite likety beyond the authority of the school -

district to make a similar committment on behalf
of the personnel who are regularly employed to drive,

district vans for district purposes."

.

1
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pgp,FichardShupp,'businessadmin!"tratorfortheSchool
District of. Springfield Township, sont a Ictter to Commissioner~ ~

.. ;Banning on December 10, 1984 in response to her letters' dated

November 15 and December 4, 1984.- (LEA Exhb. E-34)

"You ask if we "guarantoo" nine school busses and
ninc bus drivers to go to the schools indicated
in your letter. This is the first time that we
have been informed that our hunnnn have specific
assignments. Nevertheless, in the event
need to evacuate children from the Limerick arca,
Spring iold would make cvory reasonable effort
to fulfill its committment.

"I am surc'you understand that no one can absolutely
"guarantco" that drivers and bosnon will be availabic
under an extremo cmcrgency situ.ition. It normally 5

would take us 45 minuten to one bour of travel' timei

to reach the schools inr11catori. If the roads are '

congested because of the " emergency", then there
would be no guaranton that our vehicles could reach
their assigned destination. If there is an adequate
warning period and the roads are rolatively cicar, <

we will make overy attempt to complete our obligation."

.

4

!

l
,

(

l
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QP[h Dr. William Wescott, Superintendant of the Perkiomen

Valley School District, wrote to Commissioner Banning on

November 20, 1984. His letter is also attached to Commissioner

Banning's testimony (Danning, ff. TR 17,752) and was also

admitted into evidence as stipulated testimony at

His letter states ... -

"Your second question indicated, by implication,
that we were guaranteeing drivers for these
vehicles. Nowhere in our plan did we ever
indicate that there will be a guarantee of
drivers. Our drivers have had the in-service
training and we expect them to respond; but,
I would never place myself in the position of guar-
anteeing that all drivers would show up in an
actual emergency situation. I don't think that
anyone could make such a guarantee."

"In the drill that we participated in on November
20th, one of the items that we wanted to test was
the availability of drivers. With our vehicles,
we also deal with two contractors who supply busses.
In total, there are fif ty-two drivers involved.
All of them are part time and have other jobs or
home responsibilities. In the drill on November
20th, we attempted to reach all fifty-two drivers.
Pourtoon (14) drivers could not be reached by
telephone and three (3) refused to participate in
an evacuation exercise."

"The drill did point out, however, that we would be
short of drivers. This means that we must plan some
alternative strategies to assure adequate driver
coverage."

.
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g ,Dr. James B. Pugh is Superintendent of Lower Merion School District.

,

"The Board is unwilling to sign the suggested agreement because-

they are unimpressed with the language of the agreement especially

Paragraph 3 indicating either-party could rescind at any time." (Three

attorneys on School Board disa;) prove the terms.) (Pugh TR 16,364,6,9,16,20)

.

" School board is also concerned with the fact'that buses could be

provided but no drivers. " (Pugh TR 16,365)

Dr. Pugh feels that these procedures were specifically directed

toward emergencies at Limerick. (Pugh TR 16,370)

473. Dr. Thomas Davis is the Superintendent at Springfield Township School Distr
District. lie said,

" Bus drivers could refuse to participate and since they are part

timers it would take time to get them to the garage and get buscs to

indicated destinations." (Davis TR 16,665)

"It is not part of the bus drivers' job description to provide

evacuation assistance in the event of a radiological emergency

at Limerick." (Davis TR 16,658)

1
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| LEA-13
'

i

_There must'be specific and adequate plans for children in-

day care, nursery and pre-school programs

in orderito provide reasonable assurance

that this particularly sensitive segment of the. population-

,

is adequately protected.

Specifically,

j

,

,.

.

.6

2. The general transportation survey sent out to the public

! is not sufficient to determine the needs of pre-school,
I day care / nursery school and summer camps.

} 3. Present Municipal and County RERP's fail to adequately
1

'

identify day care, nursery and pre-school centers, and

summer camps.
;

} 4. Pre-assignment of transportation resources to these
|

| potentially difficult and sensitive members of'the
i

population should be arranged and coordinated.by thei

municipality within which the facilityis located.

I 5. Any decision to shelter must be a last resort ~, because

of the extremely volatile nature of this special population,

i as well a's their parents.

6. The participation and commitment of the staff to implement
.

| planning is essential to its workablity, since very young
,

j children need to feel a sense of continuity and trust in
*

their caretakers.,

| BASIS: 10 CFR 50.47 (2), and (2)(b)(1), (2)(b)(5), (2) (b) (15) ,
i

>

| NUREG 0654, Appendix 4, page 4-3, Criteria C, Special Facility
: Populations.
t , .

!

-;

A

I

l
*

i

2
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- '' LEA Contention No. 13 on Day Care

k 473.IRobertBradshaw,projectmanagerEmergencyManagementServices,
\

Department of Energy Consultants, has admitted that there is a lack of

response from particular day care facilities. (Bradshaw TR 13,191)

(LEA Exhb. E-44) "Only facilities with a need would have responded."
(Bradshaw TR 13, 191) He has further testified that if there was no

response to the survey that there was no need. (Bradshaw TR 13,191)

He has further stated that the most current and accurate information as
contained in Draft 6 of the County plan contains information that is based

on those people responding to a public survey that was sent out in the fall

of 1983 versus the estimate from the 1980 census to show the unmet needs.
(Bradshaw TR 13,198) Only to the extent that day care centers, nursery
schools and other pre-school facilities responded to the needs survey

i were they incorporated into the municipal and county plans. (Bradshaw

TR 13,200)

474 No letter was sent informing day care, pre-school and nursery
schools that if they didn't respond to the survey buses would not be pro-
vided. (Bradshaw TR 13,207)

,

475 Energy Consultants has no knowledge of any follow-up done on a muni-
cipal level to determine whether surveys were received. (Bradshaw TR 13,198)

x . . .

l i 476 The only response to the general needs survey from a school was

from Camphill Village /Kimberton Farm in Chester County (Campbell TR 19,899)

and none were noted from the other counties, therefore no day care,

nursery or pre-school facilities responded to the general population

survey sent out in the Fall of 1983.
_

:477 Windshield surveys consist basically of persons noting, while

they are driving through an area, items of interest such as identifying

day care centers. (Campbell TR 20,038)
_

478 Bradshaw of Energy Consultants admits thee was a lack of response

from particular day care, nursery and pre-school facilities and the Board :

finds Energy Consultants erroneously concluded that there were no special
'

needs. (Bradshaw TR 13,191; Bradshaw TR 13,239-40)

>

'
_
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479. It.is. appropriate to discuss, according to the Board's order regarding

the admissability of reworded and respecified admitted LEA contentions (Sept. 24,
1984) the general- transportation survey as being insufficient to determine

the needs of the pre-school facilities. "The section gives no hint that unmet

needs might be filled from outside the institution. Nor is it clear to us

that the general survey covered these institutions. Therefore, we do not rule
out item 2 under LEA-12." (Board's Memorandum and Order Ruling on Reworded

and-Respecificd Offsite Emergency Planning Contentions, p.12).

480 Mr. Tim Campbell is the Chester County Emergency Management Coordina-

tor. (Campbell TR 19,849-50) believes workable plans must be developed for pre-
schoolers .(Campbell Tr. 19,909)

Mr. Campbell lends credence to the importance of planning for day
care by referring to the day care population in Chester County as an

'

" identifiable, fairly sizable group." (Campbell TR 20,076)

f 481 South Coventry has decided that the survey for the general population
sent to resident in the E0Z is inadequate for their township and wants a

" door-to-door survey which would be more correct and have a truer nature."
(Whitlock TR 18,382)

482 A survey to the general population that is sent only to residents
receiving utility bills in their name (Campbell TR 19,998; Bigelow 14,135)
with a heading of " Dear Resident" (LEA Exhb. E-44) does not 'sufficiently
identify day care, nursery and pre-school facilities in the EPZ. ,

- This survey further states to complete this form for your

household. (Appl. LEA Exhb. E-64) '
-

. . . . _ . . ..

f483 P re-school, day care-'

and nursery school facilities would not necessarily expect the directors of
these facilities to respond to a survey for the general population addressed
'' Dear Resident". (LEA Exhb. E-44) Possibly those that might respond would.

be those located in a private dwelling and operated by a resident which is
a unique set of circumstances. "Those operated in a school, in a church,
may not have received one." (Campbell TR 19,899)

! 4S4 There is a problem with identifying unlicensed day care, pre-

school and nursery school facilities. (Campbell TR 19,999) (Bigelow

TR 14,134) '-
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485 The reliance on the general population survey to identify transporta-

tion problems for households in the EPZ dated August 1, 1983 (LEA Exhb. E-44)
(Bigelow TR 14,135; Reber TR 19,813-14; Bradshaw TR 12,761) is clearly
inadequate to meet the general and specific needs of the municipalities in

the EPZ. (Whitlock Tr 18,383 and 18,384; Mattingly TR 17,822-23; Troisi

TR 15,815-16; August TR 18,881; Lowery TR 18,695)
i

f 4885 Ms. Elaine Troisi, pre-school director of the Little People's
Preschool had surveys attached to her testimony. They were admitted to show
that she relied on the contents of the seven pre-school facilities she

received surveys from when writing her pre-filed testimony. (Judge Hoyt

TR 15,788)

487 supervisor Mr. Hugh Kelly feels that it is necessary to
do another general population survey to obtain more informa- ;

tion on the transport-dependent population in Douglacs

Township. (Kelly TR 18,575).

Mrs. Troisi received a general public survey form at her home in Chester County.j88
As director of Little People's Preschool, she did not receive a general survey
form or one she would use for the school. (Troisi TR 15,815) She expected

there would be a different survey for the pre-school. (Troisi TR 15,818-19)

Mr. Richard Whitlock, chairman of the supervisors of South Coventry
Township, questioned the accuracy of identifying transportation dependent
persons through the general public survey distributed throughout the emergency
planning zone because the survey was distributed to those households that

utility bills were in their names. (Campbell TR 19,998) (Bigelow TR 14,135)

"Many of the residents in our municipality didn't receive a survey form."

_'(Whitlock TR 18,382)%

490 South Coventry Township wants a" door-to-door" survey which would be1

more correct and would have a truer nature." (Whitlock TR 18,384)
I

| 491 There is a concern that the survey must be accurate and comprehensive. The
survey is to be used as a tool to identify both the general population and
the pre-school aged children. There is presently no adequate assurance that
this sensitive population is completely covered in the general survey for
the population in the Emergency Planning Zone.

When asked by Judge Cole if Energy Consultants was satisfied with

the way day care, nursery or pre-school facilities were identified to

detect any needs these facilities might have, he said yes, but the survey

unnian'e ae:ind n1nno. (Brndal'nu TR 13.758)

E_



_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ - _ _ .__ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

{493 Even if pre-schools, nursery schools or day care centers are listed
in the various plans on both the municipal and county level, this measure
alone did not provide adequate assurance that the needs are all met or if ;

passed on that.they are satisfied.
.

| 494 No pre-school transportation needs have been passed on to Pottstown

Borough because Mr. Mattingly, transportation officer for emergency

planning in Pottstown Borough was "under the impression that day care
| centers, the institutions and high rise facilities and some of the
|

| homes would all be taken care of separately. I would not have anything

to do with their evacuation at all." (Mattingly TR 17,822)

495 The assumption was made by Mr. Mattingly that day care, pre-

school and nursery school facilities would report to a collecting point

and be picked up and taken out from there. (Mattin81y TR 17,823)

\. 496 The people that run the day care, nursery, and pre-school centersj

1
'

are responsible for transportation and developing a workable plan
(Bigelow TR 14,137), yet two out of three witnesses who testified on

'

thin, issue said this was a concern to them. (Troisi TR 15,809) (Scidel
TR 16,847-48)

{497 Nowhere are day care centers, nursery and pre-schools listed in thel

municipal plans draft 6 by name. There is no way to determine whether
,

pre-school transportation needs have been incorporated in the public school
needs survey numbers as reficcted in Attachment G of the municipal plans.
(Appl. Exhb. E-6 through E-48)

...

| I 498 There has been no contact with any member of the Berks County

emergency management staff and school staff responsibility when planning

for the pre-school facilities. (Reber TR 19,739)

l
|

_ _ _ _ _ .



_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.

+

499 Th:ra io no coeurenco that town: hips and boroughs era cogniz:nt

of their role in assisting day care directors.
~

,

l

| 500 PEMA states that once a day care RERP is completed it will be

distributed by the facility to any faculty staff at the day care center,'

the Department of Public Welfaro Regional Offico, the municipality
I involved, the county involved, and the host facility. Any review by

the municipality that I referred to, was not a formal review, but rather
l simply a check to see that the appropriate blanks had been filled in and

that a letter had been written to the parents and so forth.

OlippertTR19,630)

| 501 Advice being communicated to the day care, nursery and pre-

school facilities would "Primarily be through the public alert system,

the emergency broadcast system and depending on what arrangements

are made at the local level through telephone contacts with the

municipal EOC should the day care center still be open at that point.

Ilopefully, they'd close at the alert stage." (Campbell TR 20,086)

| '

i

|- 502 Hs. Troisi requested a set plan of notification for her school

to assure her children and staff were protected. (Troisi,TR 15,808) i,

503 No public information brochure has been sent out informing residents,;

including those residents who are directing day care, pre-school and nursery ;

| school facilities, of the planning process. (Bradshaw TR 13,264) The pro-
posed lack of knowledge of the planning proccus on the part of those pre-school '

witnesses (Appl. Proposed Finding 294-312) is indicativo of more general need
for training and information. Energy Consultants believen public information
provides necessary orientation. (Bradshaw 13.215)

!

| 504 The Board requires that the public information brochuro undar develop-!

i

ment should be reviewed by PDIA and FEMA for adequacy and distributed to the
public within the EPZ, being sure to dintributo not only to residences with
electric utilities in their name and households, but to the entire EPZ popula-
tion, including special needs facilition.

_ _ - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -



505 Th:ra la na formal review trcining or communic: tion command

or accountability at the municipal, county, state or federal icyc1
of a consistant or mandated nature, therefore approximately 2,600
children in the EPZ will not be adequately protected in an emergency.
(Troisi f f. TR 15,780 at p.1) (Appl. Exhb. E-1, E-2, E-3) The number
of children is an estimate based on the seven facilities with known

,

population averaged, times the 60 facilitics identified in the three
rish county plans, and divided by the average enrollment plus
f***v children at Upattinas. (Hurst TR 16,555)

506 Although not admitted for the truth of the matter (lloyt TR 15,788)
this population represents only 7 facilities out of the 6D total identified
in the three risk county plans. (Appl. Exhb. E-1, Appendix N-9-1;
Appl. Exhb. E-2, Appendix-N-1-3 and N-1-4; and Appl. Exhb. E-3,
Appendix N-5-1 and N-5-2)

She has relied on those surveys and her follow-up phone calls when preparing
her pre-filed testimony. (llassell TR 15,788)

507 Draf t 6 shows that there are five pre-school, day care or

nurstry facilities in Berks County, twenty-two in Chester County and

thirty-three in Montgomery County. (Bradshaw TR 13,229-13.230)

508 Department of Education is responsible for including nonprofit

State registered or licensed privato schools in school district plans.

(Annex E App 11, E-11-2 #5)and that maintaining procedures for response

to a radiological accident are understood and accepted by school /inati-

tution administrators. (Annex E- Baele plan, E-17 number 7 (a)).

509 Theru are no hard numbora to aduquately determine how many

pro-ochool, day care and nuruory school children are within tho general

population in each borough and municipality because neither individual

or county plans tint the numbern in facilities separately from other
,

transportation needy.

.

. . - _ _ _ _ - _



510 FEMA states that ctrffing d;fici nci:s exict et tla 'nunicipal icvs1.
There is no assurance that day care needs can be met a a municipal level.
The counties of Chester and Montgomery are passing on unmet bus needs to PEMA.

(CampbellTR19,549)

511 It is commonly agreed on that the municipality where the day care,
nursery or pre-school is located is responsible to ensure there is a
workabic plan for this special group as part of their raunicipal population
being planned for. (Ilippert TR 19,563; FEMA

512 Staffing deficiencies and availability would affect the ability of -

the municipalities to assist day care facilities in locating the necessary
transportation and host facility resources. (Whitlock TR 18,449; Lowery

| TR 18,754; Glamo TR 19.077)

513 Staff tends to view radiological events differently from medical
| cmcrgencies. (Troisi TR 15,822) Directors from three out of three pre-schools

j have staff who will not remain at the school because they have children within

the EPZ (Seidel TR 16,853 and TR 16,846) (llurst TR 16,551) (Troisi TR 15,804
and 15,822) and feel their families' needs have to be a priority. (Seidal
fR 16,853 and 16,846) (llurst TR 16,551) (Troisi TR 15,804 and 15,822)
There is no assurance on the staff's part that their children are protected
because of lack of information given parents, staff and the community,

lack of municipal assistance (Scidel TR 16,847-48), no contact has been made.
(Troisi TR 15,807) (Seidel TR 16,845)

514 Directors of private schools do not feel they could keep staff from
leaving school and might leave themselves during a radiological event at
Limerick. (llurst TR 16,552) (Seidel TR 16,847)
,-.- -

$15 No studies have been done on teacher / pre-school. staff response with
regard to Limerick Nucicar Cencrating Station. (Bradshaw TR 13,223)

516 No directors of any pre-achool, nursery or day care facilities were
contacted to determine Jf staff would remain in a radiological event if
they had children of their own inside the EPZ (Bradshaw TR 13,223) in
order to assens staffing needs.

517 Staff wouldn't transport children from pre-school facility to host
facility. (Troint TR 15,804-05) (Soldel TR 16,847)

_ _-_ _
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518 FEMA states that NUREG-0654, planning standard "0" and 10CFR 50.47

(b)(15) mandates that there be training for those who may be called upon to

assist in the event of an emergency. Nowhere in the record does anyone show

int nt to train or hold orientation meetings with pre-school, nursery or

day care staff-with the exception of Upattinas School Open Community Corp.

which is listed as a private school in the Downingtown School District plan.

(Hurst TR 16,559)

' 519 PEM may make a random check for some of ' these plans as they are developed for

day care, nursery and pre-schoolf facilities. We will not review each one, but we

could make a spot check of them." (HigrtTR19,564)

520 Based on a review of the county and municipal RERP's as passed on
by PEMA, FDIA is not assured that children in day care, nursery and pre-school

| facilities are protected. (Update to FEMA's pre-filed testimony on the
admitted LEA contentions p. 14)

521 Although it has been documented by FDIA (Update to FDfA's pre-filed
testimony of the admitted LEA contentions p. 14) that no planning standard
exists in NUREG 0654 or 10CFR 50.47, FEMA believes participation and commit-

ment of staff of very young children is essential t'o the workability of the
plan. (Update to FDfA's pre-filed testimony on the admitted LEA contentions
p. 17)

. .

522 There is general agreement among the Federal and Pennsylvania Emergency
Mcnagement Agencies and the counties within the Emergency Planning Zone that

the needs of facilities such as day care and nursery schools are the responsibility
cf the municipality tha~t the facility is locIated in.(Bigelow TR 14,134) Staffing deficiencies

j ot the municipal level have not been resolved at this point. (Kinard TR 20,165)
There is no ansurance that day care, pre-school and nursery needs can be met
at a municipal Icvel.

523 The Board would have to rule that it would'be illogical to con-
ciude that the day care population is protected should there be a radiolo-
gical emergency based on the fact that the facilities didn't respond and
then making the assumption that these facilities that know little or nothing
about their plans had no unmet needs. (Appl. Proposed Findings 294-312)
(Bradshaw TR 13,191; Rcber TR 19,826)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . --. __ . _ - - -- _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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524 Oncs it la d:cid:d that a riview process is to take place, the respon-
cibility to ditsrmina wh ther the cubmitted pre-school, nursery or day
care facilities are adequate is necessary to ensure protection of this
sensitive population. . ._;

525 The Applicant hasn't made any progress to show that the planning

process is moving along. Municipal plans are not signed.
__

~ 526 There is no assurance that this special population is protected '

because of the contradictory information and inconsistancies in the

planning and reviewing process from county to county.

i 527 Directors of facilities need more assurance that a listing in a plan,
which does not accurately reflect the number of children at the facility
that would be part of the general municipal population, are protected by any

political subdivision.

528 Director of Upattinas School, Sandra Hurst, would be included in the
Downingtown Area School District (Hurst TR 16,559) since the school has
other children besides pre-school children.

529 When asked by Applicant if any of Ms. Hurst's concerns expressed in

her pre-filed testimony were satisfied as a result of being listed as a
revision to section "0" of the Downingtown School District, she replied,

"no, it does not." (Hurst TR 16,559)

530 When asked if the municipal plans which you have reviewed contained

adequate provisions for protection of day care, rursery and pre-school
facilities, FEMA said the necessary arrangements have not been included.
(FEMA TR 20,179)

531 Berks County emergency coordinator was not aware of any respon-

sibility fixed for reviewing plans from day care, nursery or pre-school

facilities, (Reber TR 19,741) or find out if the facilities have

completed their plans. (Reber TR 19,742)
532 There is no assurance from a review of the applicable
township plans that adequate arrangements have been completed

for providing the necessary equipment, including transportation,

to the re ferenced institutions. (FEMA, ff. TR 20,150, page 37).

)
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533 Mrs. Elaine Troisi, director of the Little People's Preschool of the
Pughtown Baptist Church, made it cicar that she did not know who or where to
turn to for transportation assistance. (Troisi TR 15,818 & 15,819)

534 Reasonable assurance of a guarantee for protection for pre-school

transportation needs should be in the form of a written commitment.
(Troisi TR 15,828)

535 Arranging for host facilities and transportation for pre-school, nursery
and day care facilities is a difficult task especially for private centers. s

Troisi states that although she would comply with whatever information was
disseminated to her, "there is an onus of responsibility that is far beyond
my capacity to meet." (Troisi TR 15,809)

In some cases directors of private schools in particular are not
536

able to find tranlportation and host facilities on their own.' (Troisi TR 15,809)

537 Ms. Seidel, one of three witnesses testifying on LEA Exhibit E-13,
was concerned about transportation being provided. (Seidel TR 16,847-48)

Upon contacting Mr. Harwood, Emergency Management Coordinator for Pottstown
Borough to report transportation needs with her bus provider, she was told
to call her provider and once her plan was together to come to Borough Hall
for a review. "And that was the extent of his assistance."(Seidel TR 16,847-48)
5

538 Chester County has identified only one case of transportation needy
within the county at the time of Mr. Campbell's testimony. They are letting

( PEMA know if bus needs change (Campbell TR 19,915) which could increase

the number of bus needs Chester County is passing on to PEMA.
a-

,

PEMA has no knowledge of whether or not directors of day care,539

pre-school or nursery schools have located host facilities or not.

(Ilippert TR 19,608) This information would be available on a county level.

540 Even though PEMA is not aware of any significant problems in

effects by day care directors to identify host facilities (llippert TR

19,618) there is also no check on the planning process built in the

system.



541 Directors desire more communication, visits to facilities. (Seidel
TR 16,848) Up to this point these facilities have had little or no contact
from emergency planning personnel. (Troisi TR 15,807)

542 Applicant (Proposed Findings 294-312) states that the three preschool
witnesses " knew little of the overall planning process for their particular
facilities." Instead of dismissing these witnesses for their lack of know-
ledge, the Board finds that training is as necessary for staff working withi

pre-school children as it is for the staff working with other school populations.
543 h aining on sheltering scenarios, planning concepts,

assigned responsibilities and the emergency planning process (Wenger TR 13,01'5-16 '

and 13,098) (Appl. Exhb. p.14 & pp. 23-25) has not been provided to pre-school
staff and directors. This demonstrates that the Applicant erred when it con-
cluded that training for school staff is complete. (Applicant's Proposed
Finding 228) Teachers have not been fully informed of the contents of plans
for pre-schools. (Seidel TR 16,853 & 16,846) (Troisi TR 15,804 & 15,822)
(Hurst TR 16,551)

544 Applicant (Applicant's Proposed Finding 304) iricorrectly
identified only one concern regarding parents expressed by Ms. Ilona Seidel
of the Pottstown Day Care Center. She also identified a problem with staff
willingness to remain in the event of a radiological emergency. Ten staff out

of seventeen are presently unwilling to remain. (Seidel TR 16,846) Out of
the seven remaining she has not yet determined what percentage of these staff
walk to work rather than drive. (Seidel TR 16,847 &-16, 849)

545 The majority of the staff at the Pottstown Day Care Center are parents
of children in the EPZ whose parental responsibility takes precedence over
their staff responsibility at the school. (Seidel TR 16,853)

546 Energy Consultants has not offered any training to pre-schools,
nursery or day care facilities (Bradshaw TR 13,207) although they have said
that training is good for everyone involved. (Bradshaw TR 13,214-15)
It is the NRC staff's view that training is relevant to exploring the basis
for participation and commitment of school staff. (llassel TR 13,213)

Tr ining should be made available to all pre-school staff.

547 Listing day care, nursery and pre-school facilities in the

.

various plans does not provide adequate assurance that responsible staff

and directors of facilities will know what to do in a radiological

\
emergency. PEMA can't provide for staffing needs. (Ilippert TR 19,555-56)

>
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548, Each organization shall provide training of individuals responsible,

for-t$c'planningeffort.
Each organization shall assure the training of appropriate individuals.

(NUREG 0654, p. 49,. Public . Education and Information)

Information shou'ld.be made available to the public in case of an
accident.

Each organization shall provide a coordinated periodic (at least
annually) dissemination of information to the public regarding how they will
be notified and what their actions should be'in an emergency. (NUREG 0654,

I parfes (a)(b)(c))

rmi _ _ , _ - _, _ _ _ _

'k

In view of the above discussed deficiencies, it is recommended that the

'

following remedial actions be taken to insure that pre-school age children are
'

' adequately protected:

Pre-school facilities of all types with enrollment of fifteen pre-
schoolers,or more should be granted the same planning standards as set forth
in the regulations for-private and public schools.

_

544 The deficiencies include:

(1) The general population survey of the Fall of 1983 did not
adequately identify day care facilities, pre-school and nursery schools,,

only residents.

(2) Because there is no formal review process, confusion and
inconsistency. of response personnel roles exist at every political
subdivision.

(3) There are no letters of agreement with host. facilities
and transportation providers to reassure the directors ,of the
facilities and their staff that they are going to be adequately
protected, thereby'there is an added reluctance on the part of the
staff of~these facilities regarding their willingness to participate
in a radiological event at Limerick. Furthermore, no staff training
is required at this time for these fr.cilities.

(4) Also' documented throughout this contention and LEA's
proposed findings (Deferred Contention #1 and #2) are significant
municipal unmet needs, particularly in the areas of staffing for a
24 hour period and-lack of adoption and reasonable assurance that
municipal plans in the Emergency Planning Zone are implementable-

at this time.

w-
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JLEA-27

There.must be specific and adequate plans
to. protect: Camp Hill Village Special School,.

'

Inc. . in -East Nantmeal Twp. ,' Chester County~

and_for Camp Hi.llLVillage School in West,

.' Vincent ;Twp.', Chester| County.

_ .-
..

_
..

550 Bernard. Wolf - Director of Camphill1Special School for

Retarded Children | (Wolf, Tr. 16244)~

|551Tfolf has not received confirmation that buses are available
- for evacuating the students and' staff.- (Wolf, Tr. 16245)

.

.

552 :No: confirmation on using Deitrich Corner Fire Company

as a relocation site. (Wolf, Tr. 16245)

553 Wolf has written to county administrator ,t'o inform him

that the. school _is unequipped to , handle emergency at

Limerick and have not received a response from the county.

All' relocation sites are within.the plume zone - all--

emergency evacuation sites are. closer to Limerick than

the school. .The plan of the' schools'was not developed

withLLimerick~in mind.- :Chester County Department of:

Emergency ~ Services is informed that plan is:not a'pplicable-

to-a' Limerick emergency. - (Wolf , Tr.- 16 250)
.

*
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I

$5$h%)Wolfstateshecannotbe'responsibleatthispointin
time for evacuating his' population in the event of an

accident at the Limerick power plant. The school plan

is subject to inspection by Department of Public Welfare

on a yearly basis and has passed. "I believe we have

met the legal mandate and have made an honest show of

where we can no longer deal with the situation. (Wolf, Tr.

16252)

36%T8)Theschoolsemergencyplanprovidesforparentstopick

up children up within 36 hours and is not adequate for

an emergency at Limerick. (Wolf, Tr. 16254)

551Eht has not been established as to whether or not school
staff will remain with students. (Wolf, Tr. 16255)

)SA@Atotalevacuationcouldonlybeaccomplishedby

Camphill vehicles-by making multiple trips. (Wolf, Tr.

16257)

53Yh;)Thereisnounderstandingthatfindingtransportationwas
Mr. Wolf's primary responsibility. He was told that either

Energy Consultants or East Nantmeal Township Emergency

' Coordinator or Chester-County DES would work it our. (Wolf,

Tr. 16295)
1o

,
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ftpf' There have been no discussions with officia'ls regarding
procedures.that would' provide additional supervisory

assistance in _ case of radiological emergency. (Wolf, Tr.

16299)

53fi There has been no further discussions with anyone and

Mr -. Wolf is waiting for something in writing that addresses

some of their questions. (Wolf, Tr. 16306)

856 Andrew' Dill is faculty Chairman of the Kimberton Farms

. School. (Dill, Tr. 16311-16313)

6'57 There are not sufficient vehicles available for the
~

implementation of the-proposed evacuation plan, nor_are there

drivers or supervisory personnel available to meet needs.

(Dill, Tr. 16317-16318)

{pyg There are approximately 260 students and the need is for
at least 3 - 72 passenger buses and these needs are not met.

(Dill, Tr. 16324)

!

gfy The staff members have discussed whether they would remain

with the students in an emergency and the general feeling

was that they did not know how they woul'd react. (Dill'Tr.

'16330)4
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MThe session-with Energy _ Consultants was an overview of

~ nuclear' power and was not.a= training _ session on how to

crespond in .a radiological emergency. (Dill, Tr. 16336-37)

6M- There ha'sLbeen no effort to identify what buildings

- are safe for~ sheltering and no food service. There has

Lbeen nothing done with regard to sheltering.or planning for

sheltering. - (Dill, Tr. 16338)
_

!%J There has been no-response from Energy Consultants or~

' Chester County or East Vincent -Township .concerning' the~

need for additional adult supervisors. (Dill, Tr. 16343-44)

kb .. Helen-Zipperlen is Director of Camphi~ll Village Kimberton
'

Hills, 11est Vincent Township,'Chester C'ounty, a farm community

of about 120 people, of whom about 28 are children, and about

50 are_ mentally retarded adults. (Zipperlen, ff TR 16,~0.70 at .p .1)
.

3(y Mrs. Zipperlen states she does not know how to insure the safetv

of the village (Zipperlen, Tr. 10,036) . She does not expect that

the staff will cooperate in a radiological emergency.. (Zipperlen,

Tr. 16055) Mrs. Zipperlen has received only verbal assurances' that

buses will arrive at her facility (Zipperlen, Tr. 16061).
1

The~ training sessions on sheltering were only attended by one 1

member of the staff at Camphill (Zipperlen, Tr.16067) . (Zipperlen,

~
'

ff, Tr. 16070, pages. 2,3)1 k rs. Zipperlen statesLthere is no,way
,

of knowing | how~long :it will take toLimplement ' ab evacuation, . because:

_ people are distributed |over 400! acres, and out of reach of telephones,

t- - and;that.all. staff are volunteers and all have refused to attend
~

j_ - meetings on sheltering:'(Zipperlen, ff, Tr. 16070,. pages 2,3) .

!
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LEA-22
4

; The. State,' County, and. Municipal RERP's.are inadequate-because
'

farmers who:may.be designated as emergency workers in order.to
tendito-livestock in the. event of a radiological emergency have
'not been provided1 adequate training and dosimetry.

\
' PEMA's. written-testimony' stated that in Mr. Hippert's

! opinion,'for this. contention the issue is: Have farmers who

reenter the EPZ as emergency workers after an evacuation to tend

livestock received adequate training and will sufficient dosimetry

i be available? LFollow-on questions are:

l. Have'the" actual number of farmers who would be ini '

| this category been identified?'
4

2. Will sufficient dosimetry be available to allow for;

multiple reentries?

.

' ' 3. What does the definition of " livestock" include?
i
i

! 4. Will an informational brochure be issued to farmers?

j If so, when and how often?

I

5. In addition.to ongoing training, will refresher

training be offered to farmers on a'regularLbasis?

~

- (Hippert,uff. TR 19,498, page 25) (Also Hippert TR 19,333-19,334).
4
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[ ' !565. As a Management Analyst and the Emergency Management Coordinator
,

for the Pennsylvania Department of Agreulture, Robert Furrer has been.

' responsible for. emergency response planning-in the Department since
,

t.- 1976. ,Within this responsibility, he-is involved in the-revisioni
t -

.of Annex E Fixed Nuclear Facility Incidents of the Commonwealrh

' Disaster Operations Plan in Agreulture Department areas of interest.

=The Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture does not have on hand
j -| 566

data regarding' actual numbers of farmers in the Limerick plume EPZ

who may r?. quire dosimetry and KI. Such information is developed at

'the county level. The state emergency plan's use of the terms " live-

stock" and " farmer" is no more restrictive than the commonly accepted.

dictionary definitions. Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary
L
' defines." livestock" as " animals kept or raised for use or pleasure;.

esp: farm animals kept for use'and profit." " Farmer" means "a person

who cultivates land or crops or raises livestock." The Department has

no data'as.to' the question of whether so-called "USDA" lists would be

used to limit registration of farmers. ( ff TR /'7, (-0 7 )
'

!567 It is difficult to identify farmers.~ One must use a combination.
iof lists. The State has.several lists of certain types'of' farmers, and

there is a basic-1ist by township and county. But that does not include
~

all'the people just' raising a few animals. A farmer with a large herd- ;

of cattle might 'want to have himself and his hired hands registered as --

emergency workers for that--farm. He'might want to'have-himself,

! his wife,-his' daughter, or his sons. There:is nothing'to preclude

-that in any of1the guidance the. Department of Agriculture has put out.
a ._ e -

,.
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.568 County . A'griculture Extension Services in Pennsylvania don't
maintain the State's list of dairy and hog farmers. They have

no.-copy,.only the master list that the Commonwealth maintains.
(Furrer'TR'19,437).

, 569 The. County USDA has- the responsibility to compile a list of

farmers. Only preliminary lists are available and could use some

additional ~ work. (Hippert TR 19,623) .

!

: 570 In Annex E-- State Disasters Operations Plan p. E-15-Number 3(c)

the Dept. of Agriculture is responsible for maintaining a site-specific,

current list and/or map of the location of dairy herds within the ingestion

exposure pathway. There is no evidence that this task is completed

for Limerick.

571PEMA has been advised' by the Pa. - Dept. of Health that 10,500

units of KI are being purchased from' Carter Wallace (CW). The

shelf life of KI expires-in 1987, but we do believe that the

whelf life can be extended. In addition to the tablet form,

the Dept. of Health has also ordered 364 units from a-company
called Roxanne. It takes about 6 weeks for the - liquid material
to be delivered. It has a shelf life until' January 1, 1986. The

liquid KI is for nursing homes and hospitals where the tablet
i form of-KI.is for emergency workers. (Hippert, Tr. 29_422)

'572 Even-though Mr. Hippert has testified that these :" identified"

supplies (Hippert, Tr. 20422) ' are being negotiated, it has not

yet been determined when-they will arrive (Hippert, Tr. _ 20423),

,-
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573 Part of the process for allowing f armers to re-enter the

Emergency Planning Zone is a verification by the county agri-

cultural agent of their status as a farm person or employee.

"The agricultural agent would have to utilize the list available
from the emergency board, plus other information such as poten-

tially contacting the municipal staffs at the relocation EOC
point to verify a particular name as being known as a member

of the farming community." (Campbell, Tr. 20054)

574 The County Doesn't have any other information available to it,

other than the USDA list, to identify persons who might be class-

ified as farmers, who might want to regain re-entry to the

emergency planning zone in the event of a radiological emergency

at Limerick. We depended on the list developed by the USDA

Director. We identified a total of 100 in the Berks County

portion of the EPZ, and we did contact all of those people. (Reber,

Tr. 19752)

575 There is an assumption that the USDA farmer lists are being

followed up on. PEMA says it is the county's job. (Hippert

TR 19,622).
- _ -

5 76 At this time, there is no general distribution for the brochure

for farmers for the Limerick EPZ. (Bradshaw TR 13,705)

578 Furrer, who supervised the writing of the brochure for farmers

at TMI (Furrer TR 19,428, 19,429) was uncertain if final authorization

for the developing and distributing of the Limerick brochure had been

authorized. (Furrer TR 19,429-19,430)

,
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- | -579' The' Depa r tmen t o f -lica : t b is making ~the arrangements
6

.for"KI and-l'iquid KI.. They are-working with the two suppliers

to.see what they can do because of the qiiestion of shelf life.

. Th e -' D e p a r t m e n t of' Health h,is agreed to buy the_KI needed for
Limerick' including anything needed for Penn ilu r s t or

Graterford. (Hippert TR 19,580). !
,

[ 580 I know to.a certain extent it is. The list, it is my understanding,

could use some additional work on it, but_ preliminary lists have

been.made up. They.have'to_be made up so that we could consider

how much dosimetry needed to be purchased. (TA%R, Tr. 19622)
-

v
_

_ _ , _ . - - - - - . . . _

F-

581 Farmers have to identify themselves as farmers to be

allowed to re-enter the EP7.. (Reber TR 19,752)(Proposed
i

Finding
t

.)~!.582 The USDA list for farmers in Berks County identified'
100 farmers (Reber TR 19,757).q

isThe figure of 25 farmers that have taken advantage of the training,83

the total number of attendees at both training sessions held. (Reber,

t . . _ . ,T_r_. 197511 __ -- - . _. _:

584 It was unknown to the Department of Agriculture Emergency

Management Coordinator as to whether the County Extension Services
~

employees or agents provided an estimate of farmers within their EPZ

areas to, County planners so that sufficient supplies of dosimetry /KI

could be purchased. (Furrer TR 19,431-19,432-19,436)

9

-
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.585 When asked by Applic. t if-the supervisors from Douglass
. Tow n s h i p ,- M r . _- Ke l l y , knew : hat farmers could re-enter the EPZ.

'to care for their cattle, he responded that he-didn't know

wh' ether-or not.any individtal is going to do that" and that alot

of these farms rely on their children to help with chores.

(Kelly TR 18,658).
__..__ _ _ __

The determination of the number of units to be'available was586

based on one farmer per farm needing dosimetry and KI. (Reber TR

19,757) , .The hundred units' of dosimetry and KI are also the same 100 that
are to be used for emergency workers. (Reber. Tr. 19421)

The additional dosimetry on reserve in Berks County of one hundred587

units must be used for emergency workers as well. (Reber*19,757)
-

m _e_ __

_ _ .

588 PEMA doesn't know to what extent farmers have been
trained. (Tay1'or TR 19,623).

I

i

58 No farmer brochure has gone out in the Emergency Planning Zone around Lim =
er$cktoeducatefarmersintheuseofKIanddosimetryorcareoftheirldvestock,

of Agriculture EMC had not seen or ' reviewed the trainingThe Dept.

module for farmers in the EPZ. (Furrer, Tr. 19425 - 19426)
,

_

_.

i

590 The training of farmers in Berks Emergency Planning Zone was

principally in the use of dosimetry. It was' principally for

their own' protection when they.re-entered the EPZ. The care of

livestock or food and water protection was not covered.. No

information was provided with regard to protective measures to

take for the protection of animals. (Reber Tr. 19755)
.

591 'Mr. Furrer had not seen Energy Consultant's training module for

farmers for a radiological emergency.

- .
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I: 592 In a response tio a ~ question: "Would farmers be restricted from

entering the' Emergency' Planning Zone if not listed on the county list of
_|

-r

farmers?", Mr,. Furrer testified, "That is not within the jurisdiction|

of the Agriculture Depaetment, and I.really don't know.' But I would

~1ike to say the intentign of the Department is' there's no artificial

constraints on who says he's a farmer.",

The . fist, it is my under -

standing, could use some additional work on it, but preliminary

lists have_been made up. They have to be made up'so that we

could consider how much dosimetry needed to be purchased. (Furrer,

Tr. 12622)

[
593 PEMA has been advised by the Pa. Dept. of, Health that 10,600

|
units of KI are being purchased from Carter Wallace (CW). The

shelf lifB of KI expires . in 1987, but we' do believe that the

shelf life can be extended. In additior to-the tablet form,

the Dept. of Health has also ordered 364 undts from a company

called Roxanne. It takes about 6 weeks for the liquid material
.

to be delivered. It has a shelf life until January 1, 1986.

The liquid KI is for nursing homes and hos]bitals where the L

tablet form of KI is for emergency' workers. (Hippert, Tr. 20422)

S
,

_
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LEA-26

(The Draft' County and' Municipal PEPPs are
Ldeficient in that they do not comply with
10 CFR 50. 47 (b) (5) because there is no assur-
ance of' prompt-notification of emergency
workers who.must be in place before an
-evacuation alert can be implemented, and

'

-there is:no assurance of adequate capability
?to conduct route alerting.

I *

There-is no evidence of fire companies maintaining rosters on
-

the' availability or turn over in fire personnel responsible for municipal

route alerting as Energy Consultants suggested in their testimony.
.

-(Bradshaw TR 13,655) Maintaining a roster of individuals generally does

not assure that route alerting functions during a radiological event

will be performed. (Bradshaw TR 13,'655)

.
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sLEA-28' ,

^

(a) There.is no assurance'-in thefCounty
- or. Municipal RERPs.-that the National Guard
will'have' time to mobilize'to carry out.the-

; responsibilities'with regard to: towing and.

providing. emergency fuel supplies along :
-stateJroads.

- (b)aThere is' no assurance provided in the
Municipal ~.or; County REPPs that.-there are
sufficient' resources available to' provide.
towing,' gasoline, and snow removal along.

.non-state-roads. According to PEMA, the.

National Guard'has neither'the resources
for snow removal nor'the responsibilities

.

for it, according,to the Commonwealth's
Disasterf0perations-Plan.

. g When the Colonel was' asked if he would have any difficulties

with the National Guard carrying out their responsibilities regarding

towingandprovidingfuelhe-responded"Idon't|thinktha'tisaprimary-

mission for us, necessarily.'? (Klynoot TR 19,671-19,672)

.

One of the roles of the National C'u a r d in an evacuation
scenario for the Limerick Nuclear Power Plant is to assist with
the removal of vehicles. This is done as a back up to ~ municipal
services. (Klynoot TR 1.9,648).

j%~When Col. Klynoot was asked to-~what extent'could the
National Guard replace, not just support, the municipal and
PECO volunteers ~in a. radiological emergency at' Limerick, he'-
responded, "I find that difficult.to answer." (Klynoot TR 19,648)

s

MTThe primary re s p on s ilei l i t y for towing does not rest with7

- the' Pennsylvania Army National Cit a r d . (KlynootiTR~19,654).
*

"llowever- if we were called upon''to move vehicles out of the-,

way, we.would'be able to do that, I think." (Klynoot-TR 19 , 6 5 4 )'. -
>

d
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,[k 'One of the. roles of"bhe National. Guard in an evacuation
" scenario for the Limerick Nucl~ ear Power Plant is to assist with

the removal of vehicles.. This is done as a back up.to municipal-

services. (Klyn'oot TR-19,648).

5% Wh'en Col'. Klynoot.was asked to what extent could the
'

National Guard replace, not just support, the. municipal and

PECO volunteers in a radiological emergency at-Limerick, he

responded, "I find that difficult'to answer." (Klynoot TR 19,648)
~ ~

@ The primary responsibility for towing does not rest with

the Pennsylvania Army National Guard. (Klynoot TR.19,654).

"However, if we were called upon to move vehicles out of the

way, we would be able to do th a t', I think." (Klynoot.TR 19,654),

s

(901.The National Guard doesn't'have many bus drivers. It

would take them awhile to arrive in the'EPZ. (Hippert TR 19,589).
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. k It would'take approximately six ho'urs to assemble and~two additional

(hours to get?to the'Berks County EPZ with some revis~ ions'possible.
.3 ,

l. (Klynoot TR 19,655-19,'666) Snow could cause further delays. .They would
|

deploy units as-they,became available. '(Klynoot-TR 19,666)| ,

.

"'
. .

.

-m-.=
..

_ -

~

The National. Guard-doesn't:have many b'us drivers. ^ 'I ti"
~

- would take them-awhile 1to arrive \ in the EPZ. (Hippert TR l'9,589).
._. . _ ~ _ . - m. -

. _ . .
,

[M-AccordingtoPEMA',;theNational'Guardhasneithertheresources.

for sno'w removalinor the-responsibilities for it, according to

- the'Commonwealtli's Disaster Operations Plan. (FEMA , ' f f , Tr . 2 C, I @

.p. 40, J_(bl)
_ . . - -

d70$ PennDottis responsible for providing for the clearance ~ of

obstacles'to traffic flow on main evacuation routes. This includes-

snow and wrecked or stalled vehicles. This effort may be augmented

by National Guard when available. (Annex E- Basic-Plan-'E-20 22 (c).

k In coordination with the National Guard, emergency fuel-distribution

points on main evacuation routes must be maintained by PennDot. (Annex E- ;

Basic Plan, p.-E-29 22 (d)

.
._

[07|"TheDepartmentofTransportationisnotactuallya. towing-3 ,

type organization. We have very little tow equipment. When we

; have a vehicle that needs to be towed, our, primary methcid , of.
.

accomplishing.this is to go to the.~ State Police who'have agree-

ments with local garage's". (Farrell, - Tr. ' 20114)
\

(
.,
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fog "Our responsibilities are state highways, okay. That is what we

work on. Local highways are the responsibility of the local

municipalities. Now, as far as insurance purposes or anything

else are concerned, we would have no problem working on a local

highway. We could do that. Of course, that is not our mission.

That is no.t our job. No." (Farrell, Tr. 201161

[pof The district engineer from Philadelphia area is the responsible

person to deploy snow vehicles. (Farrell 20,102) Farrell and Starasinic

would not be responsible for contacting the local districts to deploy snow

vehicles. (Farrell 20,102) No witness testified from District 60,
/which is the Philadelphia area district, that would cover snow removal

in the Limerick area, (Farrell 20,102) who could be responsible for

deploying snow vehicles. .There is no proof in this record that could

guarantee reasonable assurance that there ce sufficient resources

available to provide snow removal.

f/D NUREG-0654, Planning Standard J (10) (k) , calls for the "identi-

fication of and means for dealing with potential impediments... .

to use of evacuation routes, and contingency measures." Currently,

there is not assurance that the county and municipal RERP's

contain adequate procedures for providing resources for towing,

gasoline supplies, and snow removal. (FEMA, f f, Tr. 2 O,l EO

.p. 40 J(b))

[,lj There are no contracts with the municipalities that shows that there

are sufficient road clearance and snow removal resources available and

they are not incorporated into the plan. (Bradshaw TR 13,706- 13,707) ;
l

|
,

I

|
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[p|h Witnesses for PennDot were not aware of how many municipalities.or
~

~

. boroughs that they had'either primary or. secondary responsibility for

snow. removal in an: emergency at Limerick,. (Starasinic TR 20,110)

/.I3 PennDot has primary responsibility for towin g in all but one municipality.
'

in the EPZ which-is' Lower Frederick Township. (Appl. Exhs. E-6 through
,

E-47 excluding E-10)'

-(,/f Traffic congestion from evacuating residents would affect the
I ability of PennDoti to remove snow, if any, in an evacuation scenario.

(Starasinic-TR2d,113)'
:
1.

(el$ South Coventry Township would have to hire tow trucks. (Whitlock-

.TR 18,400)'

-_

Q(p As first-~noted in the-April 1984 " Interim Findings" and the
-

" Informal- Evaluation"- datsd April 27, 1984, removal of traffic

impediments, roadway clearance, and provision of fuel re' sources

have been identified as the responsibility of the Public Works
.

Officer / Group of the-three risk counties and/or the local
municipalities. Documentation of resources to st;pport municipal

and county needs for addressing these issues remains incomplete

in many cases.- 'Once all:of the necessary assistance has been
,

identified, agreements, letters of intent, or statements of.

understanding, as requiredJin the county and municipal plans,.
~

| should be included-in the appropriate RERP's. At.this time the

planning in.this-context-is inadequate. (FEMA, f f , Tr.10, ISO
'

.p. . 41)-

.

s
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b|7 Lattara 6f agreemnt for towing servicac cre being cought
"

in Upper Providence Townchip. (Waterman TR 18,079).

LEA-2

The unadopted.RERPs fail to provide reason-
able assurance that each principal response
organization has sufficient staff to respond
to and to augment its initial response on a
24-hour continual basis, or that the assigned
staff can respond in a prompt manner in case
of a radiological emergency at Limerick.

Q f According to FEMA Region III policy, FEMA will not evaluate subsitute

page changec updating staffing changes, such as those contained in the

attachments to FEMA Exhb E-3 unless the information is transmitted to them

through the proper channels by PEMA or the NRC under the provisions of the MOU.

(Asher TR 20,322-20,323)

b The attachments to FEMA Exhb E-3 represent pages from 18

different municipal plans which were entered into evidence in this proceeding

by the Applicant, representing updates in staffing which occurred during

November, December, and early January. (Bradshaw TR 20,338) There are updated

pages from 19 municipal plans attached to FEMA Exhb E-3.(Judge Hoyt TR 20,342-344)

h The information was provided to Energy Consultants in writing and
verbally over the telephone by the emergency planners of those municipalities.

Mr. Bradshaw was unsure if the changes had been transmitted by the municipa-

lities to the county offices of emergency preparedness. (Bradshaw TR,20,338-
20,341) Using the example of Schuylkill Township, Mr. Bradshaw did not believe
that it would be a routine matter for Mr. Vutz to forward that sort of updated

information to Mr. Campbell, apart from a complete plan review. (Bradshaw
TR 20,341)

.
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LEA-5

The Emergency Response Organizations (in-
cluding federal, state, and local govern-
ments and support organizations) have failed
to fully document the existence of appropri-
ate letters of agreement with support organ-
izations and agencies. Thus, there is no
. reasonable assurance that the emergency plans
can be implemented.

[p2f'Therehave been some questions raised by the solicitors

involved in the negotiations for a host school agreement betwean

Pottsgrove School District and Southern L eh i gh' . PEMA attempted

-to resolve these concerns by letter, which they thought that

they had. However, the people involved, including the County

Emergency Coordinators, want more detail tSan that and they have

asked that a meeting be set up with those involved to go over

with PEMA the problems that they have. (Hippert TR 19,629).

h2) Mr. Hippert testified that the host school agreement
between the Pottsgrove School District and Southern Lehigh has

definitely not been consummated,- and that the Owen J. Roberts

host. school agreement was still under negotiation. He was

uncertain whether or not Methacton. School District had yet

completed a host school agreement. (Hippert TR 19,559). '

i
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' LEA-3
' t

-

*

<.

' 'The'Montgomer'yfCounty-RERP fails to pro-x -.

vide reasonable assurance that the public
will;be adequately protected-in that the
Bucks 1 County Support Plan, which is essen-
tial.to'the workability of the-MontCo
RERP, may not-be'_ approved. The-present
Board of Commissioners have little know-
ledge- of the. contents and implications - of
the Support Plan..'There is no assurance
that1the County will ' assume the responsi-=r-
~bilities assigned to it in the Support Plan,
rather;than use County resources to help
-Bucks : County people . first. The Montgomery
_ County-; Plan relies on.the Support Plan in
at'least-these ways:

1. facilities for relocation and mass
care of evacuees

2. augmentation of. emergency workers,
including use of county resources,
on a continuous 24 hour basis.

3. see attachment " Excerpts and comments
on the Bucks County Draft Evacuation
Plan"'for additional areas of support
and interface.

It is contended'that without the approval
of Bucks. County Support Plan, the MontCo
RERP is unworkable as it now stands.-

BASIS: 10 CFR 50.'47 (b)' (1), NUREG 0654, Criteria A.3, Criteria C.4,
Criteria A.4-

-
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423 The Bucks County Commissioners have repeatcaly expressed

serious reservations about Bur 1' ability to fulfill its role as

a support county in letters to PEMA (LEA Exhb. E-53), and FEMA

(LEA Exhb. E-60, in discussion with PEMA (LEA Exhb. E-61), and

as evidenced by testimony by the Bucks County Chief Clerk /Adminis-

trator Mr. Reiser and the Bucks County Director of Emergency Services,

Mr. McGill.

[c)y From meetings with Bucks County citizens (LEA Exhb. E-60, p.1) and

from resolutions and communications received from eight Bucks County

municipalities (Reiser TR 18,278), the Bucks Co. Commissioners believe

that probable spontaneous evacuation in Bucks and Philadelphia

Counties would seriously impair the county's ability to shelter

24,400 Montgomery County evacuees. (Reiser TR 18,355) (Hippert

TR 19,535) (McGill TR 20,373 line 20)

[p) [ The Bucks County Commissioners believe that their first

respon.nibility under PL 1332 is to Bucks County citizens (LEA Exhb.

E-60, p.2) (LEA Exhb. E-53, p.1) and seek assistance from the

Applicant (LEA Exhb. E-53), and PEMA and FEMA (LEA Exhb. E-60) in
,

quantifying the probable extent and impact of spontaneous evacuation

in order to ensure the safety or Bucks County residents and visitors.

(c)( Although PEMA's Mr. Hippert, based upon a November 7, 1984

meeting between PEMA's Mr. Patten and Bucks County Commission Carl

Fonash, believes that Bucks County would not refuse to cooperate

in the event of an accident at Limerick (Hippert, TR ff TR 19,498 at p.5),

a letter from Bucks County Commission Carl Fonash dated November 16, 1984

(nine days following that meeting) says,

-_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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"...it is manifestly impossible for Bucks County to
provide any basis or expectation for believing that
facilities and personnel will be in place, or can be
put in place, to accomodate twenty-five thousand
shelter-seeking evacuees, either as to reception or
support. facilities, as contemplated in the draft plan
which was prepared for the County's consideration by
PECo consultants."

f,) 7 And while the draft Memorandum of Understanding between PEMA

and Bucks County, based on the meeting of November 7, 1984 and

prepared by Mr. Patten of PEMA (LEA Exhb. E-61) outlines the conditions

under which Bucks County support could be provided, the Eucks County

Commissioners have not taken any action to sign cr ratify that MOU

(McGill TR 20,381), and are not expected to do so in the near future

|

(McGill TR 20,397).

fpjg Additionally, the proposed MOU conditions aucks County's work

in planning for adequate support of evacuees on

a) the Bucks County Commissioners satisfaction that the
Montgomery County RERP is feasible, capable of imple-
mentation and will not adversely impact upon the safety
of persons residing or working within Bucks County,

b) that sufficient traffic control points are established
to ensure that a concurrent evacuation of Bucks County
would not be unduly impeded, and

c) that the Bucks County Commissioners deem the Ducks
County support plan to be viable and adequate.

(LEA Exhb. E-61, p.1)

6]{ There ,is no evidence before the Board that these conditions for

ongoing planning by Bucks County have been met to the satisfaction of

the Bucks County Commissioners.

6 30 That support planning has not gone forward in Bucks County

in Bucks County is evidenced by the lack of any substantial change in

.
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. ' content between the " Draft 4" Bucks County Support Plan dated October
~

1983 and the purported " final" (Bradshaw TR 17,234) draf t dated

' October 1984 (Appl. Exhb. E-4) showing any refinements. Mr. Charles,

McGill, Bucks County's Director of Emergency Services, says(at TR 20,373),

"we fin 2.very, very limited changes in the " final" draft. Nothing to

affect the plan in any manner."
,

!

(g3) Although Mr. McGill acknowledges that "if an accident were to

occur at Limerick tomorrow"(TR 20,368) "in order to cooperate in a
!

manner in which we should with our neighboring counties, I can see no

other plan that I could possibly use," (TR 20,369)~ he also points cut

that, "...at the present time, the plan as submitted to Bucks County

is not acceptable to the county commissioners." (TR 20,369)-

b3C( Mr. McGill, additionally, has concerns such as the separationi

|
! of those people at the mass care center who are possibly contaminated

from those who are not contaminated (McGill TR 20,387), such concerns

not yet being reflected in the written support plan.

6 33 Mr. McGill also points out the Applicant's Exhibit E-4, charac-
,

|

I terized as a " final" draft by Energy Consultants (Bradshaw TR 17,234)

| -and dated October 1984 had never been sent to him by Energy Consultants

or the Applicant, and that he first received a copy of it (from a third

party) only 15 days previous to his testimony on January 29, 1985.
!

(TR 20,370).

|

!
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. LEA-14(a),

The School District |RERP's and the Chester, Berks, and Montgomery
j County;RERP's are-deficient because there are inadequate pro-

. visions of~ units of dosimetry KI for. school bus drivers, teachers,
or. school; staff who may be required to remain in the'EPZ for pro-
longed periods of time:or'who may be-required:to make multiple
' trips into - the EPZ in t h'e event'ofja radiological emergency due>

to: shortages of. equipment and personnel.
.

-PEMA's written testimony stated;that:in Mr. Hippert's

opinion, this contention raises the specific question: Why do

not school-districts and Berks, Chester, and Montgomery County
,

h ' plans: include provisions for issuing ~ dosimetry and KI to' school

j bus drivers, teachers, and school' staff. Accompanying questions

f are:
,

t'

1. Will all school buses be required to pass'through the;

{ transportation staging area before reporting to. schools
.

being evacuated? If not, how will the; drivers obtain

dosimetry and KI?

l,

| 2. How many units of dosimetry /KI.will be available at

j the transportation staging areas for Berks, Chester, and

Montgomery Counties and what was the basis'for _;

i determining that this amount would.be adequat'e?
i
:

! 3. Since sheltering could be recommended shouldn't

teachers and school staff be issued dosimetry and

| trained in its use?

(Hippert, ff. TR 19,498,.pages'18 and 19) (Also Hippert-

TR 19,333-19,334).

,

t
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642 Margaret Reilly is Chief Division of Environmental Radiation,

Bureau of Radiation, Department of Environmental Resources. Her

responsibilities include the routine surveillance ofenuclear power

stations in Pennsylvania, and planning for the radiological assessment

of accidents at their facilities. (Reilly, ff. TR 19,381 Professional

Qu'lifications)a

643' In general, buildings in this Limerick areas climate pretty much

turn over the air inside them so that by two hours you begin to have, in

effect, the' radioactive plume inside. This can happen before two hours

if the building leaks, depending on the type of plume and the type

of building. (Reilly 19,346)

644 These considerations are not a subject of discussion for those

making emergency planning protective decisions because sheltering is a

last resort,""It is an option that one uses for want of something better."

(Reilly TR 19,346)

.

645. Basements wooid be an improvement. Other characteristics such as

the degree of weather stripping, the effective thickness of walls would make

a building more suitable. Th6 lack of a basement does not make a building

" inadequate" for sheltering because one"of the functions of shelter is

use as a protective action when you have nothing else. (Reilly TR 19,386)



, , - -

(

I

hdkd'A'winterworthyhouseorcommercialstructurewithabasementin

theinortheastern United States should, according to NUREG/ll31, " Examination

fof Offsite Radiological Emergency Protective Measures for Nuclear Reactor

Accidents Involving Core Melt", on the average provide a dose reduction

, factor-(DRF) of 0.5 against airborne radioactivity and 0.08 against ground-

shine. These values may be compared with a DRF against airborne radio-

activity of 0.75 and_against ground shine of 0.33 for houses in the southwest.

'647 'In-addition,' sheltered _ individuals will inhald roughly 35% less

than those outside during cloud passage. With tight construction and

reduced ventilation rates, larger reductions are possible.

(Reilly ff. TR 19381)

648 TEMA has not been informed of any determinations as to which school

district buildings are adequate for sheltering purposes. On the other

hand there are no planning standards which require such determinations

to be made.

649.The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has adopted the policy that if

a protective action is necessary it will be implemented forethe entire

10 mile EPZ. Thus, if sheltering was decided as the proper course, it

would impact.all areas within approximately 10 miles of the~ plant. The

Bureau of Radiation' Protection, along with PEMA would reach a decision whether

to shelter or evacuate based on a number of different factors. The
,

" Bases of Protective Action Recommendations" is contained as Section 10.2

of Appendix 12 to Annex E to the Commonwealth-of Pennsylvania Disaster

Operations Plan.- ,

t
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1650?.The ; school's notion of. the' best place to shelter is something that

ought to'be addressed beforehand. In that case you would not have to

make it up at th'e. time of:the event. (Reilly ff TR 19,381)

651 A building'which is winter worthy, that is, tight and offers

some shiel' ding, is better than nothing at all. And that is the role

of shelter.

>

652 The State'of Pennsylvania has no information on the dose

protection _.value of automobiles. Evacuation is preferable to sheltering

in instances where people are indeed exposed to some extent in the plume

in the effort to avoid the much larger consequence later had they stayed.

Under 'those circumstances where projected doses aren't really high enough

- to drive'you into evacuation, perhaps through prudence or in a convenient

situation one-could recommend shelter.

653 In general, the doses were expected to approach protective action

. guides,'and "everything was go" then evacuation is preferrable,

because evacuation os the best way'of avoiding dose. (reilly TR-19,388)

654. LAfter a sheltering scenario, evacuation may or may not be ad-

visable, depending in projected dose..(Reilly TR 19,393)

- 2
'
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. LEA-14(b)
,

'

:The Chester,J Berks,'and Montgomery-County' School District RERP's.~

~ . fail to' provide, reasonable assurance that school bus drivers,-

- teachers,1orfother school staff are - properly trained for
radiologicallemergencies..

[PEMA's written. testimony.. stated that[in Mr. Hippert's
op1nion-for:the second'partcof this contention'the question~

'is: Haveithe school ~ bus 'd r iv e r s , teachers,-and-school staff

're'ceive'd adequate' training to enable:them.to respond effectively
,

inftherevent'of a radiological emergency? What is'the~ basis

for this determination?. Follow-on questions are:
_

' l .' Have-they been trained'to deal ~with contaminated'

individuals and1 equipment?.

'2. Have they been advised as to.the hazards of radiation

exposure and the use.of equipment to ensure their

safety? -

3. Do' teachers and staff know what areas of the school

building or complex are to be used for sheltering?

5. - Are bus driversrfamiliar'with the routes they are

to use?

(Hippert, ff. TR 19,498, pages 21 and 22).(Also.Hippert

TR 19,333-19,334).
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- |655'' Mr; Taylor ~ s ta'tede t! hat ? training- given

~

to school staff'and

i bus.Ldrivers particularly.-. school personnel does to some extent

'discussfwhat.they:might dotto handle children who show some
~

t-

. kind;of,reacti'on-due to. increased' stress. .(Hippert TR 19,621).
'

656_ : Mr. rHipoertis tated that he believes strip'' maps.will be

made availablento buses who are unfamiliar with the routes they
will be: assigned to travel. He states that that is a standard

-_ procedure for'all nuclear power plants'in-Pennsylvania, and-
,

that: there'is no reason'to believe that that will not be

followed'for Limerick. (Hippert TR 19,621).

:657- Bus drivers haven't given their committment to drive in a

radiological event at Limerick. (Bradshaw TR 13,685)

658 . Energy Consultants accepts.ths possible scenario that bus drivers
_

and in.some cases school staff would reenter the EPZ and could be issued

KI and dosimetry. (Bradshaw TR 13,699)

|

'659 There is no evidence to show that there are available trained staff

that are capable of providing dosimetry and KI training located at the

transportation staging area. There is nc provision in the plan that

would account for trained staff to be stationed and available to train

-people in the use of KI and dosimetry at'the staging area. (Bradshaw TR 13,702)

: 660 Winter worthy was defined by Ms. Reilly as "it is'a place where I would

prefer to spend a day like today'o It beats a chicken coop." (Reilly TR 19,387)

*

|i .

. .

1661, No weatherization documents were used to determine-the definition of

winter worthy. .(Reilly TR 19,388)~

;
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[662 .k) r . Price [had-no.k'nowledge whether bus drivers have !'

'

receivedi training, or whether they had even been informed ofs

-any particular responsibilitynin'the event of a radiological ~
emergency'. (Dr. Price'TR 15,415).

.

'

663 No training sessions'have yet been', scheduled for school
'

staff:at'the Salford Hills Elementary School. (Dr. Price

.TR 15,426). Dr. : Price thinks.that it'is absolutely necessary
,

and that'he would look'into that kind of training, in addition

to looking into.what other kinds of training are availabic.

Dr. Price believes that training will need t'o deal with some

of the human aspects, and he would certainly want training of
'

that nature. He was un'sure whether that is available through

Energy Consultants or the county. (l>rs Price TR 15,428).

;664 'The situation for eteachers, although they are still super-
,

vising children, will be somewhat different, as-Ms. Greaser

stated. Dr.' Price does see a different kind o f , n'e e d on the

part'of the' teachers. He does~think that they will have some

emotional needs that need to be met. They will have anxiety,

they will'have concerns. Dr. Price thinks that his teachers

will need some training in that. (Dr. Price TR 15,429-15,430).

=665 " Training is not the end all of a solution, and training

can.never anticipate every kind of an emergency." Training

will help, but that it would not completely solve the problem.

(Dr. Price TR 15,547). -

. _ . _

<

666 Methacton, Souderton and Great Valley. School District didn't receive,
,

any training, nor did they accept or schedule any training from us. Three

out of-thirteen school ~ districts have received no training. (Wenger

TR 13,633- 13,634)

.
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667 : FEMA is(not' aware of the: extent to which bus-driver train-
'

1

'

' ;ing.hasJbeenLcompleted. (Kinard--TR.20,205). ' FEMA'has b'een pro-
vided lesson ~ plans.byjPEMA, one of.which is-for' bus-drivers, and<

has found ait to .be . fori the mos t part , comprehensive in nature.
~

Mr.-fKinard was notLable'to provide an accurate guess or a ball-'
'

. park' figure 1 regarding his' knowledge of.the' extent"to which bus-

driver-training had been. completed.-(Kinard TR 20,209)

668 MrfAsher stated that he was not sure whether bus drivers had been.
-trained in their roles and responsibilities during a radiological' emergency.
.(Asher TR ~.20,296)

.669 There is insufficient information regarding sheltering in the Spring-' -

Ford' Area School District plan. Dr. Welliver would like'to see more details

regarding. procedures spelled out in the plans. These recommendations are

being made to Energy Consultants. (Welliver TR'15,579)

'670 1A concern was expressed about the suitability of the Second Avenue

Elementary School building for sheltering. There is alot of-glass,

entrances'and exits and it is.a one-story building. (Murray TR 15,122)

..
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-CCRTIFICATE OF SERVICE
,

I hereby ceYtify that Limerick Ecology Action's s,

. Proposed.Fi dings of Fact'and Conclusions of Law have been ,

sehved upon the following parties on the service list below by

on this 7th day of March, 1985'by deposit in the United states Fail,

Mail, postage prepaid, expect for those marked (*) who were hand

served..

.

Ann P. Ilodgdon, Esq.(nyTudge IIelen licyt , Chairwoman (*)Administrative Judge Office of the Executive Legal Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory U.S. Euclear Regulatory Commission

Commission
.

Washington, DC 20555
washington, DC 20555

.(*) Benjamin.Vogler, Esq.
Dr. Richard F.. Cole' Office of the Executive Legal Director

'g ) Administrative Judge - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Washington, DC 20555

~ Commission
Washington, DC 20555 (*) Troy B. Conner, Jr., Esq.

Conner and Wetterhahn
Dr. Jerry Harbour 1747 Pennsylvania Ave., NW

( ) Administrative Judge Washington, DC 20006
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (*) Philadblphia Electric Company
Washington, DC 20555 Altn: Edward G. Bauer, Jr.

VP and General Counsel '

Docketing and-Service Section 2301 Market St. '

Office of the Secretary Phila., PA 19101
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

. Commission Thomas Gerusky, Director
,

Washington, DC 20555 Bureau of Radiation Protection, DER
5th fl, Fulton Bank Bldg.

Atomic Safety and Third and Locust Sts. -

Licensing Board Panel liarrisburg, PA 17120
'U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission Spence W. Perry, Esq.,

Washington,.DC20555 Associate General Counsel-,

FEMA
Atomic Safety and Room 840

Licensing Appeal Panel' 500 C St., SW
'U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Washington, DC 20472

Commission
Washington, DC 20555 Zori Ferkin, Esq.

Governor's Energy Council
P.O. Box 8010

urg,Pk17105'Ili rri
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